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Abstract
Quantum communication and computation is an emerging field in quantum mechanics. There are
many promising applications including secure communications, simulation of complex quantum sys-
tems or quantum algorithms which perform faster than classical methods. The main barrier to realis-
ing these possibilities is coping with the inevitable errors induced by noise and experimental imper-
fections. Quantum error correction is a process which allows for the storage and retrieval of encoded
qubits with high fidelity even in an imperfect environment. Error correction operates by encoding
qubit states into a subspace of a larger system of qubits. The presence of errors is detected by per-
forming stabilizer measurements. These measurements do not act on the encoding subspace and the
measurement results, or syndrome, can be used to infer errors.
The decoding problem is to use syndrome information to find the most likely errors which have
occurred. This is performed using classical computing resources. Once the errors have been inferred
operations can be applied to the system to counteract their effect.
While many quantum error correcting codes are known not all are suitable in a practical setting.
When choosing a potential code we must consider the following. Does the construction use simple
interactions that can be physically realised? How high is the physical qubit to encoded qubit over-
head? Does an efficient decoder exist? Is the encoding scheme scalable and do the error correcting
properties improve with scaling? All of these properties are desirable for a practical scheme, though
some compromise may be required.
In this thesis I show how cluster states can be used as a resource for implementing CSS quantum
codes. Additionally I show how these cluster codes can be linked together in a layered fashion to
create foliated codes. These foliated codes can be used with any constituent CSS code as a basis for
fault tolerant error correction. This process is an extension of Raussendorf’s toric code measurement
based processing scheme. I first generalise this measurement based scheme to all CSS quantum codes,
which is presented in chapter 3. I then present a novel decoding scheme for foliated turbo codes,
chapter 4, and present the decoding performance of some turbo code families in chapter 5. These
turbo codes are a class of finite rate codes whose overhead and complexity are flexible. Chapter 6
presents the decoding performance of foliated bicycle codes. The low overhead of physical resources
to logical qubits of both these code families make these foliated schemes an attractive alternative to
the toric code when considering practical measurement based computing designs with large numbers
of encoded qubits.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The idea of using quantum systems as computers was proposed by Feynman in 1982 [1]. In this
keynote speech Feynman discussed whether it was possible to efficiently simulate various physical
interactions with classical computers. Of particular interest was the simulation of quantum mechanics.
The number of variables to consider in a quantum system increases rapidly as the size of the system
is increased. To combat this a new type of computer system was proposed; a system which itself
contained quantum elements. The size of the computational resources scale with the size of the
simulation. It was conjectured that these quantum computers may be able to perform certain tasks,
such as quantum simulation, far better than classical computers.
In addition to simulations of quantum systems[2, 3] certain algorithms were subsequently devel-
oped which perform far better than any known classical algorithms [4, 5, 6, 7]. The development
of the Deutsh-Jozsa algorithm (1992) was the first such algorithm shown to perform exponentially
better than its classical counterpart [4]. This lead to the development of Shor’s algorithm (1994) and
Grover’s algorithm (1996) [5, 6]. Shor’s algorithm is a non-deterministic integer factorization algo-
rithm which has polynomial performance, much faster than its best classical counterpart (the general
number field seive [8, 9]). Grover’s algorithm is a type of search algorithm which performs quadrati-
cally faster. The potential to harness quantum computation to perform calculations which are outside
the limits of classical computing has lead to much interest in the future development of quantum
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computers.
Quantum processing requires precise control over state preparation and manipulation. For most
classical systems control of information is a relatively trivial task. For example typical random access
memory (RAM) experiences failure rates in the order of 10−14 bits per second [10, 11]. Quantum
systems on the other hand experience either relatively high decoherence, loss, low interaction fidelity
or some of these in combination [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. For this reason it is difficult to asses the exact
‘precision’ at which current systems operate but an estimate could be that gates have a failure prob-
ability in the order of 10−4 on small scale systems [18, 12]. For sufficiently long calculations where
thousands of gate operations may be required this poses a significant problem. Classical regimes
where data loss or corruption is significant, such as in TV broadcasting or long range communica-
tions, use error correction to reduce the loss of data. The next section will outline the development of
quantum error correction as a method of improving the fidelity of quantum computers.
1.1 Quantum Error Correction
In 1995 Shor demonstrated the first example of a quantum error correcting code[19]. This encoding
scheme encodes a logical qubit into nine physical qubits and is able to correct an arbitrary Pauli spin
flip error or two arbitrary qubit losses. Through concatenation (repeated encoding of physical qubits
in a nested hierarchy) an error threshold can be established. If the error rate is below this thresh-
old then errors can be suppressed to arbitrarily low levels by increasing the level of concatenation.
This demonstrates the existence of a mechanism through which quantum errors can be arbitrarily
suppressed.
Whether or not quantum computers are feasible may be determined by some practical factors. If
the physical resources required to produce a quantum computer are too technically demanding then
the system may never come to fruition. Ideally a quantum error correcting scheme will have most or
all of the following properties;
• low physical qubit to logical qubit overhead.
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• high error correcting threshold.
• efficient and parallelizable decoders.
• simple quantum gates (ie. transversal).
• fault tolerance.
• distance properties which scale with code family size.
We will now briefly discuss each of these properties.
Overhead
The rate of an encoding scheme is the ratio of the number of physical qubits in a code to the number
of ‘encoded’ or logical qubits. Generally a code with a high rate will have a lower overhead of
physical resources than a code with a much lower rate. A low overhead is a desirable property when
considering large scale implementation. Given the challenge of controlling hundreds of physical
qubits a scheme which can deliver more logical qubits, with similar decoding performance and system
size, is desirable [20, 21, 22]. Several code families exist which have a finite rate. Such codes are
capable of encoding an arbitrary number of qubits with a linearly scaling overhead.
Threshold
A decoding threshold is an error rate, pth, below which errors occurring at a rate p are suppressed.
Through concatenation decoding failures can be suppressed to an arbitrary level. In the infinite limit
the success of decoding against the error rate forms a step function around pth, with success below
and failure above pth.
Threshold behaviour can also exist in code families without the need for concatenation. As the
size of the code is increased (in terms of number of physical qubits) the failure rate of the decoding
diminishes for p < pth. Topological codes, including the toric code, are the most notable examples
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of these types of code families (see section 2.10). Topological codes generally have very high thresh-
olds [23, 24, 25]. In the limit where the number of physical qubits in the code N → inf the success
rate approaches 1 for p < pth.
Higher error correcting thresholds are desirable because they allow for error suppression of more
noisy systems. This becomes useful in a practical setting where the very high precision of gate and
state preparation operations (and very low noise) may be difficult to achieve.
Efficient Decoders
Efficient decoders are an important practical concern. The decoding problem take a syndrome and
attempts to find the most likely error pattern (or recovery operations) which have occured. This is
performed using classical computer resources. This problem is typically NP hard [26]. For larger
and larger codes it is important that the decoding process is tractable. To achieve this many decoders
use exploit symmetries or structures within the code to reduce the computational resources which
are required for the decoding problem. Efficient decoders use classical resources which scale sub-
exponentially with the size of a code.
Even if the decoder is efficient it is often desirable that it can be decoded using parallel processes.
Consider a code family whose size (in physical and logical qubits) is doubled. If the decoding process
must be performed sequentially the decoding time will double. If decoding can be performed in par-
allel the decoding time remains fixed even if the classical resources used (processing power, memory)
scale with the code size.
Interaction Complexity
Another practical concern regarding the construction of quantum systems is how difficult the physical
implementation of the required quantum gates are. In terms of gate construction single qubit gates can
generally be performed with the highest fidelity, followed by two qubit gates. The fidelities of higher
order interactions generally drop off qubickly as the number of qubits involved increases [24, 25].
Ideally codes should not require high order quantum interactions in their construction or operation.
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Another concern is the architecture of the physical system. There are some codes where the gates
can be arranged in a 2D geometric layout with nearest neighbour interactions [27, 23, 28, 29, 30].
Gates can then be implemented locally and gates acting on physically distant qubits are unnecessary.
More complicated structures may still be useful, especially if the physical platform involves optics
or microwaves. Gates between more distant qubits can be utilized in these reqimes, however there
are still limiting factors such as []cite cite cite. In this way operations should at least be local in the
sense that as the size of a code family increases, the distance (or time) gates must be performed across
remains fixed.
Fault Tolerance
A fault tolerant system is one in which the failure of an arbitrary component during the preparation
and operation of the system does not lead to a catastrophic failure. The fault tolerance of a procedure
is defined to be the property that if only one component fails then the failure causes at most one error
in each encoded block of qubits output from the procedure [31, 32, 33, 34, 23]. A fault tolerant code
necessarily must be able to perform with imperfect error syndrome extraction, since this process is
subject to error.
Scalability
Large scale quantum computation requires the preparation of hundreds of qubits and quantum gates.
It is necessary to consider the ease of implementing state preparation, error correction and classical
processing when dealing with large physical systems.
Some quantum computing resources are said to be inherently scalable, such as solid state de-
vices [35]. These resources can be prepared using semiconductor fabrication techniques. Gates can
be implemented between arbitrary qubits by connecting wires. However a more complete analysis for
the scalability of a particular fault tolerant computing scheme must also consider other concerns such
as fast parallelizible decoding, classical processing, syndrome extraction and concatenation. These
concerns largely centre on the type of error correcting process being used.
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The toric code and other topological codes are seen as good candidates for codes which can be
scaled up into large systems. The generation of the code state and extraction of syndromes require
only highly local interactions (usually nearest neighbor) and the codes themselves can be represented
on two dimensional geometric lattices [23, 36, 29, 37]. Additionally as the number of physical qubits
in a code family increases the interaction complexity remains fixed. This leads to a good scaling
behaviour.
Many other quantum codes exist but these usually do not have a 2D geometric representation, as
in the case of topological codes [38, 39, 40]. The codes which are best scalable are those in which
interactions between qubits are localised, decoding is parallelizable and syndrome extraction does not
require large multi-qubit operations.
1.2 Cluster States
Cluster states are a type of resource which are utilized by measurement-based quantum computation
schemes [36]. They are a subset of a more general set of states known as graph states. For the purpose
of this thesis we will adopt cluster state to mean any graph state, regardless of whether a true lattice
description can be generated. In chapters 5 and 6 the resouces used have a pseudo one dimensional
lattice description.
Measurement-based quantum computation is a promising avenue for realising fault tolerant quan-
tum computation. Cluster states are complex resources generated from simple elementary operations.
Once the resources are generated quantum computation can be controlled by a series of single qubit
measurements. Cluster states are used in this thesis as a resource for fault tolerant computation (see
chapter 3. I build off the work of Raussendorf [41, 36, 28] and generalized the method to CSS class
codes. In Raussendorfs scheme the surface code is used as a basis for measurement quantum compu-
tation, and this has a lattice cluster state representation.
Cluster states are formed by initializing a set of qubits in the X eigenstate. Control Z gates (Λ(Z))
are then applied between neighbouring qubits generating a set of qubits whose interactions can be
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expressed as a graph. Cluster states are central to this thesis. They provide a basis for implementing
measurement based quantum computation using simple resources and interactions. For Pauli opera-
tors X =
[
0 1
1 0
]
, Z =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
the cluster state is stabilized by (is the eigenstate of) Ku for every qubit u
in the state
Ku = X
⊗
v∈N(u)
Zv (1.1)
where N(u) are qubits in the neighbourhood of u. The set of these eigenoperators define a quantum
state under its stabilizer representation (see section 2.7, [42, 31]).
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis investigates the implementation of a novel error correcting scheme which we call foliated
cluster state codes [43]. This is a generalization of the measurement based computational scheme
proposed by Raussendorf, and extensively studied, which used the toric code as an error correcting
basis [36, 34, 44, 45, 46]. In our implementation any CSS code can be used as a foundation for fault-
tolerant measurement based quantum computation. While the existence of such a scheme is in itself
interesting it does not guarantee that good decoding properties exist. A general decoding scheme is
proposed and implemented for turbo codes and bicycle codes in later chapters and numerical results
are produced. Chapter 2 provides concepts relevent to the thesis, chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 present new
numerical results for some foliated codes. Chapter 7 provides a review of quantum repeaters and I
offer a possible utilisation of cluster codes in this setting. Chapter 8 provides a summary of the work
contained within as well as discussion and potential future developments.
Chapter 2 reviews error correcting principles which are foundational to the work in latter chapters.
Of particular interest are the trellis and belief propagation decoding methods which form the backbone
of the decoding scheme presented in chapter 5 which are implemented on quantum turbo codes (also
covered in this chapter).
In chapter 3 I briefly review the implementation of the Raussendorf scheme of measurement based
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quantum computation on cluster states. I then develop a novel generalization to this scheme for
arbitrary CSS codes which generate foliated cluster state codes [36, 23].
Chapters 4 and 5 cover the generation and implementation of a decoding scheme for foliated
turbo codes. Turbo codes are of interest because they have a series of nice properties. They have a
low overhead of physical to logical qubits, have efficient decoding schemes which are readily par-
allelizable [47, 48, 49], and have a (pseudo) decoding threshold as the code family size is increased
with fixed overhead. I decribe and construct an efficient decoding scheme for foliated codes, based on
belief propagation and trellis decoding, and present the numerical results and analysis in chapter 5.
Chapter 6 I look at the implementation of foliated bicycle codes. The decoding scheme used here
uses belief propagation on Tanner graphs and is a natural extension to a decoding approach in the
non-foliated case. The numerical results and analysis are also presented in this chapter for a small
selection of LDPC bicycle codes.
Chapter 7 reviews the development of quantum repeaters. The intractable scaling properties and
design of the state of the art protocol are remarked upon. I then argue for a means by which repeaters
can be made scalable by preserving memory elements using cluster codes and counterfactual error
correction. Analytic justification is not given due to time constraints, but is an interesting area for
future work.
Chapter 8 gives an overview of foliated codes and their utility amongst other systems and schemes.
Further potential improvements and areas of new research based on foliated codes are also discussed.
Chapter 2
Technical Review
In this chapter I review error correction in a quantum setting as well as introducing concepts presented
later in the thesis. This is to give a foundation for the new work presented in the following chapters.
Error correction is a very diverse field and this is not intended to be a comprehensive overview of all
its aspects. Topics are restricted to those which will be relevant in later chatpers.
2.1 Classical Error Correcting Codes
Before analysing quantum error correcting codes it is useful to review the principles of classical error
correction. Many of the same principles and notations used in classical error correction can be applied
to quantum error correction. There are numerous constructions for classical error correcting codes so
only a few relevant ones will be discussed. This chapter is aimed at readers who are unfamiliar
with the concepts of error correction and intends to cover the fundamentals. Some good background
sources are found in [19, 42, 27, 23, 50, 51, 52, 53]. The textbooks Quantum Computation and Quan-
tum Information[31] and Fundamentals of Error-Correcting Codes[50] are also excellent background
references.
The most common class of error correcting codes are linear codes. These codes operate by en-
coding information into a system and employing a series of checks to determine the most likely error
9
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pattern. The mapping of logical input bits onto physical bits in the system is characterized by a
generator matrix G. The generator matrix is a n× k matrix which takes a vector of k logical in-
puts l = [g1,g2, . . . ,gk]T , gi ∈ {0,1} and outputs a vector c of n physical bits c = [p1, p2, . . . , pn]T ,
pi ∈ {0,1}.
c = Gl (2.1)
The simplest example of a family of error correcting codes are repetition codes. In a repetition
code the relevant data is sent multiple times. The encoded bits are then subjected to an error channel
and received. A majority vote is taken to determine the most likely signal that was sent. Take the 3-bit
repetition code as an example. Valid codewords are 000 and 111. If we wish to send the logical bit 1,
the physical bits 111 are sent. The codeword, c, which is sent is related to the logical bit, l, by
c = Gl =

1
1
1
× [1] =

1
1
1
 . (2.2)
Between transmission and reception the signal is subject to sources of error. In a binary code the
only sources of error are ‘bit flips’ and erasures. An erasure is simply a loss of a bit so its value is
indeterminable. A bit flip is where the value of a received bit is incorrect (0→ 1, 1→ 0).
Take the case where 011 are the received bits. The decoding process is to take a majority vote of
the received bits to infer the encoded bit. In this case 1 is the most likely encoded bit, with the first
physical bit being in error.
For repetition codes it is a computationally simple matter to take a majority vote to determine
the most likely logical bit sent. For more complex codes the most likely logical bits may be harder
to determine. To create a framework to address this we introduce the parity check matrix H of size
(n− k)×n. The rows represent a series of linearly independent parity checks. These checks are used
to detect errors and aid error recovery. The parity checks and generators form a complete orthogonal
(binary) basis over the n physical bits. Linear codes derive their name because any linear combination
of code generators fall within the span of generators and any linear combination of parity checks falls
within the span of parity checks.
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To test for errors the parity check matrix is applied to the received bits r after the encoded bits c
have experienced errors e. The resulting syndrome s = Hr is used in decoding. Note that because G
and H are linearly independent
HG = 0 (2.3)
where 0 is a null matrix. The syndrome satisfies
s = Hr = H(c+ e) = H(Gl+ e) = He (2.4)
so the syndrome does not depend on l only the errors, e, which have occurred. This is particularly im-
portant in the quantum regime direct measurement of individual qubits cannot be performed without
altering the encoded information (see section 2.6).
The encoding and decoding process of linear codes is as follows. First the information, a binary
vector l, is encoded using the generator matrix G. A bit of encoded information x is referred to as
a codeword or logical bit. Generator matrices are constructed so that all codewords are unique and
orthogonal. The syndrome is then extracted from the received bits r using the parity check matrix H.
Finally decoding is performed based on syndrome information.
There are 3 classes error patterns. Logical errors are error patterns that are equivalent to a code-
word. They are undetectable errors which alter the values of logical bits. Harmless undetectable
errors are error patterns which produce no syndrome, but do not alter the encoded information. These
types of errors manifest in quantum codes when a set of errors fall within the stabilizer space (see
section 2.6). Finally there are detectable error patterns. These error patterns produce a syndrome.
The goal of decoding is to identify the most likely error pattern or the most likely recovery process
which undoes the effect of the error pattern. In an environment where errors occur with low probabil-
ity the most likely error pattern is typically the one with the fewest number of errors that satisfies the
syndrome.
Returning to our example 3-bit repetition code we formalize the stabilizer construction. Recall
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the generator matrix is given by
G =

1
1
1
 . (2.5)
Then the two valid codewords for the logical inputs 0 and 1 are
x0 =
[
0 0 0
]T
,
x1 =
[
1 1 1
]T
. (2.6)
Parity checks satisfy HG = 0. A suitable (though not unique) choice for H is
H =
 1 1 0
0 1 1
 . (2.7)
There are four possible syndromes. These are [00], [01], [10] and [11]. The decoding problem is to
determine the error pattern e with the fewest number of errors which can satisfy a given syndrome.
For the repetition code we have the following inferred errors Emin for each syndrome s
s Emin E>min
00 000 111
01 001 110
10 100 011
11 010 101
. (2.8)
The decoder selects the error pattern with the fewest bit flips as the solution. The repetition code is
able to correctly identify at most 1 bit flip error.
Code Distance
The minimum number of correctable errors is related to the distance of the code. The Hamming
distance between two binary vectors x and y is the number of places at which the vectors differ. For
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example the distance between [00000] and [01100] is two, since two bit flips are required to convert
one vector into the other. The distance of a code is defined as the minimum Hamming distance
between codewords. This is equivalent to the minimum distance between any combinations of (non-
zero) codewords, x ∈C, and the all zero vector.
d = min
x∈C,x 6=0
wt(x) (2.9)
where wt is weight of a vector (the number of non-zero elements) and C is the codespace produced
by linear combinations of codewords. Codes are classified as (n,k,d) codes, giving the number
of physical n and logical bits k, as well as the codes distance, d. The 3 bit repetition code is a
(3,1,3) code. The maximum number of arbitrary errors t = wt(e) from which the encoded bits can
be recovered (with certainty) is given by
t ≤ d−1
2
=
3−1
2
= 1. (2.10)
If the probability of a bit flipping is p then the code will fail with a rate ∼ 3p2. For small error rates
p < 3p2. If this is the case then the chance that the logical bit is incorrectly recovered is lower for an
encoded message than if an unencoded bit was sent instead. Note that this is assuming the ideal case
where errors only affect qubits during storage or transmission of the encoded state.
Another major source of error are erasures. Unlike bit flip errors these errors are detectable be-
cause a bit is not received. However the value of the bit is lost. In the absence of bit flip errors a
codeword can be reconstructed if at least 1 bit within that codeword is sent successfully. In general
minimum number of arbitrary correctable erasures φ satisfies
wt(φ)≤ d−1. (2.11)
Since d is the Hamming distance between codewords erasing d− 1 bits leave enough bits intact to
recover all codewords.
Now that we have the basic framework set for classical linear codes we will review different types
of classical codes.
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2.2 Block Codes
All linear codes can be represented by their generator and parity check matrices. For some codes
more compact representations can be formed by exploiting certain symmetries or repetitions in the
codes [42, 23, 39, 54, 55]. For example errors on topological codes can be viewed as error chains
propagating on a surface 2.10. In this section we look at codes which do not have a simpler represen-
tation. These codes are often referred to as block codes.
The (7,4,3) Hamming code is an example of a block code. It is defined by its generator matrix
G =

1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1

T
(2.12)
and parity check matrix
H =

0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1
 . (2.13)
We see HG = 0. A code C can be defined by the span of its generators C [G]. The Hamming code
is a self-dual code: a self-dual code satisfies C[G] ⊆ C[HT ]. Equivalently we can say span(HT ) is
in span(G); that is the generators can be created through a series of linear combinations of parity
checks. Self-dual codes are important in the construction of quantum CSS codes which are covered
in section 2.8.
An example of a non self-dual block code is the (6,3,3) code defined by
GT =

1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1
 , H =

1 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1
 . (2.14)
It satisfies HG = 0 and the parity checks can’t be formed from linear combinations of the generators.
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Since all linear codes satisfy the relation HG= 0 it is possible to determine the parity check matrix
from the generator matrix, or vice versa. Take our second block code example. Its generator is a 6×3
matrix which implies that the parity check matrix is a (6− 3)× 6 matrix. Let G−1 be the pseudo
inverse of G such that G−1G = I6×3, where Ii× j is an i× j matrix with 1’s on the leading diagonal
and zeros elsewhere. The product of the first 3 rows of G−1 form an I3×3 matrix with G. The final 3
rows of G−1 are orthogonal to the columns of G and are of dimension 6× (6− 3). This means that
each row is a parity check, and the parity check matrix is equivalent to these rows up to some linear
combination.
The pseudo inverse of the (6,3,3) code is achieved by performing row reduction on GT .
[GT |I] =

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

, (2.15)
[I|(G−1)T ] =

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

. (2.16)
Transposing n− k = 3 columns and transposing we have
H =

1 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1
 (2.17)
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which recovers H as defined in equation 2.17. We can also recover additional information from this
process by inverting (G−1). This should recover G as well as additional rows. The new rows and the
first k columns of (G−1)T are orthogonal. The product of these new rows and the final n− k columns
of (G−1)T must be In−k.
[
(G−1)T
]−1
=
 GT
ISF
=

1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

. (2.18)
The final rows are collectively known as inverse syndrome formers [56, 57]. For every syndrome the
ISF can be used to create an initial error pattern E0 that satisfies the syndrome. The relationships
between the syndrome, parity check matrix, ISF and initial error pattern E0 are:
s = He,
E0 = ISF× s, (2.19)
s′ = HE0,
= (H · ISF)s,
= I× s.
The syndrome s′ produced by E0 is identical to the syndrome determined by the error pattern e. Note
that in most cases E0 6= e and will not be a good decoding solution (ie. not the most likely error pattern
satisfying the syndrome). In certain decoding schemes the ISF is useful where the number of inferred
errors is minimised after the syndrome is satisfied by the initial decoding ‘guess’(see section 2.5.8).
This concept will be important during the decoding scheme proposed for foliated convolutional codes
introduced in chapter 4.
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Physical Outputs
p1−31
p1−32
p1−33
...
...
l3
l2
l1
0
0
Ancillas
Logical Inputs
FIGURE 2.1: A circuit representation of a rate 13 convolutional code. The similarity between successive sets
or frames of output bits is emphasized by shifting the input logical bits after every output frame. Two ancillary
padding bits are used at the start of the code. A more compact representation is to illustrate only a subsection
of the the circuit called the seed generator. An example of which is highlighted in red. The complete circuit
is reconstructed by using translations of seed generators acting on successive logical inputs. This is shown in
figure 2.2.
2.3 Convolution Codes
Convolutional codes are a class of finite rate low density parity check (LDPC) codes. They are typi-
cally constructed from a seed generator that produces the logical codewords[58, 39, 48, 59, 56, 59].
The generator takes a string of input bits of length bk and outputs a string of physical bits of length
rk. The code is then said to be a rate br code since it asymptotically encodes b logical bits for every r
physical bits. Since a convolution code can encode an arbitrary number of bits we can think of each
code as a family of block codes of differing lengths. Convolutional codes are very versatile since the
rate, decoding complexity and decoding performance can all be varied by the choice of code.
It is often useful to describe convolutional codes using a circuit diagram. Figure 2.1 shows a
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li
p1i
p2i
p3i
D D
li−1 li−2
FIGURE 2.2: A schematic representation of a rate 13 convolutional code. A logical bit li enters the circuit
from the left. Three physical bits, pi, j, are produced whose values are determined by the circuit. Each D square
represents a memory element which holds the previous value of the previous logical input bit gi−1. On receiving
a new input its current value is released. The form of this circuit compares with figure 2.1.
schematic of a rate 13 convolutional code. Here lines carry the value of the input bits. Controlled not
gates are represented by a line connecting the the control, •, and target, ⊕, bits. Each logical input bit
li produces a set of physical output bits p
j
i which is called a frame. Each logical input and its output
bits are related by identical circuit elements. This is emphasised by adjusting the logical input wires
after each frame so that the circuit elements align. Two logical ancilla padding bits are shown in this
circuit and these are used to terminate the iterative design of the circuit.
A more compact representation of convolutional codes is to view them in terms of a seed generator.
The seed generator of the same rate 13 convolutional code is shown in figure 2.2. Each logical input
bit li enters the seed generator and produces 3 output bits p
j
i . In the previous figure an output frame
is generated using the a logical input as well as the two previous two logical inputs. To retain this
behaviour we introduce a memory. Each memory component, illustrated as a square around a D,
stores a single bit value. The stored bit value is released upon receiving a new input. The memory
size or constraint length ν is an important factor in code design. In general the larger the memory the
better the decoding strength will be, but this comes at the cost of an increased decoding complexity.
We now formalise the convolutional code framework. Expressed as a generator matrix each code-
word is identical to the previous codeword, but are shifted to act on different physical bits. For a
convolutional code with constraint length ν , and seed generator components G1i to Gνi of length n for
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logical input i, the generator matrix is
GTconv =

0 . . . G1i G
2
i . . . G
ν
i . . . 0
0 . . . G1i+1 G
2
i+1 . . . G
ν
i+1 . . . 0
0 . . . G11+2 G
2
i+2 . . . G
ν
i+2 . . . 0
 . (2.20)
Similarly for the parity check matrix
Hconv =

0 . . . H1i H
2
i . . . H
µ
i . . . 0
0 . . . H1i+1 H
2
i+1 . . . H
µ
i+1 . . . 0
0 . . . H11+2 H
2
i+2 . . . H
µ
i+2 . . . 0
 (2.21)
where µ is the constraint length of the parity check matrix. Since these matrices are sparse convolu-
tional codes fall within the set of low density parity check (LDPC) codes.
2.3.1 Transfer Function Notation
Convolutional codes are extendable to an arbitrarily large code size and so are described by arbitrarily
large parity check and generator matrices. A more compact representation is to express convolutional
codes using transfer functions. These have the advantage that we can manipulate finite sized seed
matrices for a code family rather than working with arbitrary sized matrices. A transfer function
is a polynomial function f (D) where Di represents a delay in an output of i time steps. Part of
the motivation for this construction is to determine inverse syndrome formers (ISF) as shown in the
following section.
Consider the generator shown in figure 2.2. Expressed in terms of its logical inputs gi and physical
outputs p ji we have the block matrix representation
GT =
p j1 p
j
2 p
j
3 p
j
4 p
j
3 . . .

111 100 110 g1
111 100 110 . . . g2
111 100 110 . . . g3
...
...
(2.22)
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here j represents the number of physical outputs for every logical input. G is a 3k× k, where k is the
number of logical inputs. Note that the use of padding bits, where a known logical state (typically
0) is used at the start or the end of the code to empty the memory will slightly change the dimension
of G, but this is does not affect the transfer function description. Inputs into the generator can be
expressed as a k×1 vector
LT =
[
l1 l2 l3 . . . lk
]
. (2.23)
The arbitrarily large dimensional matrix G can be represented using a finite dimensional seed gener-
ator with delay operations. This is known as the transfer function description. We introduce D and its
‘inverse’ D˜ which are r× rk and rk× r matrices defined by
D =
[
D0Ir D1Ir . . . Dk−1Ir
]
D˜
T
=
[
D˜0Ir D˜1Ir . . . D˜k−1Ir
]
(2.24)
for a rate 1r code. The operators D and D˜ satisfy D˜
i×D j = δi j. Here D is the usual delay operator and
D˜i is a mnemonic for the inverse of Di. Then we have
D˜×D =

D˜0D0Ir D˜0D1Ir . . . D˜0Dk−1Ir
D˜1D0Ir D˜1D1Ir . . . D˜1Dk−1Ir
...
...
...
D˜k−1D0Ir D˜k−1D1Ir . . . D˜k−1Dk−1Ir
Irk. (2.25)
We trivially write GL = D˜DGL from which we can derive finite size seed generator. To illustrate this
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for the generator in equation 2.22 for which r = 3,
GL =D˜
[
Ir IrD . . .
]
×

1
1
1
1 1
0 1
0 1
1 1 1
1 0 1
0 0 1
1 1 1
1 0 1
0 0 1
...

×

l1
l2
...
lk
 , (2.26)
=D˜

1+D+D2 D+D2+D2 D2+D3+D4
1+D2 D+D3 D2+D4 . . .
1 D D2
×

l1
l2
...
lk
 ,
=D˜

(1+D+D2)(l1+ l2D+ . . .+ lkDk−1)
(1+D2)(l1+ l2D+ . . .+ lkDk−1)
(1)(l1+ l2D+ . . .+ lkDk−1)
 ,
=D˜

1+D+D2
1+D2
1
 k−1∑i=0 Dili+1,
≡D˜Gs(D)
k−1
∑
i=0
Dili+1, (2.27)
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where D˜ is a rn× r matrix. Here we have D0 ≡ 1. In the last line we define the seed generator, Gs, is
a 3×1 matrix defined in terms of delay operators.
The strength of the transfer function notation is that the generator parameters can be expressed as
a small dimension seed generator. In our example
Gs = DG

1+D+D2
1+D2
1
 . (2.28)
To output the physical qubits from this seed generator a string of logical input bits L=
[
l1 l2 . . . lk
]T
is multiplied by ∆(D) =
[
1 D . . . Dk−1
]
. In our working example we have
k−1
∑
i=0
Dili+1 ≡ ∆(D)×L =
[
1 D D2 . . .
]
×
[
l1 l2 l3 . . .
]T
. (2.29)
Gs can then multiply by this expression to output the code qubits. For the more general case of a rate
b
r code takes b inputs and produces r outputs at each frame. For an encoding operation we have
c = GL,
= D˜DGL,
= D˜Gs∆L, (2.30)
where the dimension of these objects are: [c] = rn× 1; [D˜] = rn× r; [D] = r× rn; [Gs] = r× b and
[∆] = b×bn.
2.3.2 Transfer Function Manipulation
Now that we have established the implementation of transfer functions as a description of convo-
lutional codes consider the problem of determining the ISF, which is used in trellis decoding (see
section 2.5.7). To calculate the ISF we take a pseudo inverse of the generator matrix (see section 2.2).
For a br code the generator matrix has size nb× nr, where n is the number of frames. We have the
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property
G−1×G = Inb×nb (2.31)
To express this in terms of transfer function notation we have
Inb×nb = D˜G−1GD
= D˜G−1Gs(D)

1 D . . . Dk−1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 1 D . . . Dk−1
. . .
 ,
=

1
D˜
...
D˜k−1
1
D˜
...
D˜k−1
...

G−1s (D˜)Gs(D)

1 D . . . Dk−1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 1 D . . . Dk−1
. . .
 ,
= ∆T (D˜)G−1s .(D˜)Gs(D)∆(D). (2.32)
We can use the identity
D˜ jDi = δ i j = D˜0Di− j, (2.33)
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to express powers of D˜ in terms of powers D. Note that operations are ‘normal ordered’ so that all D
terms are after D˜ terms. From equation 2.32 we have
Ibn×bn = D˜0∆T (D−1)G−1s (D−1)Gs(D)∆(D),
= D˜0∆D∆T (D−1)G−1s (D
−1)Gs(D)∆(D)∆T (D˜),
= D˜0G−1s (D
−1)Gs(D),
= G−1s (D˜)Gs(D). (2.34)
Thus the pseudo inverse of Gs(D) is Gs(D−1). To calculate this inverse we substitute G(D˜) with the
terms Di for D˜−1.
We now work through an example to demonstrate this approach. Consider the case of a rate 23
convolutional code where we wish to find its parity checks matrix. One of the generators is taken
from our working example and the second generator input is [D,D,1]. For compactness we will work
with the seed generators only and set G = Gs(D). The pseudo inverse of
[GT |I] =

D 1 1 1 0 0
1+D+D2 1+D2 1 0 1 0
0 0 1
 , (2.35)
is
[I|G−1] =

1 0 0 1+ D˜ 1+ D˜ 1+ D˜+ D˜2
0 1 0 D˜ D˜ 1+ D˜2
1+ D˜ D˜ D˜2
 . (2.36)
To satisfy the condition G−1G = I we note that the product of the first column of G−1 and the first
row of G must be 1. The same is true for the second column and second row. The product of the third
column of G−1 and the generators must be zero. Since HG = 0, and the number of parity checks is
n−k = 1, this means the third column must be equivalent to HT . Expressed in transfer function form
this gives us
H(D˜) =
[
1+ D˜+ D˜2 1+ D˜2 D˜2
]
. (2.37)
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Using equation 2.33 it follows that
H(D) =
[
1+D−1+D−2 1+D−2 D−2
]
,
=
[
1+D+D2 1+D2 1
]
×D−2. (2.38)
We recognise that the parity check is equivalent to the first seed generator shifted by 2 frames. If
we compensate for the shift then the two are equivalent (HX = HZ) since this convolutional code is
is self-dual. To calculate the ISF we take the inverse of the right hand side of equation 2.36. This
reclaims the original seed generators as well as the inverse syndrome formers.
[
GT0 (D˜) I
]
=

1+ D˜ 1+ D˜ 1+ D˜+ D˜2 1 0 0
D˜ D˜ 1+ D˜2 0 1 0
1+ D˜ D˜ D˜2 0 0 1
 , (2.39)
⇒
 I G(D)
ISF
=

1 0 0 D D 1
0 1 0 1+D+D2 1+D2 1
0 0 1 D 1+D 0
 . (2.40)
The inverse syndrome former ISF is thus
ISF(D) =
[
D 1+D 0
]
. (2.41)
Recalling the identity Di− j = δi j, the product of ISF(D) and H(D) is 1. We can express this as:
ISF(Di)×H(D j) = δi j. (2.42)
For an arbitrary syndrome we can use the ISF to generate an error pattern which satisfies the syn-
drome.
2.3.3 Remarks on Decoding
Decoding convolutional codes is generally performed using trellis methods as covered in section 2.5.8.
Trellis decoding can be performed using belief propagation which involves passing messages between
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nodes in a graph. Belief propagation is suitable for convolutional decoding because the number of
possible states to consider at any stage of the decoding is fixed by the size of the memory 2ν+1. This
fixes the complexity of the decoder as the size of the code is increased. Additionally convolutional
decoding can be parallelized. These properties mean that convoltuional codes have efficient decoding
schemes for an arbitrary size code [60, 49, 48, 39, 61].
Unlike some other code families, eg toric codes or concatenated block codes, as the size of the
code is increased the code distance d does not increase. While the distance determines the minimum
number of errors that can cause a code to fail a code may be capable of correcting many more errors.
In the case of convolutional codes errors which occur on qubits which are many frames apart do not
influence each others decoding process. Therefore longer codes allow for more errors to be corrected
provided that they are sparsely distributed among the physical qubits. When a set of errors is not cor-
rected only the logical operators acting in the neighbourhood of these errors are decoded incorrectly.
Other logical bits may still be recovered. For this reason convolutional codes are particularly well
suited to applications where errors are uniformly distributed across the physical bits of the code.
Turbo codes, which are covered in the next section attempt to harness the efficient decoding of
convolutional codes while improving decoding performance. More details on decoding are covered
in section 2.5.8 and chapter 4.
2.4 Turbo Codes
Turbo codes are set of finite rate LDPC codes formed by the concatenation of two convolutional
codes[62, 39]. First logical bits are encoded by the first, or outer, convoltional code. The output
from this is then interleaved and encoded by the second, or inner, convolutional code. Interleaving
is a process of shuffling the order of bits. For turbo codes this often leads to a significant increase in
performance over non-interleaved concatenation [63, 64, 65, 39].
Failures in convolutional decoding usually occur due to multiple errors in a small neighbourhood
of physical output bits. If logical errors occur in a convolutional code they generally occur in small
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neighbourhoods or ‘bursts’. When no interleaving takes place these are passed to the second con-
voltional decoder and fall within a small neighbourhood of bits. The second decoder is then likely to
fail.
We now consider the implementation of an interleaving process between convolutional decodings.
If the first decoder fails then the errors are likely to be burst errors. The interleaver then shuffles the
order of the bits before entering the second convolutional decoder. This has the effect of making
the location of errors more uniformly distributed. Convolutional codes are better at dealing with
these types of error processes, and as such the decoding process as a whole is likely to perform more
strongly then if no interleaving takes place.
While all turbo codes are constructed from the concatenation and interleaving of convolutional
codes there are two different types of concatenation that are commonly used. These produce serial
turbo codes and parallel turbo codes. Serial turbo codes act by taking the entire output stream of one
convolutional code and using it as the input for the second code. Parallel turbo codes use an outer
systematic convolutional encoder. Systematic encoders contain the input bit-stream as a subset of the
output stream. This systematic output is then interleaved and passed into the second encoder, rather
than the whole output.
2.4.1 Serial Turbo Codes
Figure 2.3 shows the structure of a serial turbo code. Concatenation of the two convolutional codes
occurs on all bits. The rate of the turbo code is then 1r1×r2 where
1
r1
and 1r2 are the rates of the first and
second convolutional codes respectively.
Decoding of serial turbo code is relatively straightforward. First the inner decoder is applied.
The logical priors are then passed to the outer decoder (after de-interleaving) which produces the
final logical output. This process can be modified by using feedback. In this approach the physical
marginals from the outer decoder can be used as the logical priors for the inner decoder. This process
of inner and outer decoding and feedback is usually repeated until the marginals converge on some
stable solution or until a fixed number of passes are performed. Feedback can be used to enhance
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L Go Po Li Gi PiΠ
FIGURE 2.3: A schematic representation of serial turbo encoding. Logical bits L are sent through the outer
code. The outer code bits P0 become the logical bits for the inner code. Finally the inner code produces the
physical code bits Pi. An interleaver, Π, acts in between inner and outer encoders.
decoding performance[39, 60, 49, 66].
2.4.2 Parallel Turbo Codes
Figure 2.4 shows the structure of a parallel turbo code. The outer convolutional code must be a
systematic convolutional code in the case of parallel turbo codes. Systematic convolutional codes
are codes in which a subset of the output bits contains the input bits. Consider the case of a rate kr
convolutional code. The general form of the seed generator is then
Gseed =

f 11 (D) f
2
1 (D) . . . f
k
1 (D)
f 12 (D) f
2
2 (D) . . . f
k
2 (D)
...
...
...
f 1r−k f
2
r−k . . . f
k
r−k
...
...
...
0 1 . . . 0
1 0 . . . 0

(2.43)
Here the outputs are determined by some binary-valued functions f ji (D). The final k rows correspond
to a direct output of the logical input bits. These systematic bits are sent to the inner encoder. The
rate of the turbo code is then r = k(n1−k)+n2 where n1 and n2 are the number of output bits from the
first and second encoders and k = k1 = k2 are the number of logical input bits.
Decoding of parallel turbo codes proceeds in a similar manner to serial turbo codes. Each convo-
lutional decoding is calculated. The marginal probabilities for the systematic bits are then exchanged
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pn−ko
L
GO
L
FIGURE 2.4: A schematic of parallel turbo encoding. Logical bits are first encoded by a systematic convo-
lutional code GO. The output bits are separated into two parts. The systematic part which contains the input
string is passed into the second encoder GI . The remaining output part is left unaltered as physical code bits.
The interleaver, Π, acts on the systematic output from the outer code.
between decoders and used as priors. The decoding is then performed again with updated informa-
tion. This process can be repeated for a fixed number of times or until the marginal values for the
systematic bits from each decoder converge.
2.4.3 Interleaving
Most simulations use memory-less random error models such as Gaussian noise (Additive Gaussian
white noise or AWGN) or bit flip errors [31, 65, 51]. These models are simple to analyse. In reality
errors are often correlated by external factors. For example faulty gates between two bits may produce
two errors in close proximity. Environmental factors may also correlate errors. Some examples are
lightning strikes interfering with TV broadcasts or a scratch of the surface of a DVD or hard drive.
Uncorrectable errors may occur when the number of errors t > d2 for a distance d code. In the
case of a convolutional code decoding failure may occur when t errors occur locally, on a set of bits
falling within the frames produced by a constraint length, ν , of inputs. Convolutional decoders act
by examining physical qubits sequentially. An error which occurs non-locally to the set of physical
qubits being examined during a certain point in decoding will not affect the current process. This can
easily be seen by using a trellis decoding implementation as in section 2.5.5. Turbo codes implement
an interleaver between inner and outer convolutional codes. The interleaver acts to shuffle the order
in which bits encoded by the outer code are encoded by the inner code. During decoding this has the
effect of making errors which are correlated by a failure in the inner decoder more non-local. This
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leads to an increase in decoding performance over the case where no interleaver is employed.
When uncorrectable errors occur the recovery process does not return the system to its initial
encoded state. In the case of convolutional codes decoding is likely to fail when the number of errors
occurring within a small neighbourhood of code bits is high. This may produce a corresponding
neighbourhood of logical errors. In turbo codes an interleaver is used between decoding levels which
shuffles the input order into a decoder. The second decoder is then less likely to have neighbourhoods
of high error concentrations than it would if no interleaver was used. The use of an interleaver greatly
improves capability of the second convolutional code to succeed [63, 64, 39]. This is why turbo codes
are much stronger than would be expected by just trivially concatenating two convolutional codes.
2.5 Decoding Methods
The goal of any decoding algorithm is to determine the most likely codewords sent, c, given a string
of bits t = c+ e where e is an error pattern. Essentially decoding asks what are the most probable
encoded bits bits given the received bits? In order to compute this exactly we require a comparison
between all possible states of the system consistent with a given error syndrome. In general, decoding
is an NP hard problem [42, 67, 26]. The resources required increase exponentially in terms of the
number of bits. If a given code has m parity checks then there will be 2m possible states.
For small codes such as the Hamming code or the repetition code we can easily construct a table
with all of these values, and decode via a lookup operation. For larger codes this is impractical. The
decoding method for larger codes are generally determined by the construction properties of the code
itself. Topological codes, such as the toric code and colour codes are typically decoded by a perfect
matching algorithm[23][41][45][25]. Convolutional, turbo and low-density parity check (LDPC) codes
are generally decoded using an instance of belief propagation (BP) or trellis decoding. For example
the Vitterbi algorithm, commonly applied to convolutional codes, can be shown to be a subset of the
max-product algorithm, which is a belief propagation process[68][39] (see section 2.5.8). McEliece
et al. provide a good description of the application of belief propagation to decoding[68]. Some other
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convolutional decoding methods and codes also exist, however they will not be review in this work.
2.5.1 Lookup Table Decoding
All decoding relies on using syndrome information to identify the most likely error pattern. An
exact decoder considers all possible error patterns satisfying a given syndrome and determine the
most likely logical information. If a record of the most likely decoding is consulted for every given
syndrome this type of decoding is called lookup table decoding. Lookup table decoding records the
lowest weight error patterns required to satisfy every possible syndrome. While this makes it a very
good decoder the number of possible syndromes increases exponentially with the number of parity
checks. For this reason lookup table decoding is not practical for larger codes.
To see how this type of decoding works consider the (3,1,3) repetition code defined by
GT =
[
1 1 1
]
, H =
 1 1 0
0 1 1
 . (2.44)
We can construct the following lookup table
s Emin
00 000
10 100
01 001
11 010
(2.45)
There are a = 2 parity checks which produce 2a possible syndromes.
2.5.2 Perfect Matching Decoding
Perfect matching algorithms are useful for the decoding of topological codes[24, 46, 69, 70] (see
section 2.10). Every isolated error on the surface of the code causes two parity checks to fail. An
unbroken chain of neighbouring errors will also produce two parity check failures at the ends of the
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1 1 1 1... 1 1 1 1...
FIGURE 2.5: The two possible matchings for the the 7 bit repetition code with error pattern given by equa-
tion 2.48. Parity checks exist as boxes and bits lie on the vertical edges of boxes. 1’s represent charges created
by parity check fails. The chains between matchings are shown in red and the locations of possible errors
consistent with the matching are shown as dots.
chain. Any closed chain produces no syndrome. Closed chains are either topologically trivial, which
leave the encoded information unchanged, or topologically non-trivial which cause logical errors.
The matching algorithm pairs off parity check flips or ‘charges’. Each pairing produces a matching
length equal to the length of the corresponding error chain. Decoding minimizes the total matching
length, which corresponds to finding an error chain of maximum probability, but potentially not the
most likely class of errors.
The toric code is a topological code whose syndrome emphdefects are formed on vertices of a
square grid [23]. The matching length between two charges is the metropolis distance between them
(the number of edges between charges). The toric code can be extended to higher dimensions or
expressed in one dimension as a simple repetition code.
To see a simple example of perfect matching decoding consider a 7 bit repetition code with peri-
odic boundaries (analogous to a 1D toric code) shown in figure 2.5. The parity check matrix is given
by
H =

1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 1

. (2.46)
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An error pattern
eT =
[
0 0 1 0 0 1 1
]
, (2.47)
produces the syndrome
s = He,
=
[
0 1 1 0 1 0 1
]
. (2.48)
Perfect matching pairs off each of these defects. The recovery error pattern is formed by placing errors
on the bits between each pair of charges. Two possible matchings are illustrated in figure 2.5. The
first possibility is to pair the first and second charges and the third and forth charges. This produces
three errors as a recovery operation. The second possibility is to pair the forth and first charges and
the second and third charges. This produces four errors as a recovery process. The first solution is
chosen because the error chain contains fewer errors.
The perfect matching algorithm attempts to solve problems like this efficiently by finding the mini-
mum weight error chains consistent with the syndrome. In the case of a two dimensional array, as with
the quantum toric code, the decoding complexity scales polynomially with the number of physical bits
asO(|q3|) or by the side length of the squareO(|l6|) using Edmund’s perfect matching algorithm[71].
Other algorithms provide faster decoding (O(|l2|))with similar performance[72, 73, 70].
2.5.3 Belief Propagation Methods
Belief propagation is a message passing algorithm that can be applied to graphical models such as
Markovian fields, Bayesian networks or factor graphs [68, 74, 75]. It is used to calculate the marginal
probability distributions of states for the nodes in the graph. Error correction can be viewed as a graph
where bits are variable nodes and parity checks are factor nodes. Given the syndrome information
factor nodes introduce constraints on the values that each variable node within a factor can take.
This section will introduce the notation of general constraint satisfying problems (CSPs) before
moving on to general belief propagation. The next two sections on decoding methods look at belief
propagation applied to Tanner graphs and trellis constructions will use these concepts.
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Constraint Satisfying Problems
A CSP is defined by a set of variables,X = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn}, and constraints,F = {F1,F2, . . . ,Fm}.
Each variable has a domain of possible values within χi. Each constraint Fi is a neighbour of a
subset of variables nodes X j ∈ N(Fi), where N(Fi) defined nodes neighbouring Fi. The constraint
limits the possible values χ its neighbouring variables. As a simple example consider the constraints
F = {(x > y,x≤ z)} on variablesX = {X1,X2,X3} with χ1 = χ2 = χ3 = {1,2,3}. The set of values
of xi ∈ χi which satisfy the constraints F are
F (X1,X2,X3) : {(2,1,2),(2,1,3),(3,1,3),(3,2,3)}. (2.49)
Given a set of variablesX = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn} whose joint distribution is known, the marginal distri-
bution of a single variable Xi is the probability distribution of Xi averaging over all informationX \Xi.
For node Xi we can write the marginal probability of the variable being in state xi as
P(Xi = xi) = ∑
{x\xi∈χ
P(X1 = x1,X2 = x2, . . . ,Xn = xn) , (2.50)
where x\xi ∈ χ is the space of possible variable values, excluding the variable Xi. If in our example
we use a homogeneous joint distribution we we can calculate the marginal probability distribution of
each variable. For example
P(X3 = 3) = ∑
x1∈χ1,x2∈χ2
P(X1 = x1,X2 = x2,X3 = 3), (2.51)
=
1
4
+
1
4
+
1
4
=
3
4
.
To calculate the marginal probability the number of values which need to be summed over in-
creases exponentially with the number of variable nodes. As such directly calculating marginals
without further simplification becomes computationally hard for large problem spaces.
Conditional Independence
In order to simplify the complexity of calculating marginal probability distributions, as in equa-
tion 2.50, we first need to introduce the concept of conditional independence. This will allow for
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the factorization of terms in equation which greatly reduce the complexity of finding marginals.
Two random variables are said to be independent if observing one yields no information about
the other. Conditional independence is when two variables become independent once another set of
variables are known. Formally if X and Y are two sets of random variables, then they are conditionally
independent on the set of variables Z if and only if
∀x ∈ χ |X |,y ∈ χ |Y |,z ∈ χ |Z|,
P(X = x,Y = y|Z = z) = P(X = x|Z = z)P(Y = y|Z = z). (2.52)
Notationally we write X ⊥ Y |Z. Importantly probabilities on conditionally independent sets of vari-
ables can be factorised. For Xa ⊥ Xb|Xc we have
P(xa,xb,xc) = P(xa)P(xc|xa)P(xb|xa,xc), (2.53)
= P(xa)P(xc|xa)P(xb|xc). (2.54)
The first line calculates P(xa,xb,xc) by first finding the probability of variable Xa being in state xa.
This is multiplied by the probability that variable Xc will be in state xc given Xa = xa. The last term
is the probability of Xb = xb given Xa = xa and Xc = xc. In the second line dependence on xa has
been removed from the last term. We say that the calculation of joint probability has been localised
in the sense that each term in the calculation now operates on only a subset of the variables in the
problem space. For a simple problem such as this the savings are fairly modest, but in a large problem
containing a network of conditions and variables this can lead to a dramatic reduction in complexity.
Factor Graphs
Calculating the marginal probability distribution using equation 2.50 is impractical for large numbers
of variables because of the exponential number of terms in the sum. This can be simplified by using
conditional independence to factorise terms when calculating marginals. Here we introduce factor
graphs as a way of visualising this process and provide a small example.
A factor graph is defined as a series of nodes, V , and edges, E. Each constraint is assigned to a
factor node within A = {a,b, . . . ,m} and each variable to a node I = {1,2, . . . ,n} such that V = A∪ I.
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A B
1 2 3variable nodes
factor nodes
FIGURE 2.6: A simple bipartite factor graph. Variable nodes (circles) {1,2,3} hold variables {X1,X2,X3}.
Factors nodes (squares) {A,B} constrain the values, x1,x2,x3 of variables in connected variable nodes.
Edges are placed between a constraint nodes and the corresponding variable nodes which appear in the
constraint. E = {(i,a)|a ∈ A, i ∈ N(a)}, where N(a) is the set of all variables which are in constraint
a. Then the factor graph is defined as G = (V,E).
A simple factor graph is shown in figure 2.6. There are 3 variable nodes X = {X1,X2,X3} con-
nected to two factor nodesF = {A,B}with constraints given by functionsF = { fa(x1,x2), fb(x2,x3)}.
The joint probability distribution for this CSP is given by
P(X1 = x1,X2 = x2,X3 = x3) =
1
Z∏j
f j(X j), (2.55)
where j ∈ {A,B}, X j = {xi|i ∈ N( j)} and N( j) is the variable space of the variables in Fj. The
normalization factor Z is equal to the number of possible valid solutions to the CSP. This is given by
Z = ∑
xi∈χi
F (x1,x2,x3), (2.56)
whereF = fA f˙B is equal to one only if all the constraint functions return 1 (ie. are satisfied).
We now wish to compute the marginal distributions for this factor graph. For the variable X2 = x2
we have
P(X2 = x2) =
1
Z ∑x1,x3
fA(x1,x2) fB(x2,x3). (2.57)
If the domain for each variable χi is of size r then the computational time is of order O(r2), reflecting
the number of possible combinations which must be summed over. This can be reduced by factorising
the expression to
P(X2 = x2) =
1
Z
(
∑
x1
fA(x1,x2)
)(
∑
x3
fB(x2,x3)
)
, (2.58)
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This expression can be evaluated in parts. The summation over x1 takes time O(r), as does the sum-
mation over x3, leading to a total computational time of order O(r). This factorization can take place
because X1 ⊥ X3|X2, allowing the calculation for each component to be performed independently.
Belief Propagation
The belief propagation process involves calculating marginal distributions for variables without con-
sulting all the factors and variable nodes simultaneously. Instead only a small number of nodes need
to be consulted at any one time. This can greatly reduce the number of terms in the overall calcu-
lation, and can overcome the difficulty of performing a calculation in one step (see equation 2.50).
Marginal probabilities are calculated recursively by taking terms designated to neighbouring nodes.
These terms are themselves calculated using terms from their neighbouring nodes, and so on. The
terms which are ‘passed’ between nodes are refered to as messages, and in this way belief propagation
is known as a message passing algorithm.
The belief, bi(xi), is how likely Xi = xi as determined using information from neighbouring nodes.
The information from a neighbouring node j takes the form of a message m j→i(xi). This mes-
sage itself can be expressed in terms of messages from its neighbouring nodes. When expressed
in full as a single equation the belief bi(xi) is a product of terms summing over the problem space
{x1,x2, . . . ,xn}\xi. In the case of a tree graph these terms can be factorised [74, 76, 77, 75]. To define
the form of a message we first look at expressing beliefs for variable and factor nodes.
For a variable node i the belief bi(xi) is evaluated as
bi(xi) ∝ ∏
a∈N(i)
ma→i(xi). (2.59)
This can be normalized with a normalization factor Z by enforcing ∑xi bi(xi) = 1. A factor node does
not itself contain any variables or value. The belief for a factor node is instead given by the joint
belief of its neighbouring variable nodes. Figure 2.7 shows a small factor graph centred around a
factor node A. To calculate the belief of node A we first define a ‘supernode’ L = A∪N(A). Then
notationally we have bA(XA) = bL(xL) where XA = {x j| j ∈N(a)} is a configuration of variable values
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FIGURE 2.7: A small section of a factor graph. At the centre is the factor node A. A is connected to 3
variable nodes i, j,k. In turn these nodes connect to other factor nodes which may be part of a larger graph (not
shown).
in the variable nodes surrounding A. Let χL be the domain space of these variables such that χL =
{(xi,x j,xk)| fA(xi,x j,xk) = 1,xi ∈ χi,x j ∈ χ j,xk ∈ χ j}. This enforces the condition that the constraint
of node A is met. Now L is defined we can evaluate its belief analogously to a variable node.
bA(XA) = bL(xL) =
1
Z ∏a∈N(L)
ma→L(xL), (2.60)
=
1
Z
fA(xi,x j,xk) ∏
a∈N(i)
ma→i(xi) ˙∏a∈N( j)ma→ j(x j) ˙∏a∈N(k)ma→k(xk),
=
1
Z
fAXA ∏
q∈N(A)
∏
b∈N(q)\A
mb→q(xq). (2.61)
To extract the belief of a single variable within L we fix this variable and sum over the remaining
variables in the supernode.
bi(xi) = ∑
xA\xi
bA(XA). (2.62)
We now have expressions for calculating the beliefs of variable and factor nodes. However these
expressions are in terms of message terms which are not yet defined. From equations 2.59,2.61
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fA(XA)
mA→i
mk→A
m j→A
Aj
i
k
m j→A
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C
D
mB→ j
mC→ j
mD→ j
FIGURE 2.8: Left) A diagram representing the relationships between messages shown in equation 2.64. The
message from node A to node i, shown in red, is equivalent to the messages into node A from its neighbours
conditioned on fA, shown in blue. Right) The message from node j to A, shown in red, can be expressed as the
product of the messages from neighbouring nodes into node j, shown in blue. This follows from equation 2.62.
and 2.62 we have
bi(xi) ∝ ma→i(xi) = ∑
Xa\xi
fA(XA) ∏
q∈N(A)
∏
b∈N(q)\A
mb→q(xq). (2.63)
Dividing both sides by ∏b∈N(q)\A mb→q we have
mA→i(xi) = ∑
XA\xi
fA(XA) ∏
q∈N(A)\i
mq→A(xq). (2.64)
This is illustrated in figure 2.5.3. The message mA→i is equivalent to the messages m j→A and mk→A
conditioned on function fA. We can iterate this process for the beliefs on j and k. From equation 2.62
we have mq→a(xq) =∏b∈N(a)\a mb→q(xq). For node j this is illustrated in figure 2.8. In this way the
marginal distribution of a node can be calculated by the recursive calculation of messages passed into
nodes.
We can state this generally as
check to variable : ma→i(xi) = ∑
Xa\xi
fa(Xa) ∏
j∈N(a)\i
m j→a(x j), (2.65)
variable to check : mi→a(xi) = ∏
b∈N(i)\a
mb→i(xi), (2.66)
beliefs : bi(xi) ∝ ∏
a∈N(i)
ma→i(xi). (2.67)
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FIGURE 2.9: The Tanner graph for the Hamming code. Squares represent checks and circles represent bits.
Check nodes and bits are connected by the parity check matrix.
For a tree graph this process allows for the beliefs on each variable, and these beliefs converge to
marginal distributions. For loopy graphs the beliefs approximate marginal distributions and good
results can be achieved for certain decoding applications [68, 74, 75, 40, 51, 39].
In the case of loopy graphs there is no natural point in which to terminate the iterative message
passing procedure. The belief propagation process will not be precise since it relies on the messages
being passed into a node being independent of the messages out of the node. This is not the case if a
loop exists. In practice the beliefs on variables often converge for a series of problems and the beliefs
are a good approximation to the marginal values for these variables.
2.5.4 Tanner Graphs
Tanner graphs are graphs which represent error correcting codes. They are directly related to factor
graphs in which variable nodes correspond to bits and factor nodes correspond to parity checks. The
belief propagation algorithm is exponential in the number of variable nodes connected to a factor node
(see equation 2.65). Belief propagation decoding is most often applied to codes whose parity checks
have low weights. These codes are known as low density parity check (LDPC) codes.
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Figure 2.9 shows the Tanner graph of the (7,4,3) Hamming code. Its parity check matrix is
H =
q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 c1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 c2
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 c3
(2.68)
where we have numbered the qubits qi and checks c j.
The domain of each bit is χi = {0,1}. The conditional functions enforce the condition that the
values of bits within a parity check match the syndrome. For a parity check j returning value s j ∈
{0,1} a function f j may be defined as
f j(X j) = (mod(∑
i∈X j
i,2) = s j), (2.69)
where X j is a configuration of values of bits in the domain space N( j). This ensures that the values of
the bits in each parity check satisfy the syndrome s, ie. the function returns 1 for a valid configuration
and 0 otherwise. We also want to weight possible valid solutions for each check by how likely each
combination of bit values are. For example a consider a parity check which returns s j = 0 with
received bits~r = (0,0,0,0). The solutions X1(N( j)) = (0,0,0,0) and X2(N( j)) = (1,1,1,1) are both
consistent with the syndrome. The second solution requires the values of 4 bits to be in error, while
the first solution requires no errors. Based only on the syndrome information provided in this example
the first solution is more likely than the second.
Belief propagation in error correcting codes can be formulated such that only the error states of bits
are interrogated, and the values of individual bits themselves are not used. Let X j be a configuration
of bit errors in the domain of N( j). We define P(E j) as
P(E j) = P(X j) f j(X j), (2.70)
where P(X j) is the probability of the configuration of errors in X j. This acts as a weighting term.
The error state of a bit is denoted eq ∈ {0,1}, in which 0 represents no error and 1 represents a
bit flip error. The complete belief propagation process is shown in the equations below, having been
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FIGURE 2.10: Belief propagation on a Tanner graph. The value of some bits has been erased during the error
channel. Squares represent parity checks and circles represent bits. The failure (1) or success (0) of checks is
recorded and from this the value of the code bits can be inferred completely over several time steps. Each step
represents a series of message passes.
modified from the general form in equations 2.65-2.67;
Initialisation
mq→c(eq)← P(eq) ∀q. (2.71)
Iterative Steps
mc→q(eq) = ∑
Xc\q
P(Ec) ∏
q′∈N(c)\q
mq′→c(eq′) ∀q,c, (2.72)
mq→c(eq) = P(eq) ∏
c′∈N(q)\c
mc′→q(eq) ∀q,c. (2.73)
Output
Bq(eq) = P(eq)∏
c
mc→q(eq) ∀q. (2.74)
An example of how the belief propagation process can pass information throughout a Tanner graph
is illustrated in figure 2.10. In this example numerical values are not used and instead of bit flips
erasures are used. An erasure can be handled by assinging P(eq = 0) = P(eq = 1) = 0.5. The example
is intended to show how information from distant nodes can propagate throughout the graph, rather
than provide a numerical example. In each iterative step messages from more distant nodes effect the
beliefs of each bit.
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2.5.5 Trellis Construction
Trellises are mappings between the possible encoded states and the values of bits, conditioned on
the received syndrome. Transitions between trellis states depend on codwords and the syndrome.
Decoding occurs by trying to find the lowest weight path through the trellis using allowed transitions.
The actual form of the trellises will be discussed in the next two subsections.
In general this decoding method is computationally intractable because it requires the investigation
of 2n states where n is the number of parity checks[78]. However certain structured low-density parity
checks codes require only a fixed number of states to be considered. Convolutional codes are covered
in sections 2.3 and 2.11 and are generally good candidates for trellis decoding.
2.5.6 Wolf Trellises
Wolf trellises are constructed from a code’s parity check matrix[79]. For a general (n,k,d) block
code a trellis consists of n+1 frames which each contain 2n−k states. These states correspond to the
syndrome states of the code. To form the trellis we begin in the leftmost frame in the all zero state.
Transitions from this state to states in the second frame correspond to the value of the first bit, and
how the conditional syndrome would be affected by the value. We label trellis states as Mi, where
i refers to the ith frame and M is a syndrome state. There are two transitions out of state Mi which
depend on ei ∈ {0,1}, the error state of bit i.
Mi+1 = Mi+Hiei (2.75)
where Hi is the ith column of H. A valid decoding is a path through the trellis which terminates in
the correct syndrome state. The most likely decoding path is the path which has the fewest errors.
We will now work through a simple example which illustrates this process more concretely. The
(7,4,3) Hamming code has a parity check matrix
H =

0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1
 . (2.76)
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(1,1,0)
(1,1,1)
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FIGURE 2.11: The Wolf trellis for the Steane code. It is constructed from the parity check matrix read from
left to right. Bits are represented by the transitions in between sets of dots, or frames. Each dot within a frame
represents a comulative syndrome state. Solid lines represent transitions where no errors occur on the physical
qubit and dotted lines represent transitions where an error occurs. Two valid paths through the trellis are shown
for the syndrome (1,0,1). The top red path requires two bit flips while the bottom blue path requires only 1.
The corresponding trellis is shown in figure 2.11.
The initial state of the system is (0,0,0). The effect of an error on the first bit is then considered. If
e1 = 0 the transition continues into the all zero state. If e1 = 1 the transition leads to the (0,0,1) state.
Similarly transitions are made from these states depending on e2. This branching process continues
until the error state of all seven bits are considered. Any path which leads from (0,0,0) to the received
syndrome will contain a valid error pattern for the given syndrome.
For example let the syndrome be s = (1,0,1). Two valid trellis paths which terminate at this
syndrome state are illustrated by figure 2.11 (although other paths also exist). The blue path requires
a single bit flip on bit 5 while the red path requires a bit flip on qubits 1 and 4. The blue path
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is therefore a more likely decoding solution for the received syndrome than the red path. For this
code there is a unique path to every possible syndrome which requires at most a single bit flip. This is
consistent with the distance of the code being 3, since a single arbitrary error can always be identified.
2.5.7 Logical Wolf Trellises
The previous section reviewed Wolf trellises, which consider how errors on successive physical bits
affects the syndrome state. Here we consider a similar type of trellis where each frame in the trellis
corresponds to the input of a logical bit. The trellis states correspond to logical values, or memory
states in the case of convolutional codes. Unlike the Wolf trellis case I will first present logical Wolf
trellises in a setting where the values of bits are compared to the values of codewords. This will
be modified later to a setting where the possible error values of bits are explored, constrained on a
syndrome.
Let the received bits be r and logical generators be gi, i = {1,2, . . . ,k}. This produces a code
space of valid codewords l ∈ 〈g1,g2, . . . ,gk〉. The most likely encoded information c is the codeword
whose Hamming distance is closest to the received bits r, ie. the codeword which requires the fewest
bitflips to match the reveived bits. The codespace can be mapped onto a trellis where each transition
corresponds to a subset of generators gi. The weight of each transition is given by the Hamming
distance between r and gi on a subset of code bits. This is more clearly illustrated with an example.
Take a (5,2,3) block code defined by
GT =
 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1
 , H =

1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1
 . (2.77)
There are four possible logical states which can be encoded, {(00),(01),(10),(11)}. Figure 2.12
shows the form of the logical Wolf trellis for this code. Transitions correspond to possible logical
input bits and are associated with codewords. The most likely transition is the one with the least
distance between it and the received bits.
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FIGURE 2.12: The logical Wolf trellis for the (5,2,3) block code defined in equation 2.77. On the left the
trellis is shown using a single frame. Transitions correspond to different configurations logical bits and produce
different codewords. On the right the trellis has been decomposed into two parts. The first frame relates to the
first logical input only, and the first two physical bit outputs. The second frame relates the second logical input,
conditioned on the first, and the remaining three physical bits.
If there is a subset of physical bits whose values depend only on a subset of logical input then we
can decompose the trellis into frames. For this example the trellis can be re-written using two frames.
The first frame relates the first two physical bit values with the first logical bit. The second frame
relates the second logical bit with the last three physical bit values, conditioned on the state reached
in the first frame. The two trellis constructions are equivalent.
Convolutional codes take advantage of using frames. Rather than considering all of the possible
logical input states, only the memory states of the code are compared during each frame. The tran-
sitions out of a memory state Mi, j in frame i to some memory state Mi+1, j′ correspond to different
values of logical inputs into the code’s memory at step i. Each logical input is associated with a subset
of physical output bits which are determined by the logical input and by the current memory state.
The value of these bits, p, is
p(Mi,Li) = Gi
[
Li,Mi, j
]
(2.78)
where Gi is the ith column on the generator matrix.
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As an example consider the rate 13 convolutional code defined by
GT =
[
1+D+D2 1+D2 1
]
, (2.79)
H =
 1+D+D2 1+D2 1
D D 1
 . (2.80)
The constraint length is ν = 2, so there are 2ν possible memory states in each frame of the trellis.
Figure 2.13 shows the form of the Wolf trellis for this code.
Decoding involves minimizing the Hamming distance between trellis paths and the received bits.
Differences in the two strings of bits indicate the location of errors. Encoding l = 1 1 0 . . . pro-
duces c = 111 011 010 110 000 . . .. If an error occurs on the 7th bit and the received bit string is
r = 111 011 110 110 000 . . .. In figure 2.13 the red path has the lowest distance with respect to the
received bits.
An important step when developing Wolf trellises for quantum codes is to put them in a form
where the decoding is achieved without referring to physical or logical bit values. These methods
use syndrome information to determine the most likely error pattern. For a given syndrome s we can
generate a preliminary error pattern E0 which satisfies the syndrome, s = Hr = HE0. Additionally
r+E0 ∈ 〈gi〉. The error correcting problem is to find some linear product of errors f (gi) ∈ 〈Gi〉 such
that the weight of E = E0+ f (gi) is minimised. The weightings for each transition are given by
p(Mi,Li) = Gi
[
Li,Mi, j
]
+E0i . (2.81)
Returning to our example convolutional code we have ISF = [D D 0;D D 1]. For an error pattern
e which is a bit flip on the 7th bit the syndrome is
s = He =
 1 1 1 0 . . .
0 1 0 0 . . .
 , (2.82)
and
E0 =
[
000 111 000 110 000 . . .
]
. (2.83)
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FIGURE 2.13: A logical Wolf trellis for the convolutional code in equation 2.79. Each frame corresponds
to the input of a logical bit into the encoder. The states are the memory state of the code. Each transition
produces possible bit values for a subsection of the whole output bitstream. The red path shows the lowest
weight solution when the received bits are 111 011 110 110 000 . . ., requiring only 1 bit flip.
Figure 2.14 shows the corresponding trellis. Weightings are associated with each transition as deter-
mined by equation 2.81. The minimum weight error path is shown in red. Non-trivial transitions at
a frame i indicate that a product of G(Di) is taken with E0 to produce the correct weighting. Notice
that the paths through the trellises in figures 2.13 and 2.14 are different, but in both cases an error is
determined to occur on the 7th bit.
2.5.8 Trellis Decoding
There are a number of different methods for constructing trellises such as wolf trellises or logical
wolf trellises. Many decoding methods can be applied generally to trellises [66, 39, 57, 56, 49]. This
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FIGURE 2.14: A logical Wolf trellis for the convolutional code in equation 2.79, constructed using the
syndrome method. The red path shows the lowest weight error pattern for the syndrome s = [1+D2;D+D2].
The solution is for a single error on the 7th bit. Unlike figure 2.13 transitions do not correspond to directly to
logical bit values.
is because the basic components of trellis decoding are shared across all constructions. The lowest
weight valid path through the trellis is the desired outcome of decoding.
Greedy Algorithm
One method of decoding involves simply keeping a running tally of inferred errors. The initial tran-
sition is chosen as the lowest weight transition. The next transition is again chosen to be the lowest
weight transition of those available from the new state. This process continues with the lowest weight
path being chosen at each frame, and a running tally of the weight for the previous ν transitions
recorded. If the running tally exceeds d2 then the process backtracks by going back one frame. The
transition with the next lowest weight is chosen. If the new path’s running tally becomes too high the
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FIGURE 2.15: The threshold decoding process applied to a trellis. Arbitrary weights are applied to transi-
tions in this example. The distance of the code is 3. Starting from the (00) state the red path is explored. When
the running tally of weight increases to 2 the path is backtracked and different options are explored. Eventually
this leads to the blue path being chosen, which has lowest weight overall.
backtracking process is repeated. If all paths from a node are exhausted then the backtracking process
goes back another frame. This process is repeated until a path through the trellis is found. Figure 2.15
shows how this decoding process can be applied to an example trellis with weights assigned to each
transition. In the case of Wolf trellises weights correspond to single bit errors and in logical Wolf
trellises weights correspond to multiple bit errors,
This process is computationally efficient since only a few paths need to be interrogated. However
the drawback is that the process is suboptimal because the decoding approach is a greedy algorithm
and has no foresight as to future transitions. A valid decoding is any decoding where the running tally
over a ν frames remains below d2 . This does not guarantee that lower weight paths do not exist (or
degenerate paths with equal weight), particularly for more complex codes which have more complex
trellises.
Message Passing algorithms
Other decoding methods, such as the Viterbi algorithm, generally fall under the regime of belief
propagation or message-passing [80]. Here we outline two general classes of decoding algorithm
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known as the sum-product and max-sum algorithms. The sum-product algorithm calculates marginals
for values (or error states) of individual bits. The max-sum algorithm calculates the maximum joint
probability distribution for all bits. In general the joint probability will not be equal to the marginal
probabilities. For example take two variables x1 and x2 whose probabilities are
x1 = 0 x1 = 1
x2 = 0 0.25 0.5
x2 = 1 0.4 0.1
. (2.84)
Then we have the joint maximum for x1 is arg maxx1P(x1,x2) = 1 which is not the same as the
marginal for x1 arg maxx1P(x1) = 0.
The product sum (Prod-sum) algorithm is a belief propagation algorithm which acts on nodes in
a bipartite graph. The graph contains two types of nodes, factors F and variables V . We will not
review the implementation in this section but give the general approach to the product-sum algorithm.
The algorithm is expressed in equations 2.71 to 2.74. In this setting the belief propagation algorithm
is applied to Tanner graphs. Figure 2.16 shows how a trellis can be expressed as a bipartite graph
with variable and factor nodes. Rather than factor nodes corresponding directly to parity checks each
factor node relates a trellis state (memory state or syndrome state) to other memory states conditioned
on the value of a physical or logical bit. I will not be specific regarding the implementation in this
section, since a novel adaptation of this algorithm for foliated codes is shown in chatpers 4 and 5.
The max-sum algorithm is applied to graphs in the same way as the sum-product algorithm. The
main modification to the process is that the summation in equation 2.72 is replaced by taking the
maximum value of the terms within the summation
mc→q(eq) = max argXc\qP(Eq) ∏
q′∈N(c)\q
mq′→c(eq′). (2.85)
For numerical reasons the logarithms of probabilities rather than the probabilities themselves are
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FIGURE 2.16: A representation of the factor and variable nodes in a trellis construction. On the
left are example transitions in a decoding trellis. To the right are the equivalent factor and variable
nodes. Factor nodes between frames are used to calculate the marginal probabilities of variables
nodes or syndrome states.
commonly used. We have the following relationships
log(maxxP(x)) = maxxlogP(x),
max(a+b,a+ c) = a+max(b,c),
log(ab) = log(a)+ log(b),
log
(
max argXc\qP(Eq) ∏
q′∈N(c)\q
mq′→c(eq′)
)
=
log(max argXc\q)P(Eq)+ ∑
q′∈N(c)\q
log
(
mq′→c(eq′)
)
. (2.86)
This gives the max-sum algorithm its name, since the product term is replaced by a summation when
using logarithms.
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2.6 Quantum Error Correcting Codes
In this section we review the early development of quantum codes and basis principles of their oper-
ation. Later sections will talk about specific quantum error correcting codes and their properties in
more detail.
2.6.1 Brief History of Quantum Codes
The quantum resources required for quantum computation are very fragile, and decoherence and loss
are a major obstacles to practical quantum computing. Whether these obstacles could be overcome
was answered in 1995 when Shor demonstrated a 9 qubit code capable of correcting an arbitrary
single qubit error[19]. Through concatenation an error threshold was established below which all
errors could be suppressed. This code was followed by Steane’s 7 qubit code[27], independently
discovered by Calderbank and Shor[81]. These codes all fall into a class of quantum error-correcting
codes known as Calderbank-Steane-Shor (CSS) codes, which will be discussed in the next section.
Another early code of interest is the five qubit code discovered by Bennett[82] and Laflamme[83].
This code does not fall into the CSS class of quantum codes.
Calderbank-Steane-Shor (CSS) codes are constructed from self-dual classical codes. CSS codes
are an important class of codes and contain many desirable features. A drawback is that very large
codes are hard to develop owing to the difficulty in finding large self-dual classical codes. These
codes are particularly useful in the development of cluster state codes introduced in chapter 3.
A class of codes known as topological codes was pioneered by Kitaev who developed the toric
code[23]. The toric code is a CSS code. Topological codes only suffer non-correctable errors if there
is an error chain which forms a cycle with the same topology as the codewords. Thus as the size of
the codes surface is expanded it becomes less likely that such errors will link together and disrupt the
codespace. The distance of the code grows as O(
√
n). In the asymptotic limit the code capacity error
threshold is ∼ 11% for uncorrelated errors, which is notably high compared to other codes[23, 25].
Convolutional codes are a class of finite rate codes. These codes can be converted into block codes
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by truncation or tail-biting[48]. These codes offer efficient decoding and scalability [39, 40, 48].
Convolutional codes and topological codes fall into a more general class of low density parity check
codes (LDPC). A LDPC code family is any family of codes whose stabilizer weights do not increase
with increasing code size. There exist classes of LDPC codes which do not fall within the topological
or convolutional code classes. These typically involve a random or pseudo random construction, as
in the case of bicycle codes[84, 40, 85] or graph based codes [22, 86, 40, 85, 87].
2.6.2 Principles of Quantum Error Correction
For linear codes in a classical setting the values of logical bits are copied onto physical bits via a
generator matrix. A syndrome is determined by measuring the values of the received bits using the
parity check matrix and decoding is performed using this information. In the quantum setting we
must consider a few differences from the classical case. These are
• No Cloning Theorem: Quantum states cannot be copied. This prohibits duplication of encoded
information.
• Errors are Continuous: Individual qubit errors are expressed by rotations on the Bloch sphere.
Determining the exact error appears to require infinite precision, since the exact error lies on a
continuum of possible errors.
• Measurement Destroys Quantum Information: Quantum states are modified after measurement.
To preserve the encoded state direct measurement cannot be made on physical qubits.
It is clear that classical methods of coding and decoding are insufficient to process quantum informa-
tion. Fortunately there are a few non-classical properties that can be used to overcome what initially
appear to be prohibitive obstacles for error correction [31, 19, 42, 27]. Quantum states cannot be
copied, however entangling a target state with ancilla states can allow for error correction in the same
way classical codes copy bits.
Syndrome information about errors can be gained non-destructively by measuring the eigenval-
ues of operators that leave the code-space unchanged. These operators act in the same way as parity
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checks in the classical setting and are known as stabilizers since they do not alter the encoded sub-
space.
Finally the continuous nature of errors is not disastrous. An arbitrary error on a set of physical
qubits can be expressed as the superposition of multiple discrete errors. The measurement results of
stabilizers project the quantum state into one of these sets of discrete errors.
We now introduce some conventions and concepts in order for better analysis and comparison of
codes. First consider what kinds of errors can affect a quantum state. Individual qubit errors can be
represented by an application of a unitary operator rotating a qubit state around the Bloch sphere.
The collective errors ε on a code state can be represented as a superposition of Pauli spin operations
applied to individual qubits
ε = (aI+bX + cY +dZ). (2.87)
Where I,X ,Y,Z are Pauli operators and a,b,d,d are complex constants. We can also describe errors
on individual qubits which are part of some larger encoded state. A Pauli error on qubit i is represented
by
E = I⊗ I...⊗ ε⊗ I⊗ ...⊗ I. (2.88)
There are several noise models that may be used to simulate errors on a code, the most common of
which is the depolarising channel. The density operator ρ is defined by
ρ =∑
j
|φ j〉〈φ j|. (2.89)
A depolarising error channel acting on a single qubit with probability p is given by
ε(ρ) = (1− p)ρ+ p
3
[XρX +YρY +ZρZ] . (2.90)
The depolarising channel acts with equal probability of introducing an X , Y or Z error. In some
physical situations one type of error may be more likely to occur than the other. This can be accounted
for by biasing the weightings of errors in this model.
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Another common error model is the the independent X and Z error model. In this model an X and
Z error occur independently and with equal probability. As such Y errors are uncommon since they
represent the overlap between X and Z errors. X and Z errors are often corrected independently. This
error model parallels the classical binary symmetric channel (BSC) where independent bit flips occur.
In a quantum system there is a continuous spectrum of errors. In the absence of losses this can be
visualised as a unitary rotation of a state through the Bloch sphere. To correct for errors in a code we
first need to generate a syndrome. In the classical case this is achieved via the parity check matrix.
The same approach can be extended to the quantum setting with the additional condition that the
logical generators and stabilizers commute
[
gTi ,h j
]
= 0, ∀gi ∈ G,h j ∈ H, (2.91)
where gi and h j tensor products of Pauli operators.
Consider the 3 qubit repetition code. The generator matrix is GT = [1,1,1]. This produces the
encoded state
|φ〉C = a|000〉+b|111〉. (2.92)
The parity check matrix for the repetition code is
H =
 Z Z I
I Z Z
 . (2.93)
For quantum codes parity check matrices correspond to stabilizer matrices. A stabilizer, S, an operator
which commutes with the codespace, S|φ〉C = |φ〉C. This description is bult upon in section 2.6.2,
but for now we can simply think of the stabilizers as performing parity checks. Measuring the first
stabilizer Z1Z2 we project into its ±1 eigenvalue.
Z1Z2
(√
1− p|φ〉C +√pX1|φ〉C
)
→
 a|000〉+b|111〉 if Z1Z2 = 1, with prob 1− pa|100〉+b|011〉 if Z1Z2 =−1, with prob p. (2.94)
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If an eigenvalue of 1 is recorded by the stabilizer the system collapses to a state where no error has
occurred. If an eigenvalue of −1 is recorded then the system collapses to a system where an X error
has occurred on the first qubit. In this way only a discrete set of errors need to be considered after
stabilizer measurements are made. In terms of a recorded syndrome we take the case where the
eigenvalue is 1 to be a 0 syndrome bit and the case where the eigenvalue is -1 to be a 1 syndrome bit.
This allows for an easier comparison between classical code and quantum codes, particularly when
considering trellis decoding (see section 2.5.5).
The second stabilizer Z2Z3 commutes with the first stabilizer and the code generators. Syndrome
information is generated by measuring the eigenoperators of the two stabilizers. The code operates in
the same way as the classical repetition code.
We now turn our attention to quantum codes which can correct for arbitrary errors. A code that
contains n qubits and can encode k logical qubits is an [n,k] code. In a quantum setting the weight a
vector containing Pauli operators is the number of non-trivial Pauli operations within it. The quantum
Hamming distance between two vectors u and v containing Pauli operators is defined as the weight of
the dot product of the vectors.
The distance of a code, d is then defined by the minimum distance between any two codewords.
The distance is an important quantity because it controls the error-correcting properties of the code.
As with classical codes the minimum number of correctable errors, t, is
t ≤ d−1
2
, (2.95)
and the minimum number of recoverable erasures, a, is
a≤ d−1. (2.96)
Quantum codes are often referred to as [n,k,d] codes, since these are the main parameters that we
are concerned with. The rate of a code can be defined as r = kn . The rate of the code determines the
number of encoding qubits that are needed per logical qubit. In the next section stabilizer notation is
introduced which simplifies the analysis of of syndrome measurement.
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2.7 Stabilizer Codes
Stabilizer notation is a powerful tool for describing error correcting codes. All linear error correcting
codes can be described by stabilizer notation. A stabilizer is defined as any operation that leaves the
encoded state unchanged.
S|ψ〉C = |ψ〉C. (2.97)
For an n qubit system there exist n independent stabilizers which completely characterize a sys-
tem [42] This is especially useful in avoiding explicitly writing out the 2n components of a general
system. In codes stabilizers are implemented as parity check operators. If no errors are present then
the eigenvalues of all stabilizer operators should return +1. If a single error has occurred then some
stabilizers should return eigenvalues of −1. For example consider the EPR state
|ψ〉C = |00〉+ |11〉√
2
. (2.98)
By inspection we see that |ψ〉C is stabilized by X1X2 and Z1Z2, as well as products of these terms. A
state can be fully specified using N orthogonal stabilizer operators rather than 2N complex numbers.
This allows for a compact representation of large states and is useful in measurement based quantum
computation and quantum error correction [31, 42, 36].
In the construction of stabilizers we consider operations on n qubits which are elements of the
Pauli group Gn. The elements of G1 are
G1 ≡ {±I,±iI,±X ,±iX ,±Y,±iY,±Z,±iZ} . (2.99)
This group is closed under multiplication. Over n qubits the Pauli group Gn is defined as elements in
G1 acting on each of the n qubits. Gn = G1⊗G1 . . .G1.
We can now introduce more formally the notion of stabilizers. There is a subgroup S ∈ G such
that ∀g ∈ S
g|ψ〉C = |ψ〉C, (2.100)
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Stabilizer Operator
g1 ZZI
g2 IZZ
LX XXX
LZ ZZZ
TABLE 2.1: The stabilizers for
the 3 qubit repetition code.
Stabilizer Operator
g1 IIIXXXX
g2 IXXIIXX
g3 XIXIXIX
g4 IIIZZZZ
g5 IZZIIZZ
g6 ZIZIZIZ
LX XXXXXXX
LZ ZZZZZZZ
TABLE 2.2: The stabilizers
for the 7 qubit Steane code.
Stabilizer Operator
g1 ZZIIIIIII
g2 IZZIIIIII
g3 IIIZZIIII
g4 IIIIZZIII
g5 IIIIIIZZI
g6 IIIIIIIZZ
g7 XXXXXXIII
g8 IIIXXXXXX
LX XXXXXXXXX
LZ ZZZZZZZZZ
TABLE 2.3: The stabilizers
for the 9 qubit Shor code.
and all elements [gi,g j] commute. We then define VS to be the set of n qubit states stabilized by the
elements of S. Any linear product of stabilizers will also be a stabilizer, and that replacing a stabilizer
with a linear combination including itself will not change VS. The generators of S are spanning set of
elements in S. All other elements of S can be generated by products of these generators. We write
S = 〈s1, ...,sn−k〉 where s1 through sn−k form a basis state for the stabilizer space. From now on we
will simply refer to the stabilizer generators as stabilizers.
When determining the stabilizer subgroup of the Pauli group Gn we note that the element−I is not
an element of the group. This is because −I|ψ〉C = |ψ〉C only exists for the trivial solution |ψ〉C = 0.
Similarly ±iI /∈ S since squaring these elements results in −I. Additionally the elements of S must
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commute since
sis j|ψ〉= si|ψ〉,
= |ψ〉,
= sis j|ψ〉,
⇒ [si,s j] = 0 ∀si,s j ∈ S. (2.101)
For example the stabilizers of the 3-qubit repetition code, 7-qubit Steane code and 9-qubit Shor code
are shown in tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Here the notation represents tensor products between successive
qubits, eg IIXIX = I1⊗ I2⊗X2⊗ I4⊗X5 = X3X5. For each code there are n− k stabilizers which all
mutually commute and are orthogonal to each other. The three-qubit repetition code is able to detect
single X errors. The Steane and Shor codes can correct a single arbitrary error.
It is sometimes useful to decompose stabilizer operators of length n into binary vectors of length
2n. This is achieved by separating X ,Y and Z components. The first n entries of the represent X
operations on qubits 1 to n and the last n entries represent Z operations on qubits 1 to n. Y operations
produce a 1 on each corresponding qubit in the first and last n entries. For example the Steane code
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can be represented by
Hsteane =

I I I Z Z Z Z
I Z Z I I Z Z
Z I Z I Z I Z
I I I X X X X
I X X I I X X
X I X I X I X

,
→

0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

. (2.102)
The stabilizers are independent if the rows of the check matrix are linearly independent. The stabiliz-
ers commute if the inner product of the left hand side and right hand side of two stabilizers gi and g j
are zero (mod2). This leads us to introduce the operator Λ.
Λ=
 0 I
I 0
 . (2.103)
The stabilizers commute if giΛgTj = 0. Λ is known as the twisted inner product (or more formally the
symplectic product [31, 42]. The condition that all stabilizers commute can be verified by decompos-
ing the check matrix H into H = [H1|H2]. Then if
H1HT2 +H2H
T
1 = 0, (2.104)
all stabilizers commute.
Logical operators act on encoded logical bits. For example if the initial state is |ψ〉= a|0〉+b|1〉
the logical operator XL acts on the encoded state |ψ〉C so that on decoding |ψ ′〉= a|1〉+b|0〉. Logical
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operators obey the following commutation relations;
[
XLi,XL j
]
= 0,
[
ZLi,ZL j
]
= 0,
[
XLi,ZL j
]
= 0 for
i 6= j and {XLi,ZL j}= 0 for i = j. Additionally logical operators commute with stabilizers.
2.8 Calderbank-Shor-Steane Codes
Calberbank-Shor-Steane[19, 81, 27] codes are a class of quantum error correcting codes that may be
constructed from two classical codes[31]. They are a subset of quarternary codes and are generally ex-
pressed using stabilizer notation[42, 50]. While the larger class of quarternary codes is an interesting
area of study in its own right we are particularly interested in CSS codes because of their relationship
to cluster states. This will be discussed in detail in chapter 3.
To construct a CSS code let C1 and C2 be classical linear binary codes such that C2 ⊆ C1. This
means that the parity check matrices have sizes H[C1] = (n− k1)×n and H[C2] = (n− k2)×n where
k2 < k1 and the rows in H1 are linearly dependent on n−k1 rows in H2. The stabilizers for the quantum
code are given by
H =
 G(C2)T 0
0 H(C1)
 . (2.105)
If C1 and C⊥2 each have a distance of at least d then we have a [n,k1−k2,d] quantum code. CSS codes
are self-dual codes since C⊆C⊥. CSS quantum codes are a subset of general quantum codes. As can
be seen by the form of equation 2.105 stabilizers can be placed into two distinct sets: those which
contain only X operators, and those which contain only Z operators. Each set of stabilizers is formed
from a classical error correcting code C1 or C2. The stabilizers commute since
H(C2)T ×H(C1) = G(C1)×H(C1) = 0. (2.106)
For classical codes the product of parity checks and generators must be zero. In the quantum setting
generators must commute with stabilizers, and stabilizers with other stabilizers. For two stabilizers
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u,v ∈ S written in the form v = [~f X |~gZ] we have
u = [~aX |~bZ],
v = [~cX |~dZ],
[u,v] = [~aX ,~cX ]+ [~aX , ~dZ]+ [~bZ,~cX ]+ [~bZ, ~dZ],
=~a · ~d[X ,Z]+~b ·~c[Z,X ], (2.107)
where a,b,c,d are binary vectors of equal length. In order for these terms to commute~a~d+~b~c = 0.
Consider the classical repetition code (3,1,3). It is defined with generator
GT =
[
1 1 1
]
, (2.108)
and parity check matrix
H =
 1 1 0
0 1 1
 . (2.109)
The dual code formed by exchanging parity check and generator matrices is (3,2,2) code. This dual
code has a distance of 2 so it can detect but not correct a single error. G⊥ * G so this is not a
suitable CSS code candidate. However if we concatenate the repetition code we can achieve the self-
dual structure. To concatenate we encode the generator and parity check matrices using the original
generator. We label this code code C1 by
GT1 ≡ GT [C1] =

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
 ,
=

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
 , (2.110)
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and
H1 ≡ H[C1] =

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

. (2.111)
There is a subset of generators (the first two rows in GT1 which commute with the remaining generators
and with the stabilizers (H1). This observation allows us to define a second code C2 which is a (9,2,6)
binary code with
GT2 ≡ GT [C2] =
 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
 , (2.112)
and
H2 =

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

≡ H[C2]. (2.113)
We observe that the span of rows in H2 contain the span of rows in H1. Then we have C2 ⊆C1. From
these two classical codes we can define a [n = 7,k1− k2 = 1,d = 3] quantum code. This quantum
code is known as the Shor code, named after its discoverer[19]. Its generators and stabilizers are
[GX |GZ] =
 X X X X X X X X X
Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z
T , (2.114)
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and
H =

X X X X X X I I I
I I I X X X X X X
Z Z I I I I I I I
I Z Z I I I I I I
I I I Z Z I I I I
I I I I Z Z I I I
I I I I I I Z Z I
I I I I I I I Z Z

. (2.115)
From the structure of the stabilizers single X errors can be located exactly during the decoding process.
The syndrome information is insufficient to determine the location of single Z errors. Instead the
recovery process has multiple degenerate solutions which are all within the stabilizer space.
2.9 Subsystem Codes
Following on from the previous section the Shor code can be modified in its implementation to form
what is known as a subsystem code [88, 89, 90]. The Hilbert space of a quantum code can be expressed
as
H =C⊕C⊥, (2.116)
where C is a subspace encoding the logical information and C⊥ contains the remaining physical
degrees of freedom. A subsystem code does not utilize the whole of C for logical information storage.
There is another subspace which holds gauge operators. The Hilbert space is then split into
H = A⊗B⊕CT , (2.117)
where A is used to encode logical information and B contains gauges. Each of these spaces is gen-
erated by a set of operators g ∈ G and p ∈ G . The commutation relationships [g, p] = 0 hold or ell
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generators. The logical state of the code can be defined in terms of the codespace A such that |φ〉 ∈ A.
We can apply gauge transformations to the encoded state. These form equivalent states which hold
the same logical information. Two states |φ〉, |φ ′〉 ∈C are said to be equivalent if there exists some
gauge p ∈ G such that |φ〉= p|φ ′〉.
Returning to the Shor code, a subsystem code can be formed by reducing the number of stabilizers
in equation 2.115. A new set of stabilizers
H ′ =

X X X X X X I I I
I I I X X X X X X
Z Z I Z Z I Z Z I
I Z Z I Z Z I Z Z
 , (2.118)
are sufficient to provide syndrome information to correct for a single arbitrary error. Note that the set
of stabilizers in equation 2.115 can correct for up to three X errors, so long as only one occurs within
each set of three code qubits. This is no longer the case with H ′. We replace 4 stabilizers with 4 pairs
of gauge operators. A suitable choice is
G =

I Z Z I I I I I I
I I X I I I I I X
I I I I Z Z I I I
I I X I I X I I I
I I I I I I I Z Z
I I I I I X I I X
I I I Z Z I I I I
I I I X I I X I I

, (2.119)
Note that every pair of gauge operators acts like a pair of logical operators. Each pair commute with
the code stabilizers, generators and other gauges, but a pair will anticommute with each other. One
benefit of converting the Shor code as a subsystem code is that the stabilizers may be determined by
measuring certain gauge operators. For example the stabilizer Z2Z3Z5Z6 is equivalent to the gauge
operators Z2Z3⊗Z5Z6.
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The use of gauges may be beneficial in practical situations where measuring high weight opera-
tions may be difficult, and a subset of lower weight guage operations can be used instead to construct
the syndrome.
2.10 Topological Codes
Topological codes are codes in which qubits are encoded in the topological properties of a surface.
Logical qubits exist as topologically non-trivial strings of operators. We will look at two examples in
this section. The first example is the toric code [23]. The toric code is a CSS code. Qubits can be
thought of as sitting on edges on a square lattice. The second example we will review is the 3 colour
code. This is a CSS code with qubits on a hexagonal lattice[46, 73].
2.10.1 Toric Code
The toric code is formed by a square lattice of qubits with periodic boundary conditions in both
directions. In the case where boundaries are not periodic the related planer code is formed instead.
Qubits lie on the edges of the lattice. There are two types of stabilizers. Plaquettes are a product of 4
Z operators lying on the edges of a lattice square. Stars are a a product of 4 X operators lying on the
edges of a vertex. This is illustrated in figure 2.17.
There are two degrees of freedom in the system since we can express one plaquette and one star as
the product of all of the others. Therefore the code supports two logical degrees of freedom. Logical
operators consist of strings of X and Z operators that are topologically non-trivial. A topologically
trivial path on a surface is a boundary of a surface. Topologically non-trivial paths are those which
cannot be smoothly deformed to a point. X1, X2, Z1 and Z2 are logical operators in figure 2.17.
X and Z stabilizers are isomorphic on the dual and primal lattices respectively. The dual lattice
is also a square lattice which is offset from the primal lattice by half a unit cell in both directions. If
we ignore correlations in X and Z error detection caused by Y errors we may treat decoding as two
separate decoding instances, one fore X errors and one for Z. We will focus on X errors on the primal
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Zb
Za
Zd
Xg
Xh
Xe
Zc
X f
L2
X2
Z2Z1
L1
X1
FIGURE 2.17: The toric code. Qubits exist on the edges of squares. A typical plaquette operator Za⊗Zb⊗
Zc⊗Zd is shown in blue and a star operator Xe⊗X f ⊗Xg⊗Xh is shown in red. There are two logical operators
L1 and L2 shown in green and orange.
lattice. The primal lattice, as well as stabilizers and generators, is illustrated in figure 2.17 with qubits
lying on the centre of edges. Z errors can be determined using the same process on the dual lattice. A
single error will cause two stabilizers to return eigenvalues of −1. Consider a chain of errors formed
by errors on adjacent qubits. This will produce negative stabilizer eigenvalues only on the boundaries
of the error chain. Undetectable errors occur when the error chain forms a closed loop. These types of
errors keep the system within the code space. Any closed chain of errors which is topologically trivial
can be expressed as the product of plaquette stabilizers and will not alter the encoded information.
Conversely a chain of errors which is topologically non-trivial will act as a logical operator and cause
an undetectable logical error. Trivial and non-trivial error chains are illustrated in figures 2.18. The
decoding problem is to find the most likely error chain for a given syndrome pattern[91, 92]. In
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FIGURE 2.18: Two error chains placed acting on the codespace. Both chains are closed and produce no
syndrome. The green path is topologically trivial, bounding the green shaded surface. It can be formed from a
product of stabilizers. The blue path is topologically non-trivial and can be created from a product of stabilizers
and a logical operator.
successful decoding instances the most likely error pattern plus recovery will produce a topologically
trivial chain of operations.
It is easy to see that the distance of the code scales with the size of the code. Since the distance is
the minimum length of the code in either directions the code is generally constructed as a square. The
distance of the code is then d =
√
n=
√
2L where n is the number of qubits and L is the sidelength. The
toric code is usually able to correct more than d−12 errors. Toric codes properties have been studied
extensively [23, 25, 24, 41]. The threshold for the code capacity is estimated at around 10.5% (for
independent X and Z errors) while the fault tolerant threshold is around 0.1% [24, 93]. We can define
an erasure threshold as the maximum number of qubits which can be erased (in the absence of other
error sources) and still have the code words successfully recovered. For the toric code the erasure
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threshold is 50%[94, 95]. There exists a tradeoff curve between these two thresholds in the case
where both erasures and Pauli errors arise[25, 96]. Several decoding methods exist for toric codes,
based on the perfect matching algorithm (see section 2.5.2)[97, 93], or employing re-normalizations
on sub lattices [72].
2.11 Quantum Convolutional Codes
Quantum convolutional codes are similar in implementation to classical convolutional codes [58, 48].
Their construction follows in a similar manner. Stabilizers and generators are produced by seed
generators. Stabilizers and logical generators are then shifts of the original seed generators. Many
different constructions of quantum convolutional codes exist. A subset of these are CSS constructions
which are of most interest to our later work implementing codes on cluster states (see section 3).
2.11.1 CSS Convolutional Codes
As with block codes CSS convolutional codes have stabilizers which can be seperated into subsets
which contain purely X or purely Z operators. A subset of these codes are self-dual quantum con-
volutional codes. In these codes the set of X and Z stabilizers are isomorphic. An extensive list of
self-dual rate 13 codes are covered by Forney [48] and various other code constructions are presented
in [21, 38, 58, 39].
Quantum conovlutional codes have many of the same properties as classical convolutional codes.
They are defined by their rate r = kn , memory size (constraint length) ν and distance d. For CSS codes
X and Z errors can be decoded independently. In the case of convolutional codes this is often achieved
by using a seperate trellis for X and Z errors. A CSS convolutional code C with rate r = k1−k2r may
be created from two classical convolutional codes C2 ⊂C1 with r1 = k1n and r2 = k2n . If HX = G2 and
HZ =H1 then the decoding trellis for Z errors is equivalent to the classical decoding trellis for C⊥2 and
the decoding trellis for X errors is equivalent to the classical decoding trellis for C1.
In the case of Z error correction Z stabilizers are considered logical inputs. That is because they
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FIGURE 2.19: A single frame of the logical Wolf trellis for the convolutional code defined in equation 2.120.
The weightings for each transition are calculated based on receiving a trivial syndrome.
commute with X stabilizers which are used to generate the syndrome. When constructing logical
Wolf trellises for decoding based on syndromes, as shown in section 2.5.7correspond to possible
combinations of logical errors, and error patterns which take the form of Z stabilizers. The same
concept follows for X error correction.
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Consider a rate 13 code with constraint length ν = 2 and distance d = 3. Its generators and stabi-
lizers are given by
GT =

. . . 001 110 . . .
. . . 001 110 . . .
. . . 001 110 . . .
 , (2.120)
and
HX = HZ =

. . . 111 100 110 . . .
. . . 111 100 110 . . .
. . . 111 100 110 . . .
 . (2.121)
Expressed in transfer function notation (see section 2.3) we have
GT =
[
D D 1
]
, (2.122)
HX = HZ =
[
1+D+D2 1+D2 1
]
. (2.123)
We can confirm that the relevant commutation and anti-commutation relations hold between stabiliz-
ers and generators. Following the multiplicative rules in section 2.3 we can express the product of
two stabilizers hi = HDi and h j = HD j as
hi(D)h j(D˜) = [D0+D1+D2,1+D2,D0]
· [D˜k + D˜k+1+ D˜k+2, D˜k + D˜2+k, D˜k],
= [D0+D1+D2,1+D2,D0]
· [D−k +D−k−1+D−k−2,D−k +D−2−k,D−k]D˜0,
=

D−k +D−k−1+D−k−2+D−k+1+D−k +D−k−1
+D−k+2+D−k+1+D−k +D−k +D−k−2
+D−k+2+D−k +D−k
 D˜0,
= 0, (2.124)
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where k = i− j. For a generator gi times a stabilizer h j we have
[gi,h j] = [D1,D1,D0] · [Dk +Dk+1+Dk+2,Dk +D2+k,Dk],
=
(
D−k+1+D−k +D−k−1+D−k+1+D−k−1+D−k
)
D˜0,
= 0. (2.125)
Since the product of stabilizers with each other is 0 (modulo 2) the operators within an X stabilizer
will anti-commute with operators in a Z stabilizer an even number of times. Then we have
[
hi,h j
]
= 0.
Similarly for generators and stabilizers
[
gi,h j
]
= 0.
Since this code is self-dual the decoding trellises for X and Z errors are identical in construction.
There are 2νg+νh = 8 possible memory states, where stabilizers are counted as a logical input in a
classical code. Figure 2.19 shows the form of this trellis and shows the weightings associated with
each transition for a trivial syndrome (and hence a trivial E0).
2.12 Quantum Repeaters
H
|ψ〉+1,A
|φ〉
|ψ〉+2,A |φ〉
FIGURE 2.20: A teleportation circuit in which state |φ〉 is moved from qubit a to qubit c. Qubits b and
c begin in a Bell state |++〉. A localised controlled not gate acts between qubits a and b. Qubit a is passed
through a Hadamard gate and both qubits a and b are measured in the Z basis. The final state c is (Zc|Ma =
−1)(Xc|Mb = −1)|φ〉, which is equivalent to the initial up to some product of Pauli operators contingent on
measurement results.
Quantum communication requires the distribution of quantum information between distant nodes
in a network. For example quantum key distribution, used in quantum cryptography, typically requires
sending photons between a sender and a receiver along optical fibre [98, 99]. The greatest obstacle
to communication over long distances is the large increase in error chance incurred with the length
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between connecting nodes. Both the depolarisation rate and loss rate scale exponentially with the
length l of the fibre [100]. This means that in order to send a photon without loss the number of
trials will increase exponentially with l and even when the photon is received the transmitted state’s
fidelity, Fl , will be reduced exponentially with l. Purification may be used to increase the fidelity
of the received state. Purification schemes use a number of imperfect resource states from which a
single more pure resource can be distilled. Such schemes require a minimum fidelity, Fmin in order to
succeed and this imposes a practical limitation to the distance over which information can be sent.
It is the goal of quantum repeaters to generate high fidelity Bell pairs between two distant nodes
A and B. This is achieved using a series of N intermediate nodes between which Bell pairs are sent.
Purification is then performed between pairs of intermediate nodes. The end result is the generation
of a high fidelity Bell pair between the two terminal nodes.
In order to build the process up we first consider a repeater with no purification steps. N Bell
pairs are created between nodes A, C1, C2, . . ., CN−1 and B with a fidelity F0. By making Bell
measurements on all nodes Ci and using classical information to adjust the states produced a Bell
state can be established between qubits A and B. Figure 2.20 shows a teleportation circuit in which
a state |φ〉 on qubit a is teleported to qubit c. A repeated use of this entanglement swapping can be
used to generate a Bell state between nodes A and B as shown in figure 2.21. Even in the case where
all measurements and gates are implemented perfectly the fidelity of the final Bell pair decreases
exponentially with the total distance between A and B due to errors occurred transmitting qubits
between nodes.
Practical quantum repeaters combat the loss of fidelity by using nested purification. If the fidelity
of Bell pairs generated between neighbouring nodes FN < Fmin then entanglement swapping and pu-
rification can be performed between them. Different protocols perform the purification and swapping
in different ways, using fewer or more resources and time, but the end result is a Bell pair between
end nodes with fidelity FR > Fl[100, 101, 102]. The details of the protocols themselves are outside
the scope of this thesis but we will discuss the purification process itself. In particular measurement
based purification will be analysed in chapter 7 with a view to incorporating cluster and foliated code
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H|ψ〉+1,C1
|ψ〉+2,C2
|ψ〉+2,C3
|ψ〉+1,A
H
|ψ〉+3,C3
|ψ〉+3,C4
H
|ψ〉+N,CN−1
|ψ〉+N,B
...
|ψ〉+1,A
|ψ〉+1,B
FIGURE 2.21: A simple quantum repeater circuit. N Bell pairs are shared between nodes
A,C1,C2, . . . ,CN−1,B. 1 and 2 subscripts are used to denote the first and second qubit in a bell pair. Repeated
teleportation is used to establish a Bell pair between qubits A and B in the output state.
ideas covered in chapter 3.
For now we give only an overview of entanglement purification between two nodes A and B in
general detail. This is not intended to be a rigorous analysis and supplemental information can be
found in [31, 82, 103, 101]. We define
|Ψ±〉= 1√
2
(|00〉± |11〉) , (2.126)
|φ±〉= 1√
2
(|01〉± |10〉) . (2.127)
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Node A Node B
1
2
M1
M2
FIGURE 2.22: A pair of Bell state resources between two nodes A and B affected by a noisy channel.
Applying random bilateral rotations each state is transformed into a Werner state, M1 and M2.
The Bell state |φ−〉 is implemented between nodes A and B through a noisy channel
M =Ue|φ−〉, (2.128)
where M is a mixed state. The fidelity of the state M between the two nodes can be expressed as
F = 〈φ−1|M|φ−1〉. Two states M1 and M2 are generated with fidelity F on two pairs of qubits, as
shown in figure 2.22. The purification process takes the following steps.
i A random bilateral rotation (in SU(2)) is applied independently to each pair of qubits. This
transforms the states M1 and M2 into rotationally symmetric mixtures producing Werner states of
the form [82].
WF = F |φ−〉〈φ−|+ 1−F3 |φ
+〉〈φ+|+ 1−F
3
|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+ 1−F
3
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|. (2.129)
ii A Y rotation is applied to unilaterally to each pair of qubits. For example a Y rotation on qubit 1
and 2 within node A. This produces the states
J = YA1WF,1Y
†
A1
= YA2WF,2Y
†
A2
,
= F |Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+ 1−F
3
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+ 1−F
3
|φ−〉〈φ−|+ 1−F
3
|φ+〉〈φ+|, (2.130)
up to some global phase.
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Purification
FIGURE 2.23: The fidelity, F ′, of a generated Bell pair between nodes A and B after entanglement swapping
and purification of two resource Bell pairs with fidelity F . The blue curve follows from equation 2.135 and the
black curve is the fidelity F ′ = F .
iii CNOT(c, t) gates are applied locally between qubits within a node. For example the control may
be qubit 1 and the target qubit 2. We express this as R = CNOT(A1,A2)⊗CNOT(B1,B2). Then
R(J1⊗ J2)R† =
(
F |Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+ 1−F
3
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|
)(
F |Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+ 1−F
3
|φ+〉〈φ+|
)
×(
F |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+ 1−F
3
|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|
)(
1−F
c
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+ 1−F
3
|φ−〉〈φ−|
)
×(
1−F
3
|φ+〉〈φ+|+ 1−F
3
|φ−〉〈φ−|
)(
F |φ+〉〈φ+|+ 1−F
3
|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|
)
×(
1−F
3
|φ−〉〈φ−|+ 1−F
3
|φ+〉〈φ+|
)(
1−F
3
|φ−〉〈φ−|+ 1−F
3
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|
)
.
(2.131)
iv The target qubits (A2) and (B2) are measured in the Z basis. The purification process is successful
both eigenvalues are equal to each other. To compare results classical communication is required
between both nodes. If the process is unsuccessful then the state is discarded. When successful
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the state J′ is produced.
J′ =F
(
F |Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+ 1−F
3
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|
)
+
1−F
3
(
F |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+ 1−F
3
|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|
)
+2
1−F
3
(
1−F
3
|φ+〉〈φ+|+ 1−F
3
|φ−〉〈φ−|
)
. (2.132)
A unilateral Y rotation is then performed, which returns a state, M′, which has a similar form to
the initial Werner state M.
M′ =YA1J
′Y †A1,
=
(
F2+
1
9
(1−F)2
)
|φ−〉〈φ−|+ 2
3
F(1−F)|φ+〉〈φ+|
+
4
9
(1−F)2 (|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+ |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|) , (2.133)
(2.134)
From this protocol we have probabilistically generated a state M′ such that
〈φ−|M′|φ−〉= F ′ = F
2+ 19(1−F)2
F2+ 23F(1−F)+ 59(1−F)2
(2.135)
and F ′ > F when F > 0.5. Repeated use of this protocol can purify the Bell state between nodes A
and B to an arbitrary amount, at the cost of more resources [82, 103, 100].
A challenge when designing repeaters is to limit the number of resources which are required for
neighbouring node purification. A further consideration is incorporating this into the entanglement
swapping procedure for linking nodes A and B in a multi-node system. A discussion of some devel-
opments, as well as a new proposal for error correcting measurement based repeaters, are presented
in chapter 7.
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2.13 Summary
In this chapter we have given a brief overview of the key concepts in error correction with a particular
focus on examples which are pertinent later in this work. These are chiefly trellis construction, CSS
codes and convolutional codes. The number of different coding schemes is quite large and many have
their own strengths and weaknesses. Useful codes are often restricted to those for which efficient
decoders exist.
In many cases classical decoding methods and quantum decoding methods are very similar and
many of the same techniques and terminology are used. This is particularly true of the CSS subset of
quantum codes. These codes can be viewed as two classical binary codes. Each code is used to detect
X or Z errors and the decoding process may be performed independently.
In later chapters we will incorporate CSS codes into measurement based computation schemes
(see chapter 3). Here cluster state resources are used to construct CSS codes. Two codes of particular
interest will be the toric code, whose structure has already been analysed in a measurement based
computation setting, as well as turbo codes which will be analysed in detail in chapter 4 and 5.
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Chapter 3
Foliated Cluster State Codes
In this section we will cover the construction of cluster state quantum codes, as well as the con-
struction of foliated quantum codes. This work is motivated by Raussendorf, Briegel and Browne in
which cluster states are used as a computational resource on layered toric codes [104, 41, 36]. By
viewing the layers of the code as a ‘time-like’ dimension, measurement based computation can be
performed fault-tolerantly [94, 34, 45, 105, 32, 95, 29]. I present a review of cluster state properties
in section 3.1. In section 3.2 the generalisation of CSS codes into cluster state codes is presented
along with a few examples. In section 3.3 I generalise the construction of Raussendorf[36] to all CSS
codes. I refer to these codes as foliated quanutum codes.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce a framework for the construction of foliated quantum codes.
Different code types may have properties which are better suited to certain applications than others.
For example the rate of the code. the decoding complexity and the error correcting performance will
vary between different code families. In chapter 5 and 6 I present some numerical results for certain
turbo codes and bicycle codes.
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3.1 Cluster States and Measurements
Cluster states are a subset of graph states whose nodes and edges can be expressed on an n dimensional
lattice. In this thesis we use cluster state as a general term. In the foliated setting the sheets act
like a one dimensional lattice, while the cluster codes within each sheet may actually be a graph
state. Rather than specifying between these terms cluster states are used for any state which can be
expressed as a graph state.
A graph G = (V,E), is defined by a set of vertices V and edges E between pairs of vertices. For
graph states each vertex is a qubit initialized in the |+〉 and edges are controlled phase gates (ΛZ)
between qubits. The state can graph state |G〉 can then be described as
|G〉= ∏
{a,b}∈E
ΛZ(a,b)|+〉⊗V , (3.1)
where ΛZ(a,b) denotes a phase gate between qubits on vetices a and b. An alternate representation is
to express the graph state in terms of its stabilizers [42, 106]. For every qubit u∈V there is a stabilizer
Ku = Xu ∏
v∈N(u)
Zv, (3.2)
where v ∈ N(u) is a neighbouring qubit of u. This is equivalent to finding an edge b such that b =
(u,v) ∈ E. We can show that Ku is indeed a stabilizer since for all u ∈V
KuΛZ
(
|+〉u, ∏
v∈N(u)
|+〉v
)
= ∏
v∈N(u)
XuZvΛZ(|+〉u, |+〉v), (3.3)
= ∏
v∈N(u)
XuZv
1√
2
(|0〉u|+〉v+ |1〉u|−〉v),
= ∏
v∈N(u)
1√
2
(|0〉u|+〉v+ |1〉u|−〉v),
= ΛZ
(
|+〉u, ∏
v∈N(u)
|+〉v
)
. (3.4)
Then any stabilizer commutes with the process used to generate the graph state.
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To show all stabilizers commute, consider two neighbouring qubits i and j which may be sur-
rounded by other neighbouring qubits. The stabilizer centred on qubit i is given by
Ki = Xi⊗Z j⊗k∈N(i)\ j Zk, (3.5)
and the stabilizer centred on qubit j is given by
K j = Zi⊗X j⊗m∈N( j)\i Zm. (3.6)
Comparing the two stabilizers we see that they have operators which anticommute on qubits i and j
but commute everywhere else.
[
Ki,K j
]
=
[
Xi⊗Z j,X j⊗Zi
]
,
= 0. (3.7)
This shows the stabilizers commute. Now consider two stabilizers centred on qubits g and h which
are not neighbours. Their form is given by
Kg = Xg⊗k∈N(g) Zk, (3.8)
and
Kh = Xh⊗m∈N(h) Zm. (3.9)
Note that h /∈ N(g) and g /∈ N(h). Then the two stabilizers contain Pauli operators which at the site
of every qubit. We have now shown that all stabilizers commute.
We now examine how measurement processes affect cluster states. For this discussion we will
restrict analysis to Pauli basis measurements. Let A be a measurement on a stabilizer state |φ〉 such
that A = {X ,Y,Z}. Let 〈Si〉 denote the set of stabilizer generators. Depending on the choice of A and
the stabilizer set there are two possibilities:
i) A commutes with all Si. Then A and −A are elements of the stabilizer group and the post-
measurement state remains identical to the initial state |φ〉.
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ii) At least one stabilizer does not commute with A. In that case a new set 〈S′i〉 can be defined such
that S′1 anti-commutes with A and all other elements S
′
i6=1 commute with A. If the measurement
outcome of A is mA = ±1 then the post-measurement state can be defined by the stabilizers
〈mAA,S′2,S′3, . . . ,S′n〉. We can determine the elements in this new stabilizer set by dividing 〈Si〉
into k components a which anti-commute with A, and b components which commute with A.
Then one possible choice for 〈S′i〉 is
〈S′i〉= {a1a2,a1a3, . . . ,a1ak,mA,b1,b2, . . . ,bn−k} (3.10)
Note that if a = a1 is the only element in a then 〈S′i〉= {mAA,b1,b2, . . . ,bn−1}.
Figure 3.1 shows a small cluster state with 4 qubits. The set of stabilizer generators are given
by 〈S〉 = {XIIZ, IXIZ, IIXZ,ZZZX}. By measuring qubit 4 in the X , Y and Z basis the following
stabilizers are produced;
S(mX4) = {mX4X4,XXII, IXXI,mX4ZZZX} , (3.11)
S(mY4) = {mY4Y4,XXII, IXXI,mY4YYYY} , (3.12)
S(mZ4) = {mZ4Z4,mZ4XIIZ,mZ4IXIZ,mZ4IIXZ} . (3.13)
4
1
32
FIGURE 3.1: A simple cluster state with
four qubits represented by circles. Neigh-
bouring interactions are shown by lines con-
necting qubits.
Without loss of generality we will assume that all measure-
ment results are +1. When minus values are recorded only
the sign of the stabilizers needs to be modified. We note
that a Z measurement effectively ‘deletes’ the qubit which
is measured. That is to say that the resulting stabilizers, X1,
X2 and X3 are the stabilizers for three independent qubits
in the |+〉 state. An X measurement produces stabilizes
which can be separated into those containing purely X and
I operators, and those containing purely Z and I operators.
Using Pauli measurements on cluster state resources to
generate useful quantum states will be described more in
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the remaining sections of this chapter. More detailed analyses of measurements and their relationship
to stabilizers and cluster states can be found in [36, 102, 34, 107].
3.2 Cluster State Codes
We now turn our attention to the implementation of CSS quantum codes using cluster states. A cluster
state resource is constructed whose graph has the form of the codes Z stabilizer Tanner graph. Let
c be the set of code qubits and a be the set of ancilla qubits (corresponding to parity checks of the
code). The cluster stabilizers K centred on each ancilla u ∈ a are given by
Ku = Xu⊗w∈N(u) Zw, w ∈ c, (3.14)
where N( j) are neighbouring qubits of j. Measuring out an ancilla qubit u in the X basis projects
the code qubits into an eigenstate of ⊗w∈N(u)Zw ∈ HZ . HZ is generated by the complete set of X
measurements on a.
HX and GX commute with HZ and the measurements on the ancilla qubits leave the code qubits
in an eigenstate of HX and GX . To see this take a code stabilizer X~v ∈ HX and consider a product of
cluster stabilizers centred on each code qubit v j ∈~v,
K~v ≡⊗~vKv j =⊗~vXv jZN(v j), (3.15)
c4
c7
c5 c6
a3
c1 c3 c2
a1 a2
FIGURE 3.2: A graphical representation of the
Steane code as a cluster state. Circles represent code
qubits and squares represent parity check qubits and
connections are ΛZ gates.
where N(v j) consists of qubits in a. The code
stabilizer X~v has even overlap with stabiliz-
ers in HZ , which is generated by Xu measure-
ments. Any ancilla qubit u appears in the prod-
uct ⊗~vKv j an even number of times. We can
write⊗u∈N(v j)Zu =⊗u∈N(v j)Iu and K~v = X~v ∈HX .
Therefore HX is generated by cluster stabilizers
and X measurements on ancilla qubits. The same
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result applies for elements of GX which are also
generated.
For completeness we want to show that the
number of stabilizers is equal to the number of
code qubits. For an [n,k,d] constituent code there are k stabilizers in LX and n− k stabilizers in
HX ∪HZ . Then there are as many stabilizers (and logical operators) as the number of code qubits n,
and we have a complete basis for the code state.
The general construction of CSS codes from cluster state resources has been covered. In the
following sections we show a few examples of CSS codes generated from measurements on cluster
states resources.
3.2.1 Steane Code
The first code we will look at is the Steane code. The Steane code is a self-dual [7,1,3] CSS code. Its
stabilizers are
HZ = HX =

0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1
 . (3.16)
Figure 3.2 shows the Tanner graph corresponding to the Z stabilizers of the Steane code. This Tanner
graph corresponds to the progenitor cluster state for the Steane code. Once measurements are made
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on the ancilla parity check qubits the stabilizers are given by
Hclust =
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 a1 a2 a3

I I I Z Z Z Z I I mX
I Z Z I I Z Z I mX I
Z I Z I Z I Z mX I I
I I I X X X X I I I
I X X I I X X I I I
X I X I X I X I I I
X X X I I I I I I I
, (3.17)
where mX =±1 are the outcomes of X measurements.
By the measurement processes on the ancilla qubits a we generate the code stabilizers and X
logical generator. The encoded logical state is then |+〉C, contingent on measurement outcomes. The
process of generating the Steane code through cluster state measurements has a significant drawback.
The syndrome as determined by Z stabilizer measurements will be modified by the measurement
outcomes MX on a. As a consequence a stabilizer which returns a negative eigenvalue may indicate
the presence of errors on code qubits, or an error in the measurement result for that stabilizer.
3.2.2 Toric Code
The toric code is a topological CSS code. It can be pictured on a square lattice with qubits on the
centres of edges. Two types of stabilizers exist. X stabilizers (plaquettes) exist on the edges of a unit
square, Z stabilizers (stars) exist on the edges connected to a vertex. Alternatively Z stabilizers can
be seen as existing on the edges of a unit square on the dual lattice.
In the toric code the lattice is embedded on a torus so that there are periodic boundary conditions
in both lattice directions. The planar code is a code which is constructed identically to the toric code,
except that the lattice is embedded on a plane and does not have periodic boundaries. The planar
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FIGURE 3.3: The cluster state for a small planar code. Larger codes may be generated by extending the
graph structure. Circles represent code qubits and squares represent parity check (ancilla) qubits. a) two types
of cluster state stabilizers. b) and c) show some stabilizers generated by X measurements on the parity qubits.
The remaining stabilizers are translations of the X and Z stabilizers.
code has one fewer degrees of freedom than the toric code, and embeds one qubit instead of two.
Figure 3.3(a) shows the corresponding Tanner graph for a small planar code.
The stabilizers for the toric code are translations of each other and logical operators are topo-
logically non-trivial strings. Because of the topological nature of the code we omit showing the
explicit matrix representation of the stabilizers and generators. In the general case we showed that
measurements on the ancilla parity qubits of the cluster state produce the code stabilizers and X log-
ical generators. The code in figure 3.3 contains 25 code qubits. There are 12 star and 12 plaquette
stabilizers as well as 1 logical operator. The code is initialized in the logical |+〉 state.
3.2.3 Turbo Codes
Turbo codes are a class of finite rate low-density parity check (LDPC) codes. They are constructed by
the interleaved concatenation of two convolutional codes. A subset of convolutional codes are CSS
convolutional codes. CSS convolutional codes and turbo codes created from CSS convolutional codes
can be generated from measurements on cluster state resources.
As seen in section 2.3 convolutional codes can be thought of as a series of shifted stabilizers and
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Z
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(d)
FIGURE 3.4: The cluster state for a rate 1/3 convolutional code. Circles represent code qubits and squares
represent parity check qubits. All stabilizers for the code and the cluster state are identical under translation.
Measuring parity qubits in the X basis yields code stabilizers. (a) An example of the type of cluster states
associated with convolutional code. A cluster stabilizer centred on a code qubit is shown. (b) A Z stabilizer for
the convolutional code. (c) An X stabilizer for the convolutional code. (d) An X logical operator.
generators acting on a series of code bits. The size of the code can be increased by adding more
logical inputs into the encoder. There is a fixed overhead of physical qubits for every logical qubit.
Consider a convolutional code whose Z and X seed stabilizers are defined using transfer function
notation (see section 2.3.1) as
HZ =
[
D+D2 D3 1+D
]
Z, (3.18)
and
HX =
[
1+D+D2 D+D2 1+D
]
X . (3.19)
Figure 3.4 shows the cluster state for this code. Control phase gates between parity checks and code
qubits are determined by HZ . This code is an error detecting (but not correcting) code since the weight
of the logical X generator is 2, GX = [D,0,1]T . In this example the convolutional code is not self-dual
and the X and Z stabilizers take different forms. If independent decoding is performed for X and Z
errors a different trellis is used for each.
In figure 3.4 we showed the cluster state for a rate 13 convolutional code. We now outline an
approach for creating cluster states for turbo codes. We consider first the serial construction for turbo
codes in which an outer convolutional code is itself encoded by an inner convolutional code. Take the
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≡
FIGURE 3.5: Two identical cluster state graphs. Double lines connected to a series of single lines indicates
a phase gate between each qubit connected with a single line and the double lined qubit. No operations take
place between qubits connected solely by double lines.
self-dual rate 13 convolutional code defined by
GZ = GX
[
D D 1
]
, (3.20)
and
HZ = HX =
[
1+D+D2 1+D2 1
]
, (3.21)
where X and Z operators are not shown explicitly.
To simplify the illustration of turbo code cluster states we first introduce some notation to make
phase gate interactions between sets of qubits simpler. Figure 3.5 shows an illustration of two parity
qubits which each interact with three code qubits. As a more compact representation we draw lines
from each code qubit meeting at a vertex. From this vertex double lines are drawn to each parity
qubit. This is interpreted as a phase gate applied between every code qubit connected to the vertex
with every parity qubit connected to by double lines.
Figure 3.6 shows the cluster state construction for the turbo code. The outer convolutional code
cluster is shown above. There are 4 physical qubits, 3 code qubits and 1 parity qubit, for every
encoded qubit in the outer code. In our turbo code construction the code qubits and parity qubits are
interleaved and encoded by the inner code. This leads to 16 physical qubits, 12 code qubits and 4
outer parity qubits, for every encoded qubit in the inner code. As an alternative it is possible to leave
the outer parity qubits unencoded. This leads to a rate 113 turbo code. This scheme is not chosen in
the analysis part of this thesis and may be of interest in further studies.
For parallel turbo codes the constituent convolutional codes must be systematic. That is to say
a subset of the generator outputs must itself by the input. The generators must take the form G =
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FIGURE 3.6: The cluster state for a serial turbo code created from two identical rate 13 quantum convolutional
codes defined in equation 3.20. One such convolutional code layout is shown above the turbo code construction.
The parity qubits of the outer stabilizers are encoded by the inner code along with the outer code qubits. An
encoded outer stabilizer is highlighted in black. The stabilizer acts on sets of logical qubits (G = [D,D,1]), and
the parity qubits themselves form a logical qubit. This compares to the convolutional code cluster state shown
above. The interleaving process re-orders the input of outer code qubits into the inner encoder. As such the
final form of the inner code qubits is shown as the bottom set of qubits, which have been interleaved. Inner
stabilizers are applied to these (inner) code qubits as shown.
[1, f1(D), f2(D), . . .]. The systematic output from the outer convolutional generator is passed through
the inner generator. We choose to continue with our working example defined in equation 3.20 since
it already satisfies this condition. In the absence of interleaving we can express the turbo generators
and stabilizers as
GZ = GX =
[
D D D D 1
]
, (3.22)
and
HZ = HX =
 1+D+D2 1+D2 0 0 1
0 0 1+D+D2 1+D2 1
 . (3.23)
This is a rate 15 code. Figure 3.7 shows the corresponding cluster state.
Parallel turbo codes are not covered further in this thesis and may be of interesting further study.
They are generally considered to have weaker error correcting performance when compared to serial
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HZ,1
HZ,2
FIGURE 3.7: The cluster state for a parallel turbo code defined by equation 3.22. Two seed stabilizers for
HZ are shown above and below the code qubits. No interleaving takes place between encoding levels.
turbo codes of equal weight. Parallel turbo codes may perform better in practical settings where the
weight of stabilizers becomes prohibitive in a serial turbo code setting.
3.2.4 Cluster State Code Summary
In this section we have shown how CSS codes can be constructed from cluster state resources. After
ancilla measurements the logical qubits are initialized in the |+〉 state and each Z stabilizer is con-
tingent on a parity qubit measurement outcome. In order for a code to detect and correct for X and
Z errors it must be able to operate in a regime where ancilla parity qubit measurements are subject
to error. In the case of the toric code this has been well studied and understood and the 3D toric
code performs with a code capacity threshold of around 15% [28, 37, 34]. In chapter 5 we review
the performance of some turbo code families which are constructed using cluster state resources. We
show that these codes are able to perform error correction when ancilla qubits are subject to error.
3.3 Foliated Codes
In the previous section I demonstrated how CSS codes can be formed from cluster states using mea-
surements on ancilla. Raussendorf et al. [41, 36] outlines a series of layered toric codes realized by
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Dual DualPrimal Primal Primal
‘time-like’ axis
FIGURE 3.8: A conceptual figure outlining the general construction of a foliated code. Each alternate layer
in the code is encoded in the primal (blue) or dual (red) constituent CSS code. Within each layer the code
is constructed following the usual cluster state code method. Phase gate interactions are made between code
qubits in each adjacent layers as represented by dotted lines.
measurements on a progenitor cluster state. I extend this process to all CSS codes by considering
the foliation of a single cluster state code. Each sheet in the foliated scheme is a CSS cluster code.
Alternating sheets use primal and dual encodings. Corresponding code qubits on adjacent sheets are
connected transversally by ΛZ gates, building an extended cluster state with a time-like dimension
connecting sheets. This is illustrated in figure 3.8.
The aim of this construction is to develop a framework by which measurement based quantum
computing or long-range entanglement sharing can be performed in a noisy environment. In the
following sections I outline the construction of some families of foliated CSS codes. In chapter 5 I
present the decoding performance results of two turbo code families and in chapter 6 I present the
decoding results of some simple LDPC bicycle codes.
3.3.1 General Construction
Figure 3.8 shows the basic form of a foliated cluster code. The foliated cluster is created from a series
of individual cluster state codes. Each code forms a sheet and alternate sheets are encoded using
the primal or dual construction of a CSS code. Corresponding code qubits in adjacent sheets are
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connected by ΛZ gates. Bell states between pairs of logical qubits on each surface sheet are generated
by measuring ancilla parity qubits and bulk code qubits in the X basis. Here the surface sheets are the
two most sheets at either end of the foliated construction and the bulk refers to the remaining sheets.
We proceed by showing how cluster state stabilizers take the form of foliated or prism stabilizers in
this construction, and how Bell pairs are initialised between logical bits.
dual
dual
primal
FIGURE 3.9: The general form of a foliated cluster code. A small section of a larger structure is shown.
Code qubits are circles and ancilla qubits squares. Qubits which belong to the primal lattice are shown in blue,
qubits in the dual lattice are shown in red. The cluster state is formed on qubits connected by black lines. A
primal stabilizer is shown by a subset of primal qubits connected via blue lines.
To identify each qubit in the foliated cluster we assign them a label (x,y) where x is determined
by the position of the qubit within a given sheet and y is determined by the sheet. For an ancilla parity
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qubit a on a primal layer m we have
Ka,m = Xa,m ∏
( j,l)∈N(a)
Z j,l, (3.24)
= Xa,m ∏
( j,m)∈N(a)
Z j,m, (3.25)
where ∏
( j,m)∈N(a)
Z j,m ∈ HZ, (3.26)
where ( j,m) ∈ N(a) is the set of all qubits ( j,m) neighbouring a. The cluster stabilizer is equivalent
to the product of an X operator on the ancilla qubit and a HZ code stabilizer on the surrounding code
qubits. A similar result holds for dual sheets with a H⊥Z stabilizer. Measuring ancilla qubits in the X
basis generates HZ and H⊥Z code stabilizers within each sheet.
For a primal layer m consider the product of cluster stabilizers centred on qubits in v j ∈~v and ~v
correspond to a stabilizer in HX we have
K~v,m ≡⊗~vKv j,m =⊗~vXv j,m ∏
(k,l)∈N(v j,m)
Zk,l,
=⊗~vXv j,m ∏
(k,l)∈N(v j,m)|l=m
Zk,l ∏
(k′,l′)∈N(v j,m)|l′=m±1
Zk′,l′,
=⊗~vXv j,m ∏
(k′,l′)∈N(v j,m)|l′=m±1
Zk′,l′, (3.27)
where ⊗~v Xv j,m ∈ HX ,m, (3.28)
⊗~v ∏
(k′,l′)∈N(v j,m)|l′=m±1
Zk′,l′ ∈ H⊥Z,m±1, (3.29)
where we note the dual matrix H⊥Z acts on the same set of code qubits as HX for a given sheet. Using
equation 3.26 we can further simplify this expression to
K~v,m = Xb,m±1⊗~v Xv j,m, (3.30)
where b is a corresponding ancilla parity qubit on an adjacent sheet. We have now generated a prism
stabilizer which contains purely X operations. Prism stabilizers can be used to generate syndrome
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information for decoding. Similarly there are dual prism stabilizers which have code qubits on dual
sheets and ancilla qubits on primal sheets.
Now that prisms are defined we look at logical operators in a foliated setting. For a primal layer
m take the product of cluster stabilizers centred on qubits in~v ∈ X i, where X i is some logical operator
X i ∈ GX . We have
K~v ≡⊗~vKv j =⊗~vXv j,m ∏
(k,l)∈N(v j,m)
Zk,l,
=⊗~vXv j,mZv j,m±1,
= X i,mZ
⊥
i,m±1. (3.31)
A similar result holds for dual sheets, with the product of cluster stabilizers producing X⊥mZm±1 (for
a dual sheet m). By taking products of equation 3.31 centred on alternating layers in an odd M sheet
cluster we have
X i,1X i,M ∏
l=mo
X i,l, Zi,1Zi,M ∏
l=me
X⊥i,l, (3.32)
where mo and me are even and odd layers. Then every code logical operator X i ∈GX corresponds to a
stabilizer which generates a Bell pair between logical qubits on each surface layer. These stabilizers
depend on X operations throughout the bulk code qubits. In the case of an even number of sheets
the logical operators have the form X i,lZi,M and Zi,1X i,M with appropriate X i,l terms on intermediate
layers.
Equations 3.30 and 3.32 define prism stabilizers and logical stabilizer pairs. Refering again to
figure 3.9 we can see that these stabilizers act on two separable sets of qubits. The primal (dual) lattice
contains code qubits in primal (dual) sheets and parity qubits on dual (primal) sheets. Decoding can be
performed independently on each of these lattices using syndrome information from prism stabilizers.
The next sections will cover a few examples of foliated codes.
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XC
X5 X4
X7
X6
XC
m
m+1
m−1
(a)
X1 X4
X5
X1 X5 X4
(b)
Z1
X1
Z4
Z5
X5
X4
Z1 Z5 Z4
(c)
FIGURE 3.10: A 3 sheet foliated Steane code. Code qubits are shown as circles and parity check qubits
as squares. Certain stabilizers are generated by X measurements on parity qubits. a) A prism stabilizer
X4X5X6X7XAXB within the foliated Steane code. The stabilizer has the form of an X code stabilizer in layer
m with additional operations on ancilla parity qubits in adjacent layers m± 1. b) and c) two logical operators
as stabilizers generated by parity qubit measurements. The encoded logical qubits on each surface layer are
initialised in a Bell state.
3.3.2 Steane Code
The Steane code is a self-dual CSS code defined in equation 3.16. Figure 3.10 shows a 3 layer foliated
Steane code. Ancilla parity qubits, shown as squares, are measured in the X basis. The bulk code
qubits are also measured in the X basis. A cluster stabilizer K j,m centred on an ancilla qubit j in sheet
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m is given by
K j,m = X j,m ∏
k∈N( j,m)
Zk,
= MX j,m ∏
k∈N( j,m)
Zk,
= MX j,mHZ, j,m. (3.33)
The product of the cluster stabilizers in sheet m centred on qubits in~v, where~v ∈ HX and v j ∈~v,
are
K~v,m ≡⊗~vKv j,m =⊗~vXv j,mZN(v j,m),
=⊗~vXv j,mZv j,m±1. (3.34)
Refering to figure 3.10(a) for~v = {1,2,3,4}, the product of cluster stabilizers centred on qubits in~v
on layer m is
K~v,m = K1,mK2,mK3,mK4,m = X4,mX5,mX6,mX7,mZ4,m±1Z5,m±1Z6,m±1Z7,m±1. (3.35)
Taking a product with a cluster stabilizer C on each adjacent layer m±1 the H⊥Z terms can be removed.
The resulting stabilzier is XC,m−1XC,m+1X4,mX5,mX6,mX7,m. This is a prism on the primal lattice. Sim-
ilar prisms can be made on the dual lattice which are products of H⊥X with ancilla measurements.
The logical X stabilizers are also generated by the parity qubit measurements in a similar manner.
For~v = {1,4,5} ∈ GX we have
K~v,m ≡⊗~vKv j,m =⊗~vXv j,mZN(v j,m),
=⊗~vXv j,mZN(v j),mZv j,m±1,
=⊗~vXv j,mZv j,m±1,
= X1,mX4,mX5,mZ1,m±1Z4,m±1Z5,m±1. (3.36)
The ⊗~vZv j,m±1 terms in the above expression can be ‘removed’ by taking products with other X
logical operators on alternating sheets. The final product contains two logical operators on each
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surface sheet. Let Xm = X1,mX4,mX5,m denote a logical generator on layer m. Also ~u ∈ GZ ≡ G⊥X due
to the primal/dual construction of CSS codes. For an odd number of sheets M
⊗
mo
K~v,m =
⊗
mo,~v
Xv j,mZv j,m±1,
=
⊗
mo,~v
Xv j,m,
= X1X3 . . .XM, (3.37)⊗
me
K~u,m =
⊗
me,~u
Xu j,mZu j,m±1,
=
⊗
me,~u
Xu j,mZu,1ZuM ,
= Z1ZMX
⊥
2 X
⊥
4 . . .X
⊥
M−1, (3.38)
where mo are odd numbered sheets (primal layers) and me are even numbered sheets (dual layers).
These logical operators are shown in figures 3.10(b) and 3.10(c). If the bulk qubits (those which are
not in either surface layer) are measured in the X basis then these operators reduce to X1XM and Z1ZM
contingent on measurement outcomes. This means encoded qubits in each surface sheet are in a Bell
pair. Similarly in the case where there are an even number of sheets in the foliated cluster it can be
shown that the logical stabilizers of the form X1ZM and Z1XM are produced.
3.3.3 Toric Code
The foliated toric code was first proposed by Raussendorf et al.[41, 36]. In this scheme a toric code
is used as a resource for fault-tolerant measurement based computation. Here we briefly re-iterate the
construction of the foliated toric code. Figure 3.11 shows a 3 layer foliated planar code. Odd and
even sheets are encoded using primal and dual planar constructions.
As outlined in the general construction section and Steane code section foliated codes generate
prism stabilizers and pairs of logical generators. The form of these are shown in figures 3.11(a)-
3.11(c).
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FIGURE 3.11: An example of a small planar code with 3 sheets. Circles represent code qubits and squares
represent parity qubits. (a) A prism stabilizer consisting of 6 X operations. It takes the form of the product of
an X code stabilizer on one layer with two X operators on ancilla qubits on neighbouring layers. (b),(c) The
logical X1XM and Z1ZM stabilizers, where M is the number of sheets. These stabilizers initialize pairs of logical
qubits on each surface as Bell states.
One decoding approach for the foliated toric code is based on Edmond’s matching algorithm [23,
46, 34, 25]. This searches for the shortest paths between syndrome pairs or charges. When the
toric code is foliated the square lattice on which charges are produced becomes a cubic lattice. The
decoding algorithm is transformed from using 2D metropolis metric to the 3D metropolis metric. The
decoding approach for this particular instance of foliation therefore follows naturally from an existing
decoding algorithm. Additionally measurement based computation can be achieved by using different
measurement operations on qubits in the bulk of the foliated cluster [36, 34].
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3.3.4 Turbo Codes
As with the toric code foliation example foliating turbo codes requires the use of the code and its dual
code. Toric codes are built from the concatenation of two CSS convolutional codes. The dual of each
convolutional code is used in the dual of the parent turbo code. Consider the self dual convolutional
code defined shown in figure 3.12, defined by the generator matrix GT = [D,D,1] and stabilizer matrix
HZ = HX = [1+D+D2,1+D2,1].
The prism stabilizers in figure 3.12(a) are independent of X measurements on ancilla qubits and
are formed out of cluster state stablizers. This follows analogously to the foliated Steane and Toric
code code examples. We can see from the figure that a product of cluster code stabilizers centred
on each qubit in the prism stabilizer will have Z operator components which cancel each other out.
Similarly for the paired logical stabilizers formed by products of cluster states centred on qubits in
X logical operators on alternating layers the Z operators components cancel out on bulk code qubits,
and remain only on surface sheets. Each corresponding pair of logical operators on the surface sheets
is initialized as a Bell pair.
The toric code is typically decoded using a perfect matching algorithm. A foliated toric code can
also be decoded using a perfect matching algorithm. In this case there is a natural extension between
the decoding algorithm for a single sheet and for a foliated code. In the case of convolutional and
turbo codes decoding is typically performed using trellis methods. Trellis decoding is efficient for
convolutional codes because they are pseudo one-dimensional.
Unlike the toric code the decoding algorithm for turbo codes is not found through an extension of
an existing decoding algorithm. In chapter 4 we propose a decoding method for foliated turbo codes.
These numerical results are presented in chapter 5.
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(b)
FIGURE 3.12: A 3 sheet foliated self-dual rate 1/3 quantum convolutional code. Circles represent code
qubits and squares represent parity qubits. The cluster bonds for one stabilizer is emphasized in black for
clarity. (a) A prism stabilizer formed by the product of X operations on blue qubits. (b) X operations on qubits
{A,B,C,D,E,F} form one type of logical stabilizer. The product of Z operations on qubits {1,2,3,7,8,9} and
X operations on qubits {4,5,6} form the second type of logical stabilizer.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter I have outlined the construction of foliated cluster state codes. Any CSS code is capable
of being constructed from cluster state resources using the Tanner graph representation of stabilizers.
Layering primal and dual cluster state codes creates a foliated system. Foliated codes contain prism
stabilizers and and logical type stabilizers which initialize pairs of logical qubits into Bell pairs.
Error correction can be performed on the foliated toric code by using a perfect matching algorithm
based on syndrome information from prism stabilizers [41, 36, 25, 108]. This chapter introduced the
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possibility of similar schemes using generic CSS codes, with examples of the Steane code, convo-
lutional and turbo codes. This potentially allows for much more flexibility in terms of designing
a suitable code for a given application. The problems which remain are whether decoders can be
adapted to foliated CSS codes. A good decoder will be computationally efficient in terms of classi-
cal resources and also perform close to the code’s capacity. A poor decoder may produce an error
threshold which is too low to be of practical use even if the code itself has a high theoretical threshold.
In the next chapter we outline a system for decoding a foliated quantum turbo code. Numerical
results for tubro codes are presented in chapter 5. Some simple bicycle LDPC codes are also analysed
in chapter 6. The results from turbo codes appear promising, though the performance of the bicycle
codes appears limited.
3.A Appendix
Cluster state stabilizer representation
Here we show that the stabilizers Ku = Xu⊗v∈N(u)Zv are produced by constructing cluster states using
|+〉 resource states and Λ(Z) gates. First take a set of resource qubits m initialized in the |+〉 state.
The stabilizers for this system are simply Xi applied to every qubit i ∈m. Apply a ΛZ gate across two
qubits a and b. We want to find the action this has on the initial stabilizers. All stabilizers remain
unaffected except the two acting on qubits a and b. Propagating the initial stabilizers through the
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phase gate, and working in the (|00〉, |01〉, |10〉|11〉) basis, we have
XI|++〉= |++〉 stabilizer 1,
IX |++〉= |++〉 stabilizer 2,
ΛZI1X2|++〉=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 |++〉, (3.39)
=

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
 |++〉, (3.40)
=

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 |++〉, (3.41)
= Z1X2ΛZ|++〉. (3.42)
Figure 3.13 illustrates the process for one of the stabilizers. We notice that the IX → ZX and XI→
XZ. Importantly Z operators acting on qubits commute with ΛZ gates, ie. IZ → IZ, ZI → ZI and
ZZ→ ZZ. This means that if another phase gate is implemented between qubit b and another qubit c
we have 
X Z I
Z X I
I I X
−→

X Z I
Z X Z
I Z X
 , (3.43)
where the second two operators are modified because their X components do not commute with ΛZ .
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|+〉
|+〉
X
I
|+〉
|+〉
Initial stabilizers
|+〉
|+〉
X
I
|0〉|+〉+ |1〉|−〉
Apply Λ gate
Z
|+〉
|+〉
X
Z
|0〉|+〉+ |1〉|−〉
Propagate stabilizer operations
Z
FIGURE 3.13: The formation of cluster stabilizers on a two qubit system. The system is initalized with all
qubits in the |+〉 state. ΛZ gates are then applied across qubits. We propagate one of the cluster stabilizers back
through the phase gate and form a cluster stabilizer.
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Chapter 4
Foliated Turbo Code Implementation
In chapter 3 I presented the general construction of foliated codes. In this chapter I propose a novel
decoding scheme for foliated convolutional and turbo codes. This scheme is different from con-
ventional decoding methods, such as trellis decoding or perfect matching algorithms (for topological
codes). Instead trellis decoding is performed within each layer and message passing is then performed
between layers. Numerical results for turbo codes are presented in section 5.
Efficient decoders with good performance (both optimal and suboptimal) exist for many decoding
problems [60, 70, 72, 40, 66, 49]. In the case of foliated codes derived from more elementary CSS
codes it is not obvious whether all decoding implementations can be generalized, as is the case for
perfect matching algorithms operating on foliated toric codes [36, 108, 34, 44]. The challenge is to
determine whether a computationally efficient decoding scheme can be implemented for a given base
code and whether the decoding scheme provides good error correcting properties.
4.1 Quantum Convolutional Codes
Section 2.11 overviews the construction of quantum convolutional codes and chapter 3 details the
construction of foliated quantum convolutional codes. In this section we establish logical wolf trellises
for quantum convolutional codes. In particular I restrict the focus to CSS codes, since these can be
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used in the foliated setting.
L1
L2
p1i
p2i
p3i
Input 1
Output
Memory 1
Memory 2Input 2
FIGURE 4.1: The seed convolutional encoding circuit for the equivalent rate 23 self-dual classical convolu-
tional code corresponding to the rate 13 quantum code in equation 4.1. Here the logical input L1 represents the
quantum logical input and L2 represents a stabilizer. In the quantum setting L2 is not encoded as a logical bit.
Instead it becomes either the X or Z stabilizer input.
Before presenting examples of quantum trellis decoding we review the general approach. In the
case of classical codes we start with an initial error pattern E0 which satisfies the received syndrome
s. Paths through a logical Wolf trellis explore possible products of codewords with E0. This can be
expressed as E =E0+ f (gi) for some product of codewords f (gi). By finding the path that mimimises
E we can determine the most likely error pattern which has occured (see section 2.5.7).
In the case of CSS codes we start with an initial error patterns E0Z which satisfies sZ , the syndrome
produced by the X stabilizers, and E0X which satisfies sX . Here X and Z decoding are performed
analogously, andd we choose to concentrate on Z error correction. By mimimising E0Z · f1(gZ,i) ·
f2(hZ,i) we can find the most likely error pattern EZ for Z errors. For a classical code the trellis is
constructed so that each transition represents a possible logical input value. In the quantum setting
each transition in the trellis represents some Z logical input value or some Z stabilizer input. This
can be achieved by concerting a rate bn CSS code into a classical rate
n−b
n code where the quantum Z
generators and stabilizers are the classical generators, and the quantum X stabilizers are the classical
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parity checks.
As an example consider the self-dual rate 13 convolutional code defined by
GT (D) =
[
D D 1
]
, (4.1)
and stabilizer matrix
H(D) =
[
1+D+D2 1+D2 1
]
. (4.2)
The code has a distance of 3 and constraint length (or memory size) ν = 1. Its classical analogue is a
rate 23 code. We denote the logical inputs at each frame as Lg =GZ and Lh =HZ . Figure 4.1 shows the
seed convolutional encoding schematic. The comparison between a full circuit representation and a
seed schematic is shown in section 2.3 with figures 2.1 and 2.2. The constraint length of the classical
code is ν = νg+νh = 3, where νg and νh are constraint lengths for inputs Lg and Lh respectively.
To determine E0Z we need to calculate ISFZ . To do this we take the pseudo inverse of the classical
generators 
GX
HX I3
0
=

D D 1 1 0 0
1+D+D2 1+D2 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 , (4.3)
[I3|GZ(D˜) ISFZ(D˜) HTZ (D˜)] =
1 0 0 1+ D˜ D˜ 1+ D˜+ D˜2
0 1 0 D˜ 1+ D˜ 1+ D˜2
0 0 0 1+ D˜ 0 D˜2
 . (4.4)
here colours are used in equations to indicate corresponding elements, and do not have further sig-
nificance. The columns in the pseudo inverse are equivalent seed generator, ISF and stabilizers. The
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full pseudo inverse calculation is shown in appendix A.2. The second column commutes with all
generators and anti-commutes with exactly one stabilizer. This is the ISF which we can write in D
notation as
ISFZ(D) =
[
1 1+D 0
]
D−1. (4.5)
From a syndrome sx we can define
E0Z = s ISFZ. (4.6)
The error pattern components associated with a transition at frame i from memory state (Mg,Mh)
depends on the logical input (Lg,Lh), Lg,Lh ∈ {0,1} and the initial error pattern E0i on the physical
bits corresponding to the frame. If Mg and Mh are expressed using inverse delay operators, such that
non-zero components are assigned values . . .001i00 . . .= D˜i then the error pattern, p, for the transition
is
p(Lg,Lh,Mg,Mh) = E0i +Gseed [Lg+Mg, Lh+Mh] , (4.7)
where Gseed is the classical seed generator matrix. For example starting from a memory state (Mg,Mh)=
(1,01) = (D˜, D˜2) with an input of (Lg,Lh) = (0,1) then we have
p(0,1, D˜, D˜2) = E0i +

D 1+D+D2
D 1+D2
1 1

 D˜
1+ D˜2
 ,
= E0i +

1
1
1
 . (4.8)
Each state in the logical trellis represents the memory state of the logical bit and the memory state of
stabilizers. The constraint lengths are νg = 1 and νh = 3. Figure 4.2 shows the logical trellis for this
convolutional code.
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Now that the trellis framework has been established we a decoding example. Notationally we
drop the use of X and Z subscripts and treat the decoding problem analogously to a classical code.
Consider the case where an error occurs on the first qubit and all other qubits are error free. Stabilizers
are defined in equation 4.2 and ISF defined in equation 4.5. The syndrome is S = [1,1,1,0,0,0, . . .].
Next the corresponding E0 is calculated.
E0 = S× ISF,
= [010 100 100 110 000 . . .]. (4.9)
We introduce LE0 = E
0G. If a path through a trellis corresponds to logical values Lt then the logical
errors calculated for this path are LE = Lt +LE0 . For our example
LE0 = E
0G,
=
 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
. . .
 , (4.10)
where the first row corresponds to the quantum code generators and the second row corresponds to
the quantum code stabilizers, which are both treated as classical generators. Figure 4.2 shows the
lowest weight error path in this example. The physical errors are given by
E = [100 000 000 000 000 . . .], (4.11)
and the logical errors are given by
LE = Lt +LE0 ,
=
 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
. . .
 . (4.12)
Here we see that the decoding does not indicate that any logical errors have occurred. A single error is
detected in the case of a stabilizer, but since stabilizers can be applied without changing the codespace,
this has no effect on the decoding process. The decoding correctly determines that a single physical
error occurred on the first qubit.
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(1,11)
000
111
001
110
000
111
001
110
100
011
101
010
110
001
111
000
010
101
011
100
110
001
111
000
010
101
011
100
000
111
001
110
100
011
101
010
000
111
001
110
100
011
101
010
110
001
111
000
010
101
011
100
110
001
111
000
010
101
011
100
000
111
001
110
100
011
101
010
000
111
001
110
100
011
101
010
110
001
111
000
010
101
011
100
Memory State
(0,00)
(0,01)
(0,10)
(0,11)
(1,00)
(1,01)
(1,10)
LG LH
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1
Transition types
Physical
qubit flips
Logical and stabilizer inputs
e = 100 000 000 000 . . .
s = 1 1 1 0 . . .
E0 = 010 100 100 110 . . .
LE0 = (1,1) (1,1) (0,0) (0,0) . . .
E = 100 000 000 000 . . .
LE = (0,0) (0,1) (0,0) (0,0) . . .
FIGURE 4.2: The logical Wolf trellis for the convolutional code defined by equations 4.1 and 4.2. Each
path between states in adjacent frames represents represents the value of the next logical and stabilizer input.
For a recorded syndrome of s = [11100 . . .] the most probably path is shown in red. ε0G modifies which paths
correspond to which logical operations. The bit flip recovery operations associated with each transition are
listed. An error on the first qubit is inferred by decoding.
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4.2 Cluster Convolutional Codes
In the previous section we covered how convolutional decoding can be performed using logical Wolf
trellises. In this section we will extend this approach to decoding of cluster state convolutional codes.
The form of a cluster state convolutional code is shown in figure 3.4. Each Z code stabilizer hZ,i is
associated with an ancilla qubit i. A set of stabilizers 〈Ki = hZ,iXi〉 act like the Z code stabilizers
with an additional dependence on Xi. The form of the X code stabilizers and logical operators remain
unchanged (see section 3.2).
The addition of the ancilla qubits require a corresponding number of additional stabilizers to form
a complete representation of the cluster state. For cluster state codes these form a pair of gauge
operators PX and PZ . We will call these ancilla gauge operators. The relationships between these
stabilizers and generators may be expressed as
GZ
HZ
ISFZ
PZ

[
GX ISFX HX PX
]
= I. (4.13)
The gauge operators commute with stabilizers and code generators and anti-commute with each other.
We can modify the convolutional code in equation 4.1 to contain an additional ancilla qubit per frame.
GX =
[
XD XD X I
]
,
GZ =
[
ZD ZD Z I
]
,
HX =
[
X(1+D+D2) X(1+D) X I
]
,
HZ =
[
Z(1+D+D2) Z(1+D) Z X
]
,
PX =
[
XD2 XD2 I ZD
]
,
PZ =
[
I I I X
]
. (4.14)
Consider the structure of the logical Wolf decoding trellis. For a regular CSS convolutional code the
trellis transitions correspond to possible input values of the classical generators and parity checks.
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For cluster state codes the memory size is ν = (νg,νh,νp). The value of each memory component
(in transfer function notation) are given by M j, j ∈ {g,h, p}. The physical bits associated with each
transition are determined using
Q = [GZ(D),HZ(D),PZ(D)]
p(Lg,Mg,Lh,Mh,Lp,Mp) = E0Z,i+Q [Lg+Mg,Lh+Mh,Lp+Mp] , (4.15)
where GZ,HZ, and PZ are seed generators for the quantum Z generators, stabilizers and parity gauges
expressed in transfer function notation. E0Z is calculated using ISFZ and the syndrome produced by
HX . This can be used to generate a trellis which corrects for Z errors occurring on code qubits. A
similar result holds for X error correction.
4.3 Foliated Convolutional Codes
Foliated codes are constructed by layering alternating primal and dual constructions of a cluster state
code. Two orthogonal sets prism stabilizers exist on primal and dual lattices. In the previous sec-
tion we described how the inclusion of ancilla parity qubits modifies the decoding trellis for a CSS
convolutional code. In this section we develop a trellis for a single sheet of a foliated code.
Prism stabilizers take the form
HX ,m =
[
0 0 0 1
]
m+1
⊗
[
1+D+D2 1+D2 1 0
]
m
⊗
[
0 0 0 1
]
m−1
, (4.16)
for a set of primal (dual) prism stabilizers centred on sheet m, as illustrated in figure 4.3. Red values
are qubits which form part of the dual (primal) lattice. A more compact representation can be made
by removing elements corresponding to qubits in the dual (primal) lattice and assigning the ancilla
parity qubits from the upper sheet m+ 1 (green) and lower sheet m− 1 (blue) to the forth and fifth
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m
m+1
m−1
Sheet
FIGURE 4.3: A seed prism stabilizer centred on sheet m connected by blue lines. Cluster state interactions
are not illustrated. The stabilizer is formed from the product of X operations on black code qubits and the green
and blue ancilla qubits on neighbouring sheets. Qubits which belong to the dual layer are shown trasperantly
coloured in red.
elements of the prism seed generator. We write
HX ,m =
[
1+D+D2 1+D2 1 1 1
]
m
. (4.17)
The same set of green ancilla qubits take the fifth position when expressing HX ,m+2, and the set of
blue ancilla qubits take the forth position when expressing HX ,m−2. The ‘sharing’ of ancilla qubits
between adjacent layers means there remain 4 physical qubits for each encoded qubit, even though
this representation uses 5. We can treat each layer as a rate 15 convolutional code.
We have the following relationships between generators, stabilizers and ancilla gauge operators.

GZ
HZ
ISFZ
P1Z
P2Z

[
GX ISFX HX P1X P
2
X
]
= I. (4.18)
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FIGURE 4.4: A seed prism stabilizer in sheet m represented by a single layer using code qubits (circles) and
ancilla qubits (squares) within a single lattice. The forth qubit in each frame is a parity qubit physically located
in sheet m+1 and the fifth qubit is a parity qubit in sheet m−1. This stabilizer is equivalent to the one shown
in figure 4.3.
Using pseudo-inverse methods and comparisons to equation 4.14 we arrive with the following expres-
sions
GX =
[
XD XD X I I
]
,
GZ =
[
ZD ZD Z I I
]
,
HX =
[
X(1+D+D2) X(1+D) X X X
]
,
HZ =
[
Z(1+D+D2) Z(1+D) Z I I
]
,
P1Z =
[
ZD2 ZD2 I ZD I
]
,
P1X =
[
I I I X I
]
,
P2Z =
[
ZD2 ZD2 I I ZD
]
,
P2X =
[
I I I I X
]
. (4.19)
Here P1 and P2 are pairs of gauge operators. We can further simplify the stabilizers by writing
P′2Z = P2Z P1Z , P′1X = P1X P2X . Appropriate commutation relationships hold under this transformation. We
note that P2Z can always be expressed as the product of two Z operators on the ancilla qubits for any
foliated code.
Transitions in the decoding trellis correspond to inputs of logical operators, stabilizers and gauges.
The physical bits associated with each transition are determined by
Q = [GZ,HZ,P1Z ,P
2
Z ]
p(Lg,Mg,Lh,Mh,Lp1,Mp1,Lp2,Mp2)E0Z,i+Q
[
Lg+Mg,Lh+Mh,Lp1+Mp1,Lp2+Mp2
]
, (4.20)
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m
m+1
m−1
Sheet
m+2
m+3
m−2
m−3
a
b c
d
e
f g
n
Layer
n+1
n−1
FIGURE 4.5: The primal lattice for the foliated convolutional code used in this section. Cluster bonds are not
illustrated. An undetected error pattern U = ZbZcZdZeZ f Zg (shown by by red outlined qubits) is formed by the
product of P1m+2 = ZaZbZc, P
2
m+2 = ZaZd and P
1
m−2 = ZeZ f Zg. This error pattern acts trivially on the codespace
since all elements of P commute with all elements of G on all sheets. A seed prism stabilizer is shown by blue
outlined qubits.
where GZ , HZ , P1Z and P
2
Z are seed generators and E
0
Z is calculated using ISFZ and the syndrome
produced by HX .
It should be emphasised at this point that the overall decoding process is not simply a series of
independent decodings for each sheet in the code. This is because ancilla qubits are shared between
convolutional codes on neighbouring layers (next-nearest neighbouring sheets) on a lattice. P1Z and
P2Z commute with HX within a sheet, but they do not commute with HX terms on neighbouring layers.
Certain products of P type operators over multiple layers may commute with all HX terms. Fig-
ure 4.5 shows an undetectable error pattern J = P1n+1P
2
n+1P
1
n−1. Here the subscripts refer to layers
rather than sheets. Layers refer to every second sheet. J commutes with all prism stabilizers in the
lattice and with all logical generators on each layer. Error patterns of this type can be extended in the
time-like direction by introducing appropriate P2x terms to the pattern
P1n ⊗P1n+b
b−1
∏
j=0
P2n+ j, (4.21)
where n and n+ b are the terminal layers for this error pattern, and a chain of errors spans between
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them.
In order to examine how these types of errors are interpreted by the decoding scheme consider the
case where a bit flip error model is being used. The chance of any single bit flipping is given by p.
The error pattern with the lowest weight which satisfies the syndrome is the most likely error pattern.
A single layer decoder may calculate the most likely error pattern to be a single error on a ancilla
qubit Q which is located between layer n and n+1. If the decoder from layer n+1 also determines
that qubit Q is in error then the probability that the qubit is in this error state is strengthened. However
if the decoder from layer n+ 1 does not detect that this qubit is in error the overall chance that it is
in error is reduced. This may result in decoder n determining a new most likely error pattern which
does not include an error on Q or decoder n+ 1 determining a new most likely error pattern which
does include an error on Q. In the second case this could include an error of type P2Z , which carries a
component of the overall error pattern into layer n+1.
In the next section I will outline a method of communicating these likelihoods across decoding
layers using a message passing like approach.
4.4 Decoding Algorithm
In this section I propose a decoding method for foliated turbo codes. Figure 4.6 shows a schematic of
the decoder. Starting from a Starting from an a priori distribution of qubit error states P0(qI) a soft-
input soft-output (SISO) decoder is implemented and marginal values for qubits P(qI) and logical
qubits P(lI) are calculated for each layer in the foliated code. This is outlined in section 4.1 using
a logical Wolf trellis as a suitable SISO decoder. Marginals are then exchanged between the shared
ancilla qubits in neighbouring layers and used as prior values for a new round of trellis decoding. This
process is applied iteratively.
The logical marginals, P(lI), are deinterleaved (Π−1) and used as priors for the outer decoder,
P(qO). The same process of ancilla marginal exchange is performed and the decoding process is
iterated. Finally the qubit marginals from the outer decoder, P(qI), are interleaved (Π) and used as
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Inner SISO Outer SISO
P(lI)
P(qI)
P(lO)
P(qO)
P(qO)P(lI)
P(lI) P(qO)
P(qparity)
Adjacent Layer
SISO
P(qparity)
Adjacent Layer
SISO
Π
Π−1
FIGURE 4.6: The decoding procedure for foliated turbo codes. The inner decoder calculates logical qubit
marginals P(lI). A series of parity marginals passes are performed and the inner decoding is reiterated. The
output is sent through the de-interleaver Π−1 and the process is repeated for the outer decoder. The turbo
feedback step takes the outer qubit marginals P(qO) sends them through the interleaver Π. They are then used
as logical priors for the inner code P(qI) and the whole process is iterated. The final output is calculated by the
outer decoder which produces qubit and logical qubit marginals P(qO) and P(lO).
logical priors, P(lI) for the inner code. This completes the feedback step for turbo decoding. The
feedback step itself may be iterated.
In the next section more detail will be given about the nature of marginal exchanged between
adjacent layers. In the section following that a description of a single layer logical Wolf trellis SISO
decoder will be provided, including a pesudo-code implementation.
4.4.1 Marginal Passing Across Layers
Exchanging marginals between layers is a key modification to the standard trellis decoding process
which allows for decoding of foliated codes. Figure 4.7 shows the process for a single layer. The
inputs into the SISO decoder are the prior values for qubits P(qn,i, j = eq), for error state eq on layer n,
frame i and qubit j within a frame. Once one round of SISO decoding is performed marginal values
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B(qn,i, j = eq) are calculated. The marginal values of parity qubits on neighbouring layers are used as
the prior inputs for a second round of decoding. Figure 4.7 illustrates this. Passing marginals has the
effect of modifying parity qubit marginals in the second round of decoding.
As more rounds of message passing and decoding are performed marginal information from in-
creasingly distant layers influence the calculation qubit priors for a given layer. The exchange of
marginals across can be terminated by one of three methods. The first method is that all marginals
converge between consecutive decoding trials. Secondly decoding can be terminated after a fixed
number of iterations. This may be useful in cases where an approximate calculation suffices and
marginals converge slowly. Lastly termination may occur when the number of exchanges equals
the number of layers in the foliated system. At this stage information regarding parity check qubit
marginals have been exchanged between every layer in the system.
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i) First decoding trial
Inputs: Initial prior values, P0(qn,i, j = eq)
Outputs: Marginals, B1(qn,i, j = eq)
. . .
. . .
SISO
SISO
Frame i i+1
Layer
n+1
n
Order 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
ii) Exchange of marginals on ancilla qubits
P1(qn,i, j={1,2,3} = eq) = B1(qn,i, j={1,2,3} = eq),
P1(qn,i, j=4 = eq) = B1(qn+1,i, j=5 = eq),
P1(qn,i, j=5 = eq) = B1(qn−1,i, j=4 = eq).
Layer
n+1
n
iii) Second decoding trial
Inputs: Initial prior values, P1(qn,i, j = eq)
Outputs: Marginals, B2(qn,i, j = eq)
. . .
. . .
SISO
SISO
Layer
n+1
n
. . .
. . .
FIGURE 4.7: The foliated decoding process for a rate 13 convolutional code. Circles represent code qubits
and squares represent parity qubits. i) Independent layer decoding is performed for each layer and marginal
values Mn,i, j are calculated for the error state eq of each qubit. ii) Marginal values of shared ancilla qubits are
exchanged. iii) New priors are used for a second round of decoding. The process is iterated and succeeds if
marginal values for ancilla qubits calculated by adjacent layers converge.
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4.4.2 Logical Wolf Trellis Decoder
I use a logical Wolf trellis decoder as a SISO decoder for each layer in a foliated turbo code. A pseudo
code implementation is given later in this section and a full implemenation of the code is presented
in appendix A.3 in its raw form. Before the pseudo code implementation is presented I will go over
some initial notation.
The inputs are a set of prior values for the state of each qubit and a set of prior values for the state
of each logical qubit. Consider a rate kn convolutional code. Label each physical qubit i, j, where i
is the frame and j = {1,2, . . . ,n} is the jth qubit within a frame. For an error state eq ∈ {0,1} the
prior distribution is P(qi, j = eq). Similarly labeling each logical qubit i,k, where i is the frame and
k = {1, . . . , t} runs over the logical inputs at this frame. For a logical error state el ∈ {0,1} the prior
distribution is P(li,k = el).
Trellis memory states are expressed as a vector of terms in transfer function notation Mi =
[Mg(D),Mh(D),Mp1(D)]. Successive memory states are related shifting the current values by D and
adding the current logical inputs into the memory. If the memory element Mg has a single logical
input per frame, Lg,i, this corresponds to
Mg,i = a1D+a2D2+ . . .+aνgD
νg ,
Lg,i = {0,1},
Mg,i+1 = LiD+Mg,i
νg−1
∑
j=1
D˜ jD j+1, (4.22)
= LiD+a1D2+a2D3+ . . .+aνg−1D
νg,
where νg is the constraint length or memory size and aw ∈ {0,1}. For a transition from one memory
state at frame i to a memory state at frame i+ 1 with logical inputs Li, j,Li,h,Li,p ∈ {0,1} the new
memory state and the error state of the qubits within frame i may be calculated by introducing a
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transformation matrix U
U =

G(D˜) 0 0 D 0 0
0 H(D˜) 0 0 D 0
0 0 P(D˜) 0 0 D
∑νg−1j=1 D˜
jD j+1 0 0 G(D˜) 0 0
0 ∑νh−1j=1 D˜
jD j+1 0 0 H(D˜) 0
0 0 ∑νp−1j=1 D˜
jD j+1 0 0 P(D˜)

. (4.23)
Then we have
[
ei|Mi+1,g,Mi+1,h,Mi+1,p
]
=
[
Li,g,Li,h,Li,p|Mi,g,Mi,h,Mi,p
]
U +
[
E0i |0,0,0
]
. (4.24)
For easier manipulation we can split U into U = [Up|UM] where Up are the first n columns which
correspond to output values on physical qubits and UM are the remaining columns which correspond
to outputs determining the next memory state. Additionally we take Li as the logical inputs for all Lg,
Lh and Lp terms in a single frame.
The decoding algorithm for a single layer convolutional code uses the prod-sum algorithm (see
section 2.5.3) on a logical Wolf trellis. The decoder is a SISO decoder taking logical priors, P(li,k =
el), and physical qubit priors, P(qi, j = eq), and outputs updated marginal values for these error states
B(li,k = el) and B(qi, j = eq) respectively.
Figure 4.6 shows the turbo decoding process, where the feedback step can provide these prior val-
ues. When no prior information is known about the error state of logical qubits a uniform distribution
of 0.5 is used.
The decoding process is given by algorithm 1. This generates an inital error pattern E0 and an
inital logical error pattern L0E based on syndrome information s. Three subroutines are then called.
The forward pass algorithm determines the likelihood of transitions by starting from the left side of
the trellis and moving to the right. This means that a memory state Mi is determined by the memory
states M j<i, but is not dependent on further memory states M j>i. The backward pass algorithm is the
compliment to this process. By determining the likelihood of transitions, starting from right to left,
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Algorithm 1: Wolf trellis SISO decoder
. The SISO decoder takes qubit and logical qubit priors, code parameters and syndrome and
outputs qubit and logical qubit marginals.
Inputs:
P0(qi, j = eq),P0(li,k = el),U ,ISF,G,s
Outputs:
{B(qi, j = eq|s),B(li,k = el|s)} for i = [1,2, . . . ,N+ pad], j = [1,2, . . . ,n]
Algorithm:
E0 = ISF× s
L0E = E
0×G
B(Mij|s≤i) = ForwardPass(L0E ,U , E0, P0(qi, j = eq), P0(li,k = el))[2] . Calculate marginals for
each memory state tracking transitions from i = 1 to n+ pad.
B(Mij|s>i) = BackwardPass(L0E ,U , E0, P0(qi, j = eq) P0(li,k = el))[2] . Calculate marginals for
each memory state tracking transitions from i = n+ pad to 1.
{B(q|s), P(l|s)} = LocalUpdate(L0E ,U , E0, P0(qi, j = eq), P0(qi,k = el), B(Mi|E0≤i),
B(Mi|E0>i))[4] . Calculate marginals for eq and el .
each memory state Mi depends only only on states M j>i. Finally the local update algorithm takes
information from the forward and backward pass algorithms to determine the likelihood of transitions
using the complete set of information. That is to say that a state Mi is determined by information on
all other nodes M j 6=i.
Forward Pass Algorithm 2
The forward pass algorithm calculates marginal values for each state in the trellis from marginal
values of previous states. The name ‘forward’ pass refers to starting from the first frame and moving
forward through the trellis calculating marginals to the final frame.
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Algorithm 2: Forward Pass
. The forward pass algorithm takes qubit and logical qubit priors, code parameters initial error
and logical error estimates and outputs trellis memory state marginals. These marginals are
conditional on the syndrome from frame 1 to i.
Inputs:
L0E(s, ISF,G),U ,E
0(s, ISF),P(qi,k = eq),P0(li,k = el)
Outputs
{B(Mi|s≤i) for i ∈ 0,1, . . . ,N+ pad−1 }
Algorithm:
P(M0) = [~0] . initial memory state~0
for i = 1 to n+pad do
P(Li|Mi−1,E0i ) = P(qi, j = [Li|Mi−1]Up+E0i )P(li,k = Li+L0E,i).
B(Mi|s≤i) = ∑
Li
P(Mi−1|Mi = [Li,Mi−1]UM)P(Li|Mi−1,E0i )
end
We set the initial memory state as the all zero vector. We then calculate each successive mem-
ory state marginals recursively. A memory state Mi can be reached by any state Mi−1 such that
Mi = [Li,Mi−1]UM. The probability of the transition from one of these allowed states depends on the
marginal value of the previous state P(Mi−1|Mi = [Li,Mi−1]UM) and the transition probability from
that state to the current state P(Li)|Mi−1,E0i ,L0E,i).
This transition probability is further broken down into two components. Every transition is
associated with an error pattern on the qubits between frames which can be calculated by qi, j =
[Li|Mi−1]Up +E0i . The probability of this then affects the weighting. Additionally each transition
requires a type of logical input on generators, stabilizers and parity stabilizers. Logical qubit errors
have marginals which depend on the type of transition Li modified by of L0E,i. Taking the product of
these weightings with the marginals of the previous states and summing over all previous states the
marginal for the new state Mi is determined.
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Note that these marginals depend on the current E0i (and similarly L
0
E,i) and the previous state.
The previous state depends on the previous value of E0i−1 and so on. In this way each marginal
is determined using only syndrome information up to the current frame i which we denote s≤i as
shorthand, since marginal calculations depend only on the syndrome information up to frame i.
Algorithm 3: BackwardPass
. The backward pass algorithm takes qubit and logical qubit priors, code parameters initial
error and logical error estimates and outputs trellis memory state marginals. These marginals
are conditional on the syndrome from frame i to N + pad.
Inputs:
L0E(s, ISF,G),U ,E
0(s, ISF),P0(qi, j = eq),P0(li,k = el)
Outputs:
B(Mi|s>i) for i ∈ 0,1, ...,N+ pad−1
Algorithm:
P(MN+pad|S) = [~0] . final memory state~0
for i = n+pad-1 to 1 do
P(Li|Mi,E0i ) = P(qi, j = [Li|Mi−1]Up+E0i )P(li,k = Li+L0E,i))
B(Mi−1|s>i) = ∑
Li
P(Mi = [Li,Mi−1]UM)P(Li|Mi,E0i )
end
Backward Pass 3
The backward pass is analogous to the forward pass except that the starting point is the final state and
marginals are calculated working back through the trellis. A memory state Mi−1 can be reached by
any state Mi = [Li,Mi−1]. The probability of the transition from a state Mi to state Mi−1 depends on
the marginal value of the previous state P(Mi = [Li,Mi−1]UM) and the transition probability from that
state to the current state P(Li|Mi,E0i )
The marginals depend on E0i and similarly L
0
E,i as well as the next trellis marginals. These in
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turn depend on E0i+1 and their next trellis marginals. In this way each marginal is determined by the
syndrome information of the current frame and later frames. This is denoted by s>i.
Local Update 4
The local update uses the trellis memory state marginals calculated by the forward and backward
passes to calculate the qubit and logical qubit marginals P(q) and P(l). This is achieved using the
memory state marginal values calculated by the forward and backward pass algorithms.
Consider the calculation of logical qubit marginals at frame i. The marginal value for a logical
error is P(li = λ ), where λ = 0 indicates a no error case and λ = 1 indicates an error. We can calculate
P(li = λ ) by considering all transitions with li = λ at frame i−1 to frame i. The probability of a single
valid transition is given by the probability of the transition multiplied by the marginal probabilities
of the initial and final states B(Mi−1|s≤i) and B(Mi|s>i). The transition probability is given by the
product of the probability of the qubit errors produced by the transition P(qi j|li = λ ) and the prior
probability of P(li,k = λ ) occurring. Taking the sum over all transitions with logical error type λ will
compute the marginal value B(li,k = λ |s).
The marginal values for the qubit error states can be calculated in a similar way. For qubit j in
frame i the marginal error probability of being in state κ is written as B(qi j = κ|s). This is calculated
by considering all transitions where qi j = κ . For a single transition which satisfies this condition
the marginal probability is calculated by the transition probability, multiplied by the marginals of
the initial and final states B(Mi−1|s≤i) and N(Mi|s>i). Taking a sum over all possible transitions
determines the marginal value of Bi, j(eq = κ|s).
4.5 Summary
In this chapter we present a decoding scheme for foliated turbo codes which produces good results
(see chapter 5). It is unknown whether other good decoders exist. This constrasts with approaches
such as belief propagation on a code’s Tanner graph representation. This approach is universal, but
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does not produce good results for convolutional codes [40, 89].
The decoding scheme is generated using logical Wolf trellises 2.5.7 acting on convolutional codes
which are adapted to a cluster state setting. For foliated cluster states each layer is treated as an
independent cluster state code. Message passing is performed exchanging the prior values of parity
qubits between adjacent layers. Decoding is then iterated to produce a decoding scheme for foliated
convolutional codes.
Foliated turbo codes follow naturally from the foliated convolutional decoders. It is important to
note that the logical Wolf trellis scheme outlined is a SISO decoder producing marginal values as to
the logical and code qubit error states. Marginals are then de-interleaved (interleaved) and then passed
from inner to outer (outer to inner) SISO decoders. This completes the turbo decoding step. The next
chapter presents the performance results of this foliated turbo decoding scheme for two turbo code
families.
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Algorithm 4: Local Update
. The local update algorithm takes qubit and logical qubit priors, initial qubit and logical qubit
error estimates, and trellis memory state marginals from forward pass and backward pass
algorithms and outputs qubit and logical qubit marginals conditioned on the whole syndrome.
Inputs:
(L0E , U , E
0, P(qi, j = eq), P(li,k = el), B(Mij|S≤i), B(Mij|S>i))
Outputs:
B(qi, j|s) for i ∈ 0,1,...,N+pad-1, j ∈ 1,2,...,n
B(li,k|s) for i ∈ 0,1,...,N+pad-1
Algorithm:
. i iterates over frames
for i = 1:N+pad-1 do
. j iterates over qubits within a frame
for j=1:n do
∀λ
∀κ
B(qi, j = κ|s) =
∑
Li=λ ,
κ=[Li|Mi−1]UP, j+E0i, j

P(qi, j = [Li|Mi]+E0)×
P(li,k = Li+L0E,i))×
B(Mi−1|s≤i)×
B(Mi = [Li|Mi−1]UM|s>i)

end
B(li,k = λ |s) = ∑
Li,Mi−1

P(qi, j = [Li|Mi−1]UP+E0i )P(li = λ )
×P(Mi−1|E≤i)
×P(Mi = [Li|Mi−1]UM|s>i)

end
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Chapter 5
Numerical results: Turbo Codes
In this chapter I report on the decoding performance of foliated turbo codes, a new family of codes
developed in the previous two chapters. The framework for foliated codes is covered in chapter 3 and
the approach for foliated turbo decoding is covered in chapter 4. I compare two different turbo code
families operating in the error correcting, phenomenological and phenomenological foliated regimes.
5.1 Sample Turbo Codes
Serial quantum turbo codes can be constructed from cluster states using the methods outlined in
section 3.2.3. There are a variety of families of quantum convolutional codes and turbo codes which
have varying parameters such as rate, distance and memory size. The foliated implementation restricts
us to using CSS codes. A list of self-dual convolutional codes are presented in Forney et al [48].
Self-dual codes have the same decoding properties for X and Z error correction. This translates to
having the same decoding properties for primal and dual lattices in the foliated case. We investigate
two rate 13 quantum convolutional codes concatenated into turbo codes. These codes differ in distance
and memory size. The first code family we examine are turbo codes constructed from distance 3
convolutional codes. We will refer to the constituent convolutional codes as C3 codes and the turbo
codes as T9 codes. The second code family are turbo codes based of distance 5 convolutional codes,
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which will be known as T25 and C5 codes respectively. The following subsections cover the code
parameters required for decoding such as ISF calculation and parity stabilizers. These calculations
are shown explicitly in appendices A.1 and A.2.
In the next subsections we will analyse both convolutional codes in different settings. The first
setting in one in which uncorrelated errors are applied to code qubits and syndromes are extracted
perfectly. Next we consider cluster state codes. In this setting the ancilla qubit itself can experience
errors, and syndrome extraction may be imperfect. Finally we consider the foliated regime where
prism stabilizers are used for syndrome extraction. Later in the chapter a fault-tolerant architecture
where the gates used to generate cluster state resources are themselves subjected to error.
5.1.1 T9 turbo code
We construct a turbo code from the serial concatenation of two identical distance 3 convolutional
codes. This particular turbo code construction does not perform well in a foliated setting, as my
results show, but I present it as an instructive example before introducing the T25 which has better
properties. The convolutional generator and stabilizers are given in transfer matrix form by
GT =
[
D D 1
]
, (5.1)
H =
[
1+D+D2 1+D2 1
]
. (5.2)
Perfect Syndrome Extraction
The generators and stabilizers in this setting are given by equations 5.1 and 5.2. Correspondingly we
have ISF(D) = [1+D,1,1]D−1.
Cluster State Codes
We modify the construction above to incorporate the cluster state code construction. Here ancilla
qubits are used for every stabilizer in HZ . The rate 13 convolutional code is transformed into a rate
1
4
convolutional code. The new HZ stabilizers are formed from a product of the old stabilizers with a X
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operation on corresponding ancilla qubits. To initialize the cluster state codes these ancilla qubits are
measured in the X basis. Without expressing X and Z terms explicitly, and noting that the forth qubit
in each frame corresponds to a measurement outcome, we have
HZ =
 (1+D+
D2)Z
(1+D2)Z Z X
 . (5.3)
The additional forth qubit in each frame does not change the form of the code generators or ISF,
except that the seed generators are now 1×4 with a 0 in the forth entry. GTX = GTZ = [D,D,1,0] and
ISFX = ISFZ = [1+D,1,1,0]D−1. The additional degree of freedom per frame produces an additional
parity stabilizer (see section 4.2). These are given by
PX =
[
(1+D)X X X DZ
]
. (5.4)
The addition of this new ancilla gauge P reduces the weight of the code. Consider DGTX ·PX ·HX =
[0,0,XD,ZD]. This set of operators acts non-trivially on the logical operators GZ and has a weight of
2. The distance of the code is therefore reduced from 3 to 2 in the cluster state setting.
Foliated Codes
In the foliated setting there are two ancilla qubits corresponding to each Z stabilizer in the base C3
code. These exist on adjacent sheets. A layer is defined by the code qubits in a single primal (dual)
sheet and the ancilla qubits on adjacent dual (primal) sheets. In this way the foliated system is split
into primal and dual lattices operating on two disjoint sets of qubits. Each layer can be treated as an
independent rate 15 convolutional code. This produces a new set of stabilizers, logical generators and
ancilla gauge operators. The gauge operators are
P1Z =
[
1+D 1 1 D 0
]
,
P2Z =
[
0 0 0 1 1
]
, (5.5)
where P1 and P2 correspond to additional gauges introduced by the ancilla qubits on adjacent sheets.
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5.1.2 T25 turbo code
The second turbo code family that we investigate is constructed from the serial concatenation of two
distance 5 convolutional codes. The convolutional generator and stabilizers are given by
GT =
[
D2 1+D2+D3 1+D+D3
]
, (5.6)
H =
 1+D+D2+
D3+D4
1+D2+D3+
D5
1+D2+D3+
D4+D5
 . (5.7)
Perfect Syndrome Extraction
The generators and stabilizers are given by equations 5.6 and 5.7. Correspondingly we have ISF =
[1+D,1,1]D−1.
Cluster State Codes
As with the C3 code we modify the perfect syndrome extraction construction so that there is an
ancilla qubit for every stabilizer in HZ . The rate 13 convolutional code is transformed into a rate
1
4 convolutional code. We have G
T
X = G
T
Z = [D
2,1+D2 +D3,1+D+D3,0] and ISFX = ISFZ =
[1+D,1,1,0]D−1]. The new HZ is
HZ =
 (1+D+D2+
D3+D4)Z
(1+D2+
D3+D5)Z
(1+D2+D3+
D4+D5)Z
X
 . (5.8)
The additional degrees of freedom produce additional parity gauges
PX =
[
(1+D)X X X DZ
]
. (5.9)
A set of operations (1+D2)HX · (D3+D4)GTX ·PX = [0,XD5,XD5,ZD] is formed by products of HX ,
PX and GX elements. This set of operators anticommute with some elements in GZ and commute
with all elements of HZ . The distance of the code is therefore reduced from 5 to 3 in the cluster state
setting.
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Foliated Codes
In the foliated setting there are two ancilla qubits corresponding to each Z stabilizer in the base C5
code. A new set of stabilizers corresponding to prism stabilizers, logical generators and ancilla gauges
are formed in this setting. Prism stabilizers are given by
HX =
 1+D+D2+
D3+D4
1+D2+D3+
D5
1+D2+D3+
D4+D5
1 1
 . (5.10)
The ancilla gauges are given by
P1Z =
[
1+D 1 1 D 0
]
, (5.11)
P2Z =
[
0 0 0 1 1
]
, (5.12)
where P1 and P2 correspond to additional gauges introduced by ancilla qubits on adjacent sheets.
5.2 Sampling Distribution
The conventional method for determining the failure rate for a code at a given error rate is to sample
error patterns produced by a given error rate and perform a number of decoding trials. The failure rate
at an error rate p is Pfail(p) = #FailuresN , for N trials. The standard deviation is σ
2 = NPfail(1−Pfail).
As the failure rate becomes smaller a larger number of samples are required.
I use a method of binomial sampling to reduce the overall number of trials which are performed.
The advantage of sampling from a set of fixed number of errors, rather than determining the failure
rate from a error rate directly, is a reduction in the total number of trials which need to be performed
to produce the same uncertainty in the resulting performance curve. Let n be the number of physical
bits in the code and j ∈ N be the number of errors in a given decoding instance. We can then write
Pfail(p) =∑
j
Pfail( j)
 n
j
 p j(1− p)n− j (5.13)
Figure 5.1(a) shows an example binomial sampling distribution for a 100 bit system with p= 10%.
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FIGURE 5.1: Left; The weighting distribution for sampling fixed error number trials in a system with 100
qubits to generate a 10% qubit error rate. Right; The Word Error Rate for a 3 foliation, 40 logical qubit T25
code. The blue line is generated by Pfail(p) using varying error rates p. The red line is generated by sampling
Pfail( j errors), where a set of trials are run for different values of j ranging from 0 to 100.
Using this binomial sampling we can determine the failure rate for a given code P(p) given the
failure rate of the code for all fixed number of errors P( j).
For a number of errors, j ≤ d−12 , decoding should always be successful. The sampling of a fixed
number of errors satisfying this inequality was performed in order to verify that the decoder performs
as expected for a low number of errors. In all cases I found that decoding was successful for weights
of less than half the code distance. This held for both the T9 and T25 turbo codes over a range of
encoded qubits and number of layers.
5.3 Simulation Results
Before presenting the data from simulations we first briefly cover the settings under which the sim-
ulation is operating. The model employed here is a simple uncorrelated phase flip error model with
error rate p. If a single qubit in state ρ , passes through a phase flip error channel we can express this
process as
ρ → (1− p)ρ+ pZρZ. (5.14)
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We assign a homogeneous error probability to all qubits. In practice this is a crude approximation to
real error processes since gates and other noise effects will correlate errors on certain qubits.
Consider now a uniform dephasing error in which all Pauli operators act with equal probability.
This is equivalent to an error rate of ε which acts like
ρ → (1− ε)ρ+ ε
3
[XρX +YρY +ZρZ] , (5.15)
We note that in this model only 23 of the errors will act harmfully (since X errors act trivially). There-
fore the effective relation between error models is pXZ = 32εdepol.
Finally we consider the convolutional codes themselves. Convolutional codes can either be termi-
nated through tail-biting [48, 109, 63], a process in which the code effectively has periodic boundary
conditions, or through truncation [39, 110]. Truncation produces a small overhead of n×νg. These
are produced by encoding the last νg qubits in a known state and using them as ancilla to ‘flush’
out the memory state of the code, returning it to an all zero state. We choose truncation over peri-
odic boundary conditions simply because it has a slightly easier implementation with regard to the
decoding algorithm.
To determine whether decoding is successful or not we first ensure that the error pattern identified
by the decoder E satisfies the syndrome, HE = s. This may fail to occur in cases where some of the
marginals for physical and logical qubits error states do not converge. When this occurs we can define
a residual syndrome sr = HE− s. To restore the system to a codestate we apply errors according to
the ISF to satisfy sr. While this is unlikely to produce a decoding which correctly identifies the actual
error pattern that occurred it does allow for some logical qubits to be correctly decoded.
To determine whether an individual logical qubit is in error after decoding recall the form of
foliated logical qubit stabilizers given in equation 3.32. For each logical qubit i on an odd number
of sheets M we have X i,1X i,M∏l=mo X i,l and Zi,1Zi,M∏l=me X
⊥
i,l . A similar result holds for an even
number of sheets. If the product of the errors produced by the error channel and the errors determined
by the decoder act trivially on the logical stabilizers for qubit i then the decoding of i is successful.
From this we discuss two related types of decoding failure. The (qu)bit error rate (BER) is the
rate at which encoded bits fail to be decoded. For K total encoded bits and F logical failures this
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corresponds to BER = FK .
The word error rate (WER) is the rate at which any encoded bit fails, WER = P(F > 0). In all
cases WER≥ BER, since a bit error implies a word error, and for independent encodings of K logical
bits WER≈ K BER if K BER << 1.
5.3.1 T9 Turbo Code
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FIGURE 5.2: The word error rate and bit error rate of the T9 turbo code family operating in the error
correcting regime for number of encoded qubits k = 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160. Shaded regions indicate one
standard deviation.
Here we present the decoding performance of the T9 turbo code family against phase flip errors.
The decoder is outlined in the previous chapter. Different settings are examined.
Figure 5.2 shows the results in the perfect syndrome extraction setting. The number of logical
qubits ranged from 10 to 160. The rate of the code is r = 19 so the number of physical qubits is 90 -
1140.
Figure 5.3 shows the results in the cluster and foliated settings. The number of logical qubits
ranged from 10 to 160. The rate of the code is r = 116 so the number of physical qubits is 160-2560
per sheet.
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FIGURE 5.3: In the left hand column of figures we present the word error rate (WER) and bit error rate
(BER) of T9 turbo codes with varying numbers of layers. For each number of layers a range encoded qubits k
= 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 are compared. Shaded regions indicate one standard deviation.
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For foliated codes we set the number of ancilla qubit prior passes to M− 1 for an M layer code,
rather than testing for convergence. Similarly the number of turbo feedback steps from the outer code
to the inner code is limited to 2 for computational speed. Despite these restrictions in most cases the
marginals between successive decoding instances do converge or approach some agreement.
In figure 5.2 the WER exhibits the pseudo-threshold behavior that is typical of turbo code fami-
lies [111, 39, 60, 64, 62]. The threshold appears to occur around 2.9% for k > 20.
In figure 5.3 we see that the decoder performs poorly in the cluster code setting. The minimum
distance of this code is 2, so it is expected that an error on a single physical bit will be incorrectly
decoded by the inner decoder half the time. Even when interleaving disperses the location of the inner
logical errors among the outer physical qubits each of these errors will be incorrectly decoded half
the time. Due to this even a single error may lead to logical errors. The BER for all values of k are
very closely matched, which indicates that logical failures are simply proportional to the length of the
code (which is itself proportional to the number of encoded qubits). As a result in the foliated setting
no pseudo-thresholding behavior is observed. The BER is higher for codes with a larger number of
encoded qubit k.
5.3.2 T25 Turbo Code
Here we present the decoding performance of the T25 turbo code family against independent phase
flip errors. Figure 5.4 shows results in the perfect syndrome extraction setting. The code is a rate 19
code and the number of logical qubits ranges from 10 to 160, producing 90 to 1440 physical qubits.
Figure 5.5 shows results in the cluster code and foliated settings. The code is a rate 116 code and
the number of logical qubits ranges from 10 to 160 producing 160 to 2560 physical qubits.
For foliated codes we set the number of ancilla qubit prior passes to M−1 for an M layer code for
computational speed. Similarly the number of turbo feedback steps from the outer code to the inner
code is limited to 2 for computational speed. Despite these restrictions in most cases the marginals
between successive decoding instances do converge in practice.
In figure 5.4 the WER exhibits the pseudo-threshold behavior. The thresholding behavior appears
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FIGURE 5.4: The word error rate and bit error rate of the T25 turbo code family with number of logical
qubits k = 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160. Here the code is operating in the perfect syndrome extraction setting and the
qubit error rate is for a phase flip error channel. Shaded regions are for one standard deviation.
to occur around 6% for code with k > 20. For small qubit error rates p < 4% the approximation
WER(p) ≈ K ·BER(p) holds. In this low error rate regime word errors are normally caused by a
single localised section of the code failing. In this setting the E · e /∈ H and a small number of logical
errors are produced, while no logical errors occur on the other encoded qubits.
In figure 5.5 we see that pseudo-threshold behavior is exhibited in cluster codes as well as in
foliated codes. Compared to the perfect syndrome measurement case the threshold of the cluster code
(single layer code) is lower, occurring at around 2.7%. The reduction in threshold is expected as the
distance of the constituent convolutional codes is reduced from 5 to 3.
The WER and BER of the T25 code in the faulty syndrome extraction setting is comparable with
the T9 code in the perfect syndrome extraction setting (figures 5.5, 5.2). The threshold for the WER
occurs around 2.6% in both cases and the failure curves for each codelength, k, traverse a similar
range at each error rate. In the next section we will provide intuition as to why this may be the case.
The threshold values for foliated codes with M layers are all lower than in the cluster code case.
The WER for p < pthresh increases as the number of layers increase. This is expected (for small
failure rates) because if a single layer has a failure rate of f1 then M layers will have a failure rate of
approximately fM = 1− (1− f1)M, ignoring failures caused by error patterns spanning layers.
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FIGURE 5.5: The word error (WER) and bit error rates (BER) of cluster state turbo codes with varying
number of layers. Each layer corresponds to a code qubits within a sheet on the primal lattice and ancilla qubits
on the neighbouring sheets. Different numbers of logical qubits k = 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 are compared.
Shaded regions are for one standard deviation.
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5.4 Analysis
In this section we analyse the results of our decoding algorithm on the T9 and T25 turbo code con-
structions presented in the previous section. After this the types of harmful low-weight error patterns
for each code will be investigated.
Number of layers Pseudo Threshold (%)
1 2.75
3 1.95
4 2.33
5 1.70
6 1.55
(5.16)
Table 5.16 compares pseudo thresholds for the T25 foliated turbo codes with different numbers
of layers. In the single layer case the pseudo threshold is recorded for the cluster state code case.
The best decoding performance is seen in the 4 layer case (8 sheets). After this the performance
diminishes with an increasing number of layers.
Comparing the performance of the T25 code in the foliated and perfect syndrome extraction set-
ting we see that there is an expected drop in threshold, as syndrome extraction is no longer perfect.
The pseudo threshold is reduced from around 5.5% to around 2.8% and the distance of the constituent
convolutional codes is reduced from 5 to 3. This is similar to the T9 code which has a threshold
around 2.9% and a convolutional code distance of 3 in the perfect syndrome extraction setting.
No pseudo thresholds are seen for the T9 code family in either the fault tolerant of foliated regimes.
The WER and BER are both higher in the case where many logical qubits are encoded. Unlike the
T25 code we do not show the results of decoding in the fault tolerant regime. This is due to the
existence of non-trivial undetected errors of weight 2 existing for the C3 convolutional code in the
fault tolerant setting. As such the distance of the code is 2 and the code is only capable of detecting,
but not correcting, errors. In the next section we will analyse the distances of non-trivial low weight
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error patterns in more detail.
5.4.1 Convolutional code distances
To gain some intuition into the performance of the T9 and T25 turbo codes we analyse the properties
of their constituent convolutional codes.
The distance of a code is not the only factor which determines its decoding power, however con-
trasting the distance of similar codes often gives insights into performance. By definition is the weight
of a code is d then the code is always capable of correcting t ≤ d−12 errors. We will be looking at
non-trivial undetectable error patterns of weight d which occur in fault tolerant and error correcting
codes. If errors occur in t locations within these error patterns a syndrome is recorded but the wrong
recovery operation is inferred leading to a logical error.
We consider three types of error patterns. The first type of pattern involves errors only within a
single layers code qubits. These are the ‘standard’ type of errors which occur within convolutional
codes in the error correcting regime. In the second type of error patterns we allow errors to occur on
code qubits and adjacent parity qubits within a single layer. This is equivalent to errors which can
occur in the fault tolerant regime. Finally we consider error patterns with errors which occur on code
and parity qubits in different layers. This represents the full foliated case.
In the error correcting regime the distance of the C3 and C5 convolutional codes is 3 and 5 re-
spectively. A better description of the error correcting properties of convolutional codes is to consider
their distance spectrum [112, 113]. The spectrum lists number of non-degenerate error patterns N of
weight d which cause a logical error to occur. The non-degenerate condition means that a harmful er-
ror pattern that is shifted by Di frames is not counted twice. For a single code family a larger code will
have more low weight harmful error patterns (under translation) but will also have more code qubits,
meaning that the BER should not change significantly with code size. The distance spectrum is then
a good indication as to a convolutional codes BER decoding performance. The distance spectra for
the C3 and C5 convolutional codes are shown below as computed by inbuilt MATLAB algorithms1.
1Matlab Version 2015b, distspec and poly2trellis functions.
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The algorithm distspec implements a tree search algorithm, based on Cedervall et al.[112], which
enumerates over possible trellis transitions. These transitions correspond to generator, stabilizer and
guage operators, and a list of error patterns and their weights are generated.
For d, the distance or weight of a potential harmful non-trivial error pattern and N(d), the number
of non-degenerate patterns of weight d that exist, we have
C3
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
N(d) 0 0 2 5 15 45 131 386 1139 3355
C5
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
N(d) 0 0 0 0 1 12 25 116 397 1505
(5.17)
Consider now the C3 and C5 codes in the cluster code setting. We expect a reduction of decoding
power to accommodate for the additional parity stabilizer (see section 4.2) which acts as a mechanism
for introducing potentially faulty syndrome measurement.
C3
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
N(d) 0 1 6 22 88 344 1344 5264
C5
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
N(d) 0 0 1 4 23 124 613 3068
(5.18)
From the cluster code distance spectra we see that the C3 code is reduced to 2. Additionally N(3)
increases from 2 to 6, and N(4) increases from 5 to 22. The increase in the number of ways in which
a low weight non-trivial error can occur leads to a decrease in decoding performance.
In the case of the C5 code there is a reduction in the minimum distance from 5 to 3, with N(3) = 1.
This leads to a large drop in decoding performance compared to the error correcting case as seen in
the figure 5.3.2.
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We now turn our attention to the distance spectrum in the foliated case. Computing the exact
spectrum for a number of error weights is difficult because there is no trellis representation of all
layers in a foliated code combined (our decoding focuses on each layer independently). Instead we
manually search for lowest weight error patterns.
The foliated case is an extension of the fault tolerant case. The number of parity qubits in each
stabilizer is doubled from 1 to 2, forming prisms, and each of these qubits appear in the prisms centred
on neighbouring layers. This means that new undetected error patterns produced in the fault tolerant
regime which have errors on parity qubits do not exist in the foliated code setting, where neighbouring
prisms would produce a non-trivial syndrome. For the C3 code we list undetected harmful errors of
weight 2 and 3 in the fault tolerant regime in order to construct low weight errors in the foliated code
setting.
NC3(d = 2) = 1 (5.19)
Eft,1 =
[
0 0 1 1
]
,
NC3(d = 3) = 6.
Eft,2 =
[
D D 1 0
]
,
Eft,3 =
[
D D 0 1
]
,
Eft,4 =
[
0 D2 1+D2 0
]
,
Eft,5 =
[
0 D2 D2 1
]
,
Eft,6 =
[
0 D2 1 D2
]
,
Eft,7 =
[
0 D2 0 1+D2
]
,
where N(d) agrees with 5.18. In the foliated code setting parity qubit errors produce a syndrome on
an adjacent layer. We can create new undetected error patterns by taking the sum of two Eft,1, error
patterns centred on neighbouring layers, i and i+ 1, with both patterns sharing a parity qubit. This
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produces the error pattern
E ′ = E ift,1E
i+1
ft,1 =
[
0 0 1 0 0 0 1
]
, (5.20)
where the first 3 entries are code qubits on layer j, the middle entries are ancilla qubits, and the final 3
entries are code qubits on layer j+1. The weight of this error pattern is 2. This error pattern will not
produce a logical error. Logical operator stabilizers in the foliated setting act on all qubits within a
code logical operator on each layer. This error pattern will anti-commute with a given logical operator
on layer i m times, and will further anti-commute with the same given logical operator on layer i+1
m times. We can see that taking the sum of any of the same two error patterns in equation 5.20 acting
on adjacent layers will not produce harmful errors.
Low weight harmful error patterns spanning multiple layers can be produced by using two non-
identical error patterns from equation 5.20. For example the error pattern
E ′ = E ift,2E
i+1
ft,1 =
[
D D 0 1 0 0 1
]
, (5.21)
has a weight of 4 and anti-commute with foliated logical stabilizers. Here the shared ancilla qubit is
in the middle of code qubits for the upper and lower layers. The minimum distance of the C3 codes
in the foliated regime is 3, which is the same as in the error correcting case. However more higher
order error patterns are introduced in the foliated regime, reducing decoding performance.
Switching now to the C5 code we present the lowest weight error patterns in the fault tolerant
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regime
NC5(d = 3) = 1, (5.22)
Eft,1 =
[
0 D4 D4 1
]
.
NC5(d = 4) = 4, (5.23)
Eft,2 =
[
D5 D5 0 1+D4
]
,
Eft,3 =
[
D4+D5 0 0 1+D5
]
,
Eft,4 =
[
1 0 D 1+D
]
,
Eft,5 =
[
D4 0 D6 1+D6
]
.
These are weight 3 and 4 error patterns respectively. As we have seen in the C3 case these error
patterns will be detectable in a foliated regime. New undetectable error patterns can be made by
taking combinations of different patterns on adjacent layers. One such example is
E ′ = E ift,1E
i+1
ft,4 =
[
0 D4 D4 1+D 1 0 D
]
,
which has weight 6. The minimum distance of the C3 codes in the foliated regime is 5, which is the
same as in the error correcting case. However more higher order error patterns are introduced in the
foliated regime, reducing decoding performance.
This analysis shows that the likely cause of the decrease in decoding performance when moving
into the cluster code and foliated settings is due to the presence of additional low weight errors. In
particular the C3 code is incapable of correcting errors and can only identify when they have occurred.
This leads to poor decoding results in the foliated setting. For the T25 code performance is reduced
and the weight of the code is reduced to 3 in the cluster code setting. The code is still able to correct
for errors and the T25 code performs well in this setting. To improve decoding performance it may
be interesting to investigate whether any codes of similar complexity have larger distances when
operating in the cluster state and foliated regimes.
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5.4.2 Fault-Tolerance
In order for a foliated cluster state codes to perform fault tolerantly we must show that it is able
to correct for errors which arise during construction and operation. This includes errors incurred
during ancilla state preparation, gate errors during the formation of the cluster state resource and
measurement errors on parity bits used to initialise the code state.
Single errors occurring on code or parity qubits act can usually be corrected for in the same
way as errors which arise during the application of the error channel to the code. The exception to
this is when phase gate operations are applied between pairs of qubits. If a phase gate is applied
between two qubits, and one qubit has experienced an X error, then a Z error will be propagated onto
its partner [33, 29, 114, 115, 116]. Z errors themselves are not propagated by phase gates since they
commute. The commutation and error propagation rules are covered in apendix 3.A. It is also possible
to consider the effect of a faulty gate operations between a pair of qubits. Whenever an X error is
generated in this manner it will propagate Z errors during subsequent phase gate operations. For this
reason the order in which gates are applied is important [29, 114]. It is also possible for two qubit
errors to be generated by faulty gates. The errors which arise in this way can be approximated as the
product of Pauli errors acting on each qubit [31].
The cluster state can be expressed as a bipartite graph with parity qubits and code qubits forming
two sets of nodes. The cluster state is created by performing a series of controlled phase gates between
code qubits and parity qubits. Phase gates are applied pairwise and assigned some time ordering so
that any given physical qubit is not operated on by more than one gate at one time step. An X error on
a qubit q occuring at time-step t will propagate Z errors to neighbouring qubits q′ which are connected
by a phase gate applied at a time-step t ′ > t.
For a weight b stabilizer this means that potentially b/2 errors may be produced on code qubits
by an error occurring halfway through the implementation of gates between the stabilizer and its
connected code qubits. Higher weight stabilizers will introduce more errors and this is of concern to
the practical implementation of cluster state codes. Next we will look at the choice of interleaver and
how this can reduce the weights of some stabilizers in the T9 and T25 turbo codes.
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FIGURE 5.6: A segment segment of the cluster state for a C3 convolutional code. Squares represent parity
qubits and circles represent code qubits. One possible time ordering for the phase gate implementation is
shown. a) X error occurring on parity qubits or b) code qubits propagate Z errors onto neighbouring qubits with
phase gate operations at later time-steps.
Interleaver Choice
We now turn our attention back to the T9 and T25 turbo codes. There are two sets of stabilizers.
The inner code stabilizers, which take the form of the standard convolutional code stabilizers, and
the outer code stabilizers which are formed by encoding the outer convolutional stabilizers using the
inner encoder.
The interleaver acts by reordering the output from the outer encoder into the inner encoder. This
contrasts with the inner stabilizers which act on a shifting window of physical qubits. The outer
stabilizers may act on sets of physical qubits which are many frames apart from each other. A strong
interleaver is one in which the qubits in each inner stabilizer intersect with at most a single set of
qubits in an outer stabilizer. In this way burst errors passed to the outer decoding level from the inner
decoder are not clustered within the qubits of a single (or a few) outer stabilizers. Optimisation of the
interleaver can improve error correcting performance of turbo codes over a randomly implemented
Π [64, 65].
The weight of the outer stabilizers is the weight of the generators multiplied by the weight of the
convolutional stabilizers. This gives a weight of 18 and 46 for the T9 and T25 codes respectively. This
poses a significant problem for the implementation of this decoding scheme. The minimum number
of time steps required to generate the required cluster state is constrained by these weights, since each
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FIGURE 5.7: An interleaver for a rate 13 convolutional code where each output from the outer encoder forms
its own independent set of qubits. Each set is interleaved and encoded separately by the inner code.
stabilizer is formed by a series of two qubit gates. The maximum number of errors produced by a
single gate error is equivalent to half of the stabilizer weight, 9 and 23 respectively.
These weights are comparable to the distance of the two turbo codes used. However in the case
where errors arising from a failed outer stabilizer construction are sparsely distributed among inner
stabilizers they may still be correctable. The larger the number of possible errors produced by a gate,
the poorer the decoding performance is likely to be.
Figure 5.7 shows a rate 19 turbo code generated by two rate
1
3 convolutional codes. In this scheme
each output from the outer convolutional code is considered to be an independent series of qubits.
These are interleaved and encoded separately by the inner code. Figure 5.8 shows the form of outer
and inner stabilizers using this setup. Some components of HO act on the red set of physical qubits,
and some components act on the green and blue set. Consider if Π is the trivial interleaver. Some
components within each set of physical qubits may overlap, and this will reduce the weight of the
stabilizer. This comes at a cost. Errors caused by faulty implementations of HO may now be more
closely clustered together, reducing decoding performance. If the performance increase gained by
reducing the weight of the stabilizers overcomes the use of the suboptimal interleaving scheme then
this approach will be beneficial.
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Π2(G~ f1)
Π3(G~ f1)
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FIGURE 5.8: The form of an outer stabilizer, h jO ∈ HO, produced by the interleaving scheme in figure 5.7.
Interleaving is performed independently on each set of physical bits, red, green and blue. The unencoded seed
stabilizer for the outer stabilizer is HO = [ f1(D), f2(D), f3(D)]. When encoded each subset of bits takes the
form G(D)~ ft(D). Each of these subsets are then interleaved by Πt . Elements hiI ∈ HI are illustrated for the
blue physical qubits. The sets of qubits which take part in these stabilizers are within a sliding window.
T9 Code Architecture
Consider the T9 turbo code. The convolutional generators and stabilizers are
GTc =
[
D D 1
]
, (5.24)
Hc =
[
1+D+D2 1+D2 1
]
. (5.25)
(5.26)
This produces a turbo outer stabilizer with the form
Hout ≡ (Hc ∗GcΠ)T =

D(1+D+D2) D(1+D+D2) 1(1+D+D2)
D(1+D2) D(1+D2) 1(1+D2)
D(1) D(1) 1
 ,
=

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
. . . 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 . . .
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 (5.27)
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a) t = 1 b) t = 2 c) t = 3 d) t = 4 e) t = 5
f) t = 6 g) t = 7 h) t = 8 i) t = 9 j) t = 10
FIGURE 5.9: The order in which gates can be enacted to construct a cluster code for the T9 code. Each
subfigure a) through i) correspond to an increment in time. The gates for three inner stabilizers, squares, and
one outer stabilizer, diamond, are shown. All other stabilizers are translations of these, and gates are performed
in the same way. To avoid obscuring lines these gates are not shown. Any qubit, ancilla or code, is only acted
upon by at most one gate at each timestep.
where each row acts on a separate set of physical qubits. We can further reduce the weight of this
stabilizer by taking products with some inner code stabilizers. Inner code stabilizers act on each of
the sets of physical qubits independently. We have
Hin =
[
. . . 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 . . .
]
, (5.28)
H ′out =

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 00 0
. . . 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 , (5.29)
which is a weight 10 stabilizer. This is significantly lower than the weight 18 stabilizer produced by
strong interleaver. The inner stabilizers have weight 6. In order to show fault tolerance any single
error which occurs during the construction phase of the inner or outer stabilizers must produce a
correctable error pattern.
In order to tolerate errors during gate construction we must show that a single arbitrary error can
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be corrected. This may depend on the sequence of gate operations required to generate the cluster
state. One suitable sequence of gate operations, that only require single and two-qubit operators at
each time stpe, for the inner and outer stabilizer constructions is given by
Order(Hout) =

- - 4 - - - - 1 7
- - 8 - - 2 10 - 5
- - 6 3 9 - - - -
 ,
Order(Hin) =
[
1 5 3 4 - - 2 6 -
]
. (5.30)
Here each number refers to a time in which a ΛZ gate is implemented between the an ancilla qubit
and the code qubit. All gates enacted at a time t can be performed simultaneously. Translations of
this setup produce all the stabilizers in the system. We illustrate the process for a section of code in
figure 5.9. Any qubit (including ancilla qubits) is acted upon by at most one gate at every time-step.
A single arbitrary error during the gate construction produces a correctable error pattern. This is
verified by testing all possible error patterns produced by an error on each stabilizer at some time-step.
Note that the choice in which gates are applied has not been optimised. It is possible that a different
ordering will produce better decoding performance in the presence of multiple errors throughout the
code.
T25 Code Architecture
We now turn our attention to the T25 turbo code. The outer convolutional generators and stabilizers
are
G =
[
D2 1+D2+D3 1+D+D3
]
, (5.31)
H =
[
1+D+D2+D3+D4 1+D2+D3+D5 1+D2+D3+D4+D5
]
. (5.32)
This produces an outer stabilizer with the form
Hout =
[0 1 1| 0 1 0| 1 0 0| 1 1 1| 1 1 1| 1 0 0| 1 0 1| 0 1 1| 0 0 0
0 1 1| 0 0 1| 1 0 1| 0 0 1| 1 1 1| 1 1 0| 0 1 0| 1 1 0| 0 1 1
0 1 1| 0 0 1| 1 0 1| 0 0 1| 1 0 0| 1 1 1| 1 0 0| 1 0 1| 0 1 1
]
. (5.33)
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This is a weight 42 stabilizer. By applying products of inner stabilizers we can reduce the weight of
this stabilizer to
H ′out =
[0 1 1| 0 1 0| 0 1 1| 0 1 1| 0 0 0| 0 1 1| 0 0 0
0 1 1| 0 0 1| 0 1 0| 0 1 0| 0 1 0| 1 0 0| 1 1 0
0 1 1| 0 0 1| 1 0 1| 1 1 0| 0 0 0| 0 0 0| 0 1 1
]
, (5.34)
which is a weight 26 stabilizer. The inner stabilizers have a weight of 14. To show fault tolerance any
single error which occurs during the construction phase must produce a correctable error pattern. A
suitable sequence of gate operations is given by
Order(Hout) =

- 1 19 - 7 - - 23 13 - 10 20 - - - - 4 16 - - -
- 2 17 - - 8 - 24 - - 11 - 21 - - 5 14 - - - -
- 3 18 - - 9 25 - 12 26 22 - - - - - - - - 6 15
 ,
Order(Hin) =
[
1 8 11 3 - - 7 12 5 6 9 4 14 - 2 - 13 10 - - -
]
.
(5.35)
As with the T9 code a single arbitrary error during the gate construction produces a correctable error
pattern. This is verified by testing all possible error patterns produced by an error on each stabilizer at
some time-step. Note that the order in which gates are applied has not been optimised. It is possible
that a different ordering will produce better decoding performance in the presence of multiple errors
throughout the code.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter we reported the performance of two foliated turbo code families. The T9 and T25
codes are based on the concatenation of standard rate 13 self-dual quantum codes with distances of 3
and 5 respectively. The decoding algorithm operates using a SISO trellis decoding approach within
each layers of the foliated code and then exchanging marginals between neighbouring layers. The
proposed decoding scheme is computationally efficient and will be discussed further in the appendix
of this chapter.
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The T25 code performs strongly in the foliated setting for several layers. Beyond this the per-
formance diminishes. This is to be expected as the number of possible harmful errors is increased
and the decoding power is limited by the decoding performance of individual layers. As the size of
the code family is increased (ie. more logical qubits) the power of turbo codes increases. A pseudo
threshold is observed for the T25 code in the foliated and single layer regimes. We track an increase
in WER performance for up to 160 encoded qubits.
The T9 code is a simpler turbo code construction with lower weight stabilizers. Its performance
is much weaker than the T25 turbo code. The characteristic pseudo threshold is seen in the error
correcting regime, but not in the fault tolerant or foliated regimes. It seems likely that a minimum
complexity is required in the constituent convolutional codes in order to create a successful foliated
turbo code. This is largely due to simpler codes being unable to operate in a fault tolerant regime,
which limits the success in the foliated regime. This presents a challenge since the stabilizers will
necessarily be of relatively high weight. However only stabilizers on the surface layers need to be
measured simultaneously. Prism stabilizers which exist in the bulk are simply products of single qubit
measurements.
An increase in decoding performance may be achieved by increasing the number of turbo feedback
steps or prior passes. Due to computational restraints we chose only 2 turbo feedback steps and m−1
prior passes during each SISO decoding, where m is the number of layers. Increasing these values will
lead to more exact calculation of marginals, particularly in cases where many errors have occurred in
a tight neighbourhood of qubits. It is unlikely to produce much difference in cases where errors are
sparsely concentrated and marginals converge quickly. Because of this only a modest gain is expected
to be achieved by extending the number of iterations.
Another avenue for increasing decoding performance is a refinement of the decoder itself. Incor-
porating more marginal information from qubits in neighbouring layers into the decoding for a single
layer. For example the priors for not just parity qubits, but parity qubits and their neighbouring qubits
as well, may be exchanged over the course of inner and outer SISO decoding.
The next chapter will investigate foliated LDPC (low density parity check) bicycle codes. Bicycle
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codes are a simple method for constructing LDPC codes and we use a different decoding approach,
applying belief propagation directly to the code’s Tanner graph representation.
5.A Appendix
Simulation Performance
Here we give a brief estimate of the computational run times for simulations as a function of the
number of layers, the number of encoded bits and the constraint length of the code. We also present
a brief overview of how a single decoding instance can be performed in parallel.
First we consider the scaling of run time and memory requirements with certain parameters. The
SISO decoder is the main computational process in the turbo decoding algorithm. The number of
times this function is called and the resources taken to run dominate other processes such as the
interleaver. As such we will focus on how our Wolf trellis implementation of the SISO algorithm
performs.
The Logical Wolf trellis decoder operates by considering all possible paths through a trellis of
states. These states are determined by the constraint lengths of the stabilizers, generators and parity
stabilizers. The number of possible states R is given by
R = 2νg+νh+νp . (5.36)
For the d25 or d9 codes operating in the foliated or cluster code regime this gives
Rd25 = 2
3+5+1 = 512 (5.37)
Rd9 = 2
1+2+1 = 16. (5.38)
The total size of the trellis is a product of the number of states which grows exponentially in constraint
length and linearly in the number of frames. The number of frames are determined by the number of
logical inputs. In terms of memory both the forward pass and backward pass algorithm must keep the
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FIGURE 5.10: The required number of compu-
tational operations with an increasing amount of
logical qubits for M = 3 layers. This does not in-
clude the padding qubits which represent a fixed
amount, accounting for the y-intercept not pass-
ing through zero. The scaling appears linear with
R2 = 0.9897.
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FIGURE 5.11: The scaling of computational
resources over differing numbers of layers for
k = 40. Here the number of passes between fo-
liations is fixed. The scaling appears linear with
R2 = 0.9758.
conditional marginal value of all of these states stored. This means the memory scales linearly with
the length of the code and exponentially with the sum of the constraint lengths.
As we increase the number of foliations we can choose to perform decoding on each layer simul-
taneously, in which case the memory requirements will increase linearly, or we can choose to decode
each layer and save only the marginals on qubits, leaving the memory overhead fixed. In the case
where the cluster state is built as a whole before measurement processes occur we have the choice of
decoding each layer separately or simultaneously decoding the layers. Parallel decoding will require
more classical memory than sequential decoding. However given the fragility of quantum systems
the increase in speed and corresponding improvement in fidelity will most likely be worthwhile in a
real world system. The memory requirements will then scale as
M ∝ 2∑i νiLF. (5.39)
We also note that in our simulations the memory usage is quite low compared to the processing power
typically available. As a reference our largest code has F = 6, L = 160, R = 2048. Keeping track
of physical qubit states and holding the marginals calculated by both forward and backward pass
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algorithms this requires a memory usage in the order of 200 MB.
We now turn our attention to the computational time required to solve each instance of decoding.
The SISO algorithm takes the bulk of the computational time. As seen from the SISO algorithm 1
the number of processes in the forward/backward/local update depend on the number of states in the
trellis, the number of transitions from one state to another and the number of frames in the trellis.
Additionally during each frame the possible states of the physical qubits are examined. The time
requirement will then scale as
T ∝ 2∑i νiLF× (‖L+H +P‖)×2n. (5.40)
Here n is the number of physical qubits per frame. ‖L+H +P‖ represent the number of logical
operators and code and parity check stabilizers per frame. This will give the number of transitions out
of any given state. It is interesting to note that the use of logical Wolf trellises depends exponentially
on the number of physical qubits per frame. For instance a rate 26 code will take 8 times longer to
decode than a rate 13 code due to the additional number of physical qubits per frame even though the
overhead is the same.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 illustrate the required number of computational operations to decode a series
of codes with varying number of foliations and logical qubits. As expected the overall computational
time has a strong linear dependence on both the number of foliations and the number of logical qubits.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Results: Bicycle Codes
In this chapter I cover the implementation of low density parity check codes as cluster state and
foliated cluster state codes. The construction of foliated codes is presented in my work in chapter 3.
LDPC codes are codes in which the weight of the code stabilizers does not increase as the size of
the code increases. These include convolutional codes, turbo codes and topological codes. There are
various pseudo-random construction methods for LDPC codes [117, 40, 84, 86, 118]. These methods
generally use algebraic relationships to enforce the commutation relationships between stabilizers.
Once of the simplest implementations is that of bicycle codes and I present the decoding per-
formance of some of these code families using Tanner graph belief propagation decoding methods.
More complex, or more constrained constructions may provide stronger performance the simple bicy-
cle constructions analysed here. Nonetheless the bicycle codes have good scaling in the cluster code
regime. That is to say that as the size of a code family is increased its error correcting strength also
increases for sufficiently low error rates. Poorer scaling is seen in the foliated case. As the number
of layers is increased the scaling becomes poorer. In general these codes perform less strongly than
turbo codes with similar rate and stabilizer weights.
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6.1 LDPC Bicycle Code Construction
LDPC codes are generally randomly or pseudo randomly generated. A popular and simple class of
quantum LDPC codes are known as bicycle codes. The construction method is as follows. A random
binary vector c = (c1,c2, . . . ,cb)of length length b with weight d2 is generated. From this a cyclical
matrix C is produced
C =

c1 cb . . . c2
c2 c1 . . . c3
c3 c2 . . . c4
...
...
cb cb−1 . . . c1

=

~C1
~c2
...
~cb
 . (6.1)
The code is then defined by the matrix
B =
[
C|CT ] . (6.2)
All rows are orthogonal to each other. This can be seen from the product of cyclical components
CCT =

c1c1+ cbcb+ cb−1cb−1+ . . .+ c2c2 c1c2+ cbc1+ cb−1cb+ . . .+ c2c3 . . .
c2c1+ c1cb+ cbcb−1+ . . .c3c2
...
 , (6.3)
= A = AT
then
B×BT =C×CT +CT ×C,
=C×CT +(C×CT )T ,
= A+AT , (6.4)
= 2A,
= 0.
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FIGURE 6.1: The stabilizers for a [60,10,3] bicycle code. The bicycle matrix is B = [C,CT ] and C is
represented by black bits and CT by blue bits. B is a 30×60 matrix with k2 = 5 rows removed at even intervals.
Logical operators are encoded by removing k rows from the matrix B. As such the weights of the
logical operators are approximately equal to those of the stabilizers [51]. The resulting B′ is the parity
check matrix H =HZ =HX for the self-dual bicycle code. The entries deleted from B are chosen such
that the weights of the columns remain equal, or are reduced by as little as possible. A simple method
is to choose k equally spaced apart rows. This does not guarantee the best possible solution but it does
eliminate very poor solutions which eliminate successive rows and greatly reduce the weights of the
neighbouring entries.
Figure 6.1 shows the stabilizers for a [60,10,3] bicycle code. For the code the number of qubits is
n = 60. The two circulate matrices C are 30×30 matrices, from which 10 rows are removed at equal
intervals
Now that we have covered the basic construction of bicycle codes we look at the implementation
of cluster state codes (see section 3.2). We introduce parity check qubits for every Z stabilizer which
are themselves prone to error. This has the effect of transforming our stabilizer matrix into
HZft =
[
C CT In/2−k
]
. (6.5)
In the foliated setting the stabilizers are prisms. Following the general construction in section 3.3 this
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introduces two parity qubits to each stabilizer which are on adjacent sheets. Since the stabilizers are
self dual in the error correcting regime both primal and dual prism stabilizers have the same form in
the foliated regime.
Hprism =
[
C CT In/2−k In/2−k
]
(6.6)
where the last two entries act on parity qubits on adjacent sheets. The full form of the stabilizer matrix
has the form
Hfol =

C CT I . . . I
C CT I I
C CT I I
. . .
 . (6.7)
6.2 LDPC Foliated Decoder
The decoding of LDPC bicycle codes cannot be easily achieved through Wolf trellis decoding meth-
ods. This is because the number of syndrome states which need to be evaluated increases exponen-
tially with the code size, unlike convolutional codes which are only exponential in the (finite) memory
size.
Instead we consider Tanner graph decoding. The Tanner graph is simply a connectivity graph of
checks and bits (see section 2.5.4). For CSS codes, two Tanner graphs are constructed. One for X and
one for Z stabilizers respectively. Bicycle codes are self-dual and these Tanner graphs are identical.
The belief propagation process for Tanner graphs is formulated differently to those of Wolf trellises.
Section 2.5.3 presents a general overview of how belief propagation is performed on general Tanner
graphs. The processing time is exponential in the weight of the stabilizers, which is chosen by the
bicycle code construction.
As mentioned in section 2.5.3 short cycles in LDPC codes lead to poorer convergence properties.
A cycle of length 4 is formed when two qubits are elements of two checks. For example qubits i, j and
checks a,b form a cycle i→ a→ j→ b→ i, where→ is simply a connection and does not indicate a
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directed graph. Our construction is not designed to specifically avoid generating short cycles. As such
many of the randomly constructed codes contain cycles of length 4 and 6. This doesn’t necessarily
stop the belief propagation process from converging to a solution but it will reduce performance
especially when the number of errors present increases [119, 120].
The belief propagation algorithm for Tanner graphs is give by
Initialisation
mq→c(eq)← P(eq) ∀q. (6.8)
Iterative Steps
i = 0,
while i < w, i→ i+1
mc→q(eq) = ∑
Xc\q
P(Ec) ∏
q′∈N(c)\q
mq′→c(eq′) ∀q,c, (6.9)
mq→c(eq) = P(eq) ∏
c′∈N(q)\c
mc′→q(eq) ∀q,c. (6.10)
end while
Output
Bq(eq) = P(eq)∏
c
mc→q(eq) ∀q. (6.11)
where c represents a parity check qubit and q represents a code qubit. Steps 6.9 and 6.10 are
iterated for a number of steps w. In a tree graph w can be set to the width of the graph (the maximum
number of edges from any node to another node). For loopy graphs the process can be iterated until
convergence is reached, or for a fixed number of passes. The final calculation of marginals occurs in
step 6.11. The initial priors are P(eq) which is an array of probabilities that a qubit q is in error state
eq.
This decoding method adapts naturally from the perfect syndrome extraction regime (base bicycle
code) to the foliated setting since it requires only a Tanner graph as an input. Unlike the turbo codes
of the previous chapter the decoding process is not performed independently on each layer, but as a
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whole. It should be noted that belief propagation decoding on Tanner graphs can be applied to any
code, but good results are not guaranteed in all cases.
Decoding failures are determined by whether or not a codeword commutes with the residual of
the error pattern e and recovery operation E. In the case of foliated codes the logical operators depend
on the product of code logical operators on every primal (or dual) layer (see section 3.3.1).
6.3 Numerical Results
Here we present the results of LDPC bicycle codes in the cluster state and foliated settings. Bicycle
codes are chosen for investigation because they are among the simplest LDPC codes to generate.
More complex LDPC code constructions may have more attractive code parameters such as distances
which scale with code size.
The error channel used in simulations is a phase flip error channel, ρ → (1− p)ρ + pZρZ, with
phase flip probability p assigned to all qubits. Real systems will not have a homogenous error distri-
bution, and errors may be correlated by gates or noisy processes.
In order to present codes which are comparable with the turbo codes in the previous chapter
(5.1.2) we ensure that the number of encoded qubits to physical qubits is equivalent. In the case of
a turbo code in the cluster code setting based off rate 13 convolutional codes this creates a rate
1
16
turbo codes (parity bits included). We construct our LDPC codes to have 1 logical qubit for every
16 physical qubits. In the error correcting regime the T 25 turbo code has a minimum distance of 25
so we construct the weights of the stabilizer matrix to be 26 (again in the error correcting regime).
We cannot exactly match the distance of the turbo code because the bicycle construction leads to
stabilizers of even weight.
Figure 6.2 shows the word error rate (WER) and bit error rate (WER) for an LDPC code with the
parameters outlined in the preceding paragraph in the cluster code and foliated settings.
The WER and BER are reduced for bicycle codes as the size of the codes is increased. As the num-
ber of layers is increased in the foliated setting the improvement in WER with codesize is diminished,
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FIGURE 6.2: The word error rate and bit error rate for bicycle LDPC codes with rate 116 and weight 26 with
random construction. Results are shown for codes with k = 10,20,40 logical bits . The single layer cluster state
setting is shown as well as the 3 and 4 layer foliated codes.
though larger codes still outperform smaller codes.
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6.4 Analysis
The analysis of this section is not as detailed as that of turbo codes in the previous chapter. A re-
finement of the construction method may yeild stronger decoding performance. Additionally circuit
architecture considerations are not made here. The pseudo-random nature of the construction for these
codes makes such considerations difficult. Further work may benefit from using a fixed construction
protocol. As such this analysis should be considered a proof of principle only and further work is
required to determine the practical merit of these codes.
Figure 6.2 displays the performance of rate 116 bicycle codes with weight 26 stabliizers. These
parameters are similar to those of the T25 turbo code introduced in the previous chapter. As the
number of layers is increased the decoding performance is reduced.
In the cluster code setting the code is modified by the inclusion of a parity qubit associated with
every stabilizer. The minimum distance of the code may be reduced from that in the error correcting
regime if the number of stabilizers acting on a given qubit are low. This is often the case in LDPC
codes. For example consider the (7,1,7) repetition code. This code is capable of correcting 3 arbitrary
errors in the error correcting regime. The parity check matrix is
H =

1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1

. (6.12)
Each bit is connected to two parity checks except for the end bits which are only connected to one.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the Tanner graph representations of the 7 bit repetition code in its regular and
cluster state settings. The fewest number of errors that satisfy the syndrome [010010] is 3, but this
becomes 2 in the cluster code setting. This means that the distance of the code is no longer 7. Let λ
be the degree of the Tanner graph. This is the minimum number of checks which are connected to any
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FIGURE 6.3: The Tanner graph of the 7 bit repetition code in the (left) error correcting and (right) cluster
code setting. Circles are physical bits and squares represent parity checks. Here an example syndrome is
received of [010010], where blue parity checks represent failed checks. The recovery operations are indicated
in each setting by red physical bits.
bit in the code. Then the minimum distance of the code becomes 2λ as demonstrated by Poulin[121].
For the repetition code λ = 1→ d = 2. If an error occurs on the first code bit this is indistinguishable
from an error on the first parity bit.
Returning to bicycle codes recall that stabilizers take the form H = [C|CT ]. If the weight of the
stabilizers is w then the weight of C is w2 . It follows that λ ≈ w2 . For the codes we use the stabilizer
weights are 26. Then λq ≈ 13 and the minimum code distance will be slightly less than 2λq = 26.
The logical operators themselves have weights similar to the stabilizers. This means that the code
distance should only be reduced slightly in the cluster code setting. However in terms of the distance
spectrum of the code there may be many more low weight harmful undetected error processes which
reduce decoding strength.
We now consider the foliated regime. Equation 6.7 shows the form of the parity check matrix
for bicycle codes in the foliated regime. λ remains the same in the cluster code setting. However
syndromes cannot be satisfied simply by the addition of a single error on a parity qubit. This is
because parity qubits are no longer isolated and are shared by two stabilizers on adjacent layers. This
means that λ is not a limiting factor on code distance for foliated codes. For example the toric code
has λ = 2, but its distance increases with code size [36, 34].
The numerical results show that a larger code, in terms of the number of encoded qubits, leads to
a smaller WER in the cluster state and foliated settings. However as the number of layers increases
this improvement is less pronounced.
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The implementation of bicycle codes as an example of LDPC codes in this chapter is crude.
No specific design is involved to improve the performance under foliated conditions. Nonetheless
in the cluster code setting, and for small numbers of foliated layers, successful decoding can be
achieved for error rates around 1%-2% where the failure rate of logical qubits is lower than the noise.
Further development of LDPC codes may yield better results and some future directions are outlined
in section 8.5.
6.5 Summary
LDPC bicycle codes are a simple form of LDPC codes suitable for Tanner graph belief propagation
decoding. This is attractive because Tanner graph decoding can be easily generalized to a foliated
setting.
In the cluster code setting decoding is reasonably successful, with larger codes performing more
strongly than smaller codes. In the foliated regime the decoding performance is reduced, but there is
still an improvement in performance with the number of encoded qubits, k, over the range 10−40.
It is likely that the decoder, which operates on Tanner graphs, does not perform well in the foliated
setting because of the existence of additional short cycle paths. This causes the decoder to fail to
converge on a given solution. The development of a new decoding algorithm which is targeted to
foliated bicycle codes may produce better results.
The method of using standard Tanner graph decoding for foliated bicycle codes produces marginal
results in the bicycle code families that have been trialed. Different LDPC codes may perform better
in a foliated setting, as is the case for the toric code [36] and turbo codes [43](see chapter 5). Some
of these prospects will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Appendix
6.A Simulation Performance
Here we consider the performance of the decoder itself. Tanner graph decoding via belief propagation
methods have been well studied and we will present only a brief synopsis of the method [122, 51, 77,
68, 120, 123, 40].
Equation 6.8 shows the basic belief propagation algorithm for Tanner graphs. The number of
messages that need to be passed increases linearly with the weight of the stabilizers since messages
are passed back and forward between code and parity qubits. More significantly there is also an
exponential increase in the algorithm complexity with the weight of the stabilizers. This comes from
the term
∑
E
P(e~q(c)). (6.13)
This term takes all the possible error configurations E on the qubits within a stabilizer c which sat-
isfy the syndrome. The number of possible combinations grows ∝ 2w where w is the weight of the
stabilizer.
For trees the belief propagation method is exact and will converge in a number of steps equal to
the width of the Tanner graph (see section 2.5.3). For non-tree graphs the belief propagation method
is not guaranteed to converge however good performance is still achieved in a large number of cases.
The belief propagation algorithm (equations 6.8 to 6.11)is generally run for a fixed number of
message passing steps w, or until the messages converge. For our results we choose w = 30.
Decoding time can be reduced by using parallel processes. Equation 6.8 shows the BP process.
The second and third steps are iterated and must be done sequentially. However the calculation of
messages is independent from each other and this process can be done in parallel. The number of
messages increases proportionally to the size of the code. The amount of computational resources
therefore scales with k, but the amount of time can be fixed.
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Chapter 7
Quantum Repeaters and Error Correction
Foliated code structures may find important applications in quantum repeaters, introduced in sec-
tion2.12, which are designed to share entanglement over long ranges. In this chapter I review the
development of measurement based repeaters.
Early repeater proposals apparently enjoyed polynomial scaling of resource costs [100, 124, 101],
making them computationally practical. However, these conclusions were bought into question by
very recent work by Pant et al. in 2017 [125], which analyses specific architectural considerations in
detail. By invoking realistic designs for quantum memories, they find that many early schemes in fact
suffer exponentially scaling resource costs with distance. With careful optimisation they are able to
improve the exponent to beat naive, direct transmission schemes. However, the reported exponential
resource scaling in this state-of-the-art analysis suggests that current proposals for repeater networks
are practically intractable.
To resolve the exponential overheads in [125], in section 7.3 I propose a new approach using finite
rate code for repeater memories to protect entanglement resource states. I argue qualitatively that
this approach should yield a polynomial resource scaling with distance, since it can more efficiently
suppress memory errors. Due to time constraints, a quantitative analysis of this new proposal is
beyond the scope of this chapter, but will be the subject of future research.
In what follows I first review basic repeater schemes that use nested purification and entanglement
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FIGURE 7.1: A nested purification scheme for N = ln nodes with n = 2. Double lines between nodes
represent a purification protocol which converts M copies of a Bell state into a single Bell state with higher
fidelity. Entanglement swapping is represented by an oval around the pairs of qubits on each of the nodes Ci.
The total protocol requires n steps to complete.
swapping. Next I introduce measurement based repeaters. These measurement based schemes operate
in an analogous way to the standard gate based approach for repeaters, and the resource costs are
similar. Next I will review the scheme introduced by Pant et al.7.2.2. This is a measurement based
repeater scheme which uses tree-based counterfactual error correction on its entanglement purification
resources. Finally in Section 7.3 I will propose a scheme which modifies this approach by using finite
rate codes in place of a tree based correction method.
7.1 Nested Purification Schemes
A repeater protocol with nested purification was introduced by Briegel et al. in 1998[100]. The
scheme uses entanglement swapping and purification between intermediate nodes, Ci, to boost the
fidelity of Bell states between local nodes(see section 2.12[126]). Once the Bell states between certain
nodes have been purified the process is iterated between more distant nodes in a nested hierarchy. This
nested purification protocol requires material resources which grow logarithmically at each node.
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Figure 7.1 shows the proposed protocol. The procedure is to generate purified pairs between nodes
A,C1,C2, . . . ,CN−1,B, where N = ln, for some integer n. M Bell pairs of initial fidelity Fo are purified
to produce a single pair of higher fidelity F1. The number of copies, M, will depend on the desired
final fidelity and the initial fidelity F0, which is itself some function of the distance between nodes.
Entanglement swapping is then performed on qubits on each node Ci, i 6= l,2l,3l . . .. This creates a
series of N/l Bell pairs of length l and fidelity F0 ≤ Fl < F1. This completes the first round of the
protocol.
The second round is similar to the first, but purification occurs between more distant pairs of
nodes. M copies of Bell pairs distance l away are purified into a single pair. Entanglement swapping
is then performed on each node Ci, i 6= l,2l,3l . . . , l2,2l2,3l2 . . .. This continues until M copies of Bell
pairs a distance N away, on between nodes A and B, are purified into a single Bell pair with some final
fidelity FN .
The total number of Bell pairs, B, required in this scheme grows polynomially with the distance
N,
B = (lM)n = NloglM+1. (7.1)
Different nesting schemes have been proposed which reduce the resource requirements for quan-
tum repeaters. For example the Innsbruck protocol [124] the Harvard protocol [101].
In fact, these schemes assume nearly perfect local memories on each node and allow only for
imperfect gate operations. This condition is not realised in practice, and qubit pairs must be stored
while waiting for interactions from neighbouring nodes. For high order purification steps the storage
time may approach the decoherence time of many storage systems. Hartmann et al. propose the use
of error correcting codes as a possible way to reduce memory errors [127].
7.2 Measurement Based Repeaters
In this section I review measurement based repeaters. Measurement based repeaters use cluster states
as resources along with local operations to implement repeater protocols. This section will briefly
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FIGURE 7.2: The GHZ resource states for one purification step using noisy Bell pair resources (connected
via dashed lines). Projective Bell measurements are made between qubits in shaded ovals. When purification
is successful a purified Bell pair is established between qubits a2 and b2.
introduce the concept and the types of resources required. This will be of particular interest in the
next two sections where measurement based repeaters are implemented with loss detecting and error
correcting codes to improve performance.
Purification of noisy Bell states between nodes is achieved by local rotations, bilateral CNOT gates
and measurements on lower fidelity Bell resource states (see section 2.12)[128, 100, 126]. These
unitary operations are all within the Clifford group, and as such they can be implemented using
measurement based processes on a resource state [41, 34, 105]. We will not go into the details here
and instead focus on the resource costs.
Following the measurement based construction by Zwerger et al.[102] a 2→ 1 purification proto-
col can be generated using ancilla Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state resources and Bell pairs.
Note that GHZ states are a subset of cluster states [41]. Figure 7.2 illustrates this process. Each node
A and B has a resource GHZ state defined on qubits ai and bi respectively. Each resource state has 3
qubits, with qubit 1 and 2 corresponding to input states, which interact with the Bell state resources,
and one output state onto which the purified Bell state will be mapped.
The purification protocol starts by initialising ai in the |G+3 〉 state and bi in the |G−3 〉 state. The
asymmetry between the resource states is equivalent to the asymmetrical rotations to each side of the
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Node A Node B
FIGURE 7.3: A concatenated purifica-
tion protocol following the process in fig-
ure 7.2. At the fist purification level two dis-
tilled Bell pairs are generated, and these are
in turn purified by the second level creating
one final purified Bell pair. Ovals connect-
ing qubits correspond to joint Bell measure-
ments.
Node A Node C1 Node B
FIGURE 7.4: A measurement based 2 → 1
purification protocol over 3 nodes. Entanglement
swapping occurs on node C1. Ovals connecting
qubits correspond to joint Bell measurements.
resource Bell pairs in the purification protocol [126]. The form of these states can be found in[102]
but they are equivalent to cluster states up to some local unitary transformations.
Joint Bell measurements are then performed between the graph states and the Bell pair resources.
These project the pairs of qubits onto the |ψ+〉 = (|00〉+ |11〉) state up to some unitary Pauli trans-
formations on each qubit σ1,σ2 ∈ {I,X ,Y,Z}. Since all processes in the protocol are in the Clifford
group these transformations can be commuted through as a byproduct in the end result. A more de-
tailed treatment is presented in [102] in which this approach is introduced. For now we assume |ψ+〉
is the result on both sides. In this case successful purification has occured.
This is not a detailed description of measurement based purification and is intended more to in-
troduce the resource requirements needed . We now look at extending the purification protocol by
increasing the number of states used in distillation and providing a mechanism for entanglement
swapping. Figure 7.3 illustrates the concatenated purification scheme. Here two 2→ 1 purification
steps are used to generate a 4→ 1 purification scheme. Figure 7.4 illustrates the process of purifica-
tion and entanglement swapping for generating long-range Bell pairs over multiple nodes. Combining
these two principles we can develop a nested purification scheme of the type introduced in the previ-
ous section.
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FIGURE 7.5: A loss resistant entanglement swapping scheme which can recover from lost qubits or unsuc-
cessful Bell measurements. Nodes Cri contain pairs of qubits on 2nd leaves which undergo Bell measurements,
shown by shaded ovals. These are connected to 1st leaves which form part of a larger clique Csi (qubits shaded
in orange) whose qubits are shared between two adjacent nodes Cri ,C
r
1+1. Connected lines between pairs of
qubits represent λZ operations.
7.2.1 Loss Resistant Purification Resources
Azuma et al.[129] introduced a modification to the measurement based quantum repeaters introduced
in section 7.2. The purification step between each node is loss resistant, which is to say that a number
of qubit losses can be tolerated and the scheme still operates. Unlike the schemes introduced so far,
rather than exchanging Bell pairs between nodes, larger cluster states are shared between nodes.
Figure 7.5 shows their scheme for entanglement swapping. |GmC 〉 is a cluster state with 2m qubits
connected as a clique, and m qubits exist on adjacent nodes. It acts as a purification resource which is
stored as a memory while qubits are sent between nodes. These qubits within these cluster form 1st
order leaves. Each of these first order leaf is connected locally (via controlled phase, ΛZ , gates) to a
2nd order leaf. Pairs of 2nd order leaves undergo Bell measurements. A successful measurement acts
like a cluster state bond (ΛZ gate) acting between the qubits before they are measured in the X basis.
In the case of a failed Bell measurement or photon loss the corresponding 1st leaves can be ‘removed’
from the cluster state via Z measurement (see section 3.1).
If at least one Bell measurement succeeds per node Cri then the entanglement swapping protocol
can be completed by measuring 1st leaves corresponding to a successful Bell measurement in the
X basis. The 1st leaves of unsuccessful measurements, or when a 2nd leaf is lost, are measured in
the Z basis. This creates a chain of qubits from A to B connected where the intermediate qubits are
measured in the X basis. This generates a Bell pair between two qubits within A and B. Figure 7.6
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FIGURE 7.6: An application of the scheme in figure 7.5 where some Bell measurements have failed and
some qubits have been lost. Enough successful Bell measurements are made that the system can generate
entanglement between a2 and b2 by measuring 1st leaves of successful measurments in the X basis. The 1st
leaves of unsuccessful measurements are removed from the resulting cluster state by Z measurements.
shows the process for a small system where a single Bell measurement succeeds per node, and a
Bell pair is generated consisting of qubits a2 and b2. The process of eliminating ‘bad’ components
based on measurement results is known as counterfactual error correction, as introduced by Varnava
et al.[94] in a similar setting.
By extending the size of the cluster resources |GmC 〉 the system can tolerate more qubit losses. At
least one successful Bell mesurement can be made on each node, for loss probabilities < 50%.
In terms of scalability measurement based repeater schemes like this are able to be implemented
in a time which is linear in the distance between nodes. This is because the results of measure-
ment operations need only be fed forward to the final node B where the measurement basis may be
altered [34, 102].
In order to implement an entangled pair between A and B of some fidelity FAB a nested heirachy
of purifications are used. The loss protecting protocol increases the number of qubits for each entan-
glement swapping step by some fixed amount. Consequently the total number of qubit resources still
stale polynomially with the number of nodes N.
This protocol does not take into account memory errors. A discussion of memory errors in the
setting of quantum repeaters and measurement based quantum repeaters is presented in Hartmann
et al.[127]. Memory errors occur on the qubits in the purification resource states |GmC 〉 during the
transmission of the left and right qubits to adjacent nodes. In the next section counterfactual error
correction will be used as a method of combating these memory type errors.
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FIGURE 7.7: The setup for measurement based counterfactual error correction of the qubits in the purifica-
tion resource cluster Csi . This resource is a clique cluster state |G
3
C〉 with half the qubits sent to node Cri and
half the qubits sent to node Cri+1. Each component T represents a tree type cluster state. The form of these tree
clusters is determined by a branching vector~b.
7.2.2 Counterfactual Error Correction of Purification Resources
Counterfactual error correction[94] can be applied to measurement based quantum repeaters to strengthen
their performance [129, 125]. In the previous section entanglement swapping was performed using
redundant Bell resources generated by a cluster state |GmC 〉. These purification resources are subject
to memory errors while their qubits are sent to adjacent nodes.
Counterfactual error correction uses cluster state resources to indirectly measure a target qubit.
These resources take the form of branching trees and each qubit in |GmC 〉 forms the root of one of these
trees.
Each tree is specified by a branching vector~b = (b0,b1,b2, . . .), where b0 determines how many
children nodes the root node has, b1 in turn determines how many children nodes these nodes have
and so on. Figure 7.8 shows a tree for the vector~b = (3,3). When the root and the leaves of the tree
are left unmeasured, and the remaining qubits are measured in the X basis, the stabilizers take the
form of concatenated repetition codes. We can show this iteratively. First consider a branching vector
with a single term b0. Let the root qubit be labeled r and the children be labeled qi, i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,b0}.
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FIGURE 7.8: A branching tree cluster state given by ~b = (b0,b1) = (3,3) for use in counterfactual error
correction. Qubits which are not leaves or roots are measured in the X basis. Each level acts like a repetition
code. This code acts like a concatenated 3 bit repetition code. The stabilizers are given by equation 7.3 and are
similar to those of the Shor code.
The stabilizers take the form
~b = (b0),
S =

Xr⊗i Zqii ∈ Zb0 ,
Zr⊗i Xqi, i ∈ Xb0,
⊗iXqi, i ∈ H pb0,∀p,
 , (7.2)
where Xb0 and Zb0 are qubits within the logical X and Z operators for a b0 bit repetition code. Ex-
plicitly Xb0 = 1 and Zb0 = 1,2, . . . ,b0. Similarly H
p
b0
list the p = b0− 1 parity checks for a b0 bit
repetition code.
Now consider extending the process to the next level for some b1 and measuring qubits in level b0
in the X basis. Qubits in the new level are labeled qi, j where the parent qubit is qi. The stabilizers are
~b = (b0),
S =

Zr⊗i, j Zi, j, j ∈ Zb1, i ∈ Xb0,
Zr⊗i, j Zi, j, j ∈ Xb1 , i ∈ Zb0,
⊗i, jZi, j, j ∈ Zb1, i ∈ H pb0,∀p,
⊗i, jXi, j, j ∈ H pb1,∀i, p.

(7.3)
For~b = (3,3) the stabilizers are equivalent (up to a Hadamard phase shift on all qubits) to the Shor
code, with the addition of two extra stabilizers which are products of logical operators acting on roots
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and leaves. The Shor code stabilizers (introduced in table 2.3)are
Stabilizer Operator
g1 ZZIIIIIII
g2 IZZIIIIII
g3 IIIZZIIII
g4 IIIIZZIII
g5 IIIIIIZZI
Stabilizer Operator
g6 IIIIIIIZZ
g7 XXXXXXIII
g8 IIIXXXXXX
LX XXXIIIIII
LZ ZIIZIIZII
(7.4)
A further increase in the depth of the tree (increase in the size of~b) results in further concatenation of
repetition codes.
The results from Pant show a polynomial reduction in the resource overhead against distance.
The best Quantum Key Distribution rate (QKD) for a direct transmission decays exponenetially with
distance Rdirect(L) ≈ η = e−αL. Using counterfactual error correction based on trees a rate R(m,
~b)
LB =
Dηs is achieved. For a given distance and optimising the parameters m and ~b values of s < 1 are
achieved.
Despite using state of the art techniques the resources in this scheme still scale exponentially,
rather than polynomially as several schemes have mentioned in previous sections. This is because
of the effect of memory errors. To combat these errors tree like counterfactual error correction was
performed. These trees produce error correcting codes which have the form of concatenated repetition
codes. Due to poor error correcting performance and high overhead of physical bits to information
bits repetition codes are rarely used in practical applications. In the next section I propose an approach
using a better set of error correcting codes, and provide an argument for why a polynomial resource
cost might be achieved.
7.3 Repeaters with Finite Rate Error Correcting Codes
As stated in Pant et al. 2017 the reason that the overhead rises exponentially for some fixed trans-
mission rate is that as the number of nodes N increases there is a polynomial increase in the number
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of resource purification states which are needed for nested purification. Errors must be suppressed
exponentially in the number of nodes. Counterfactual error correction using tree code like states can
only give better error protection by using larger trees. These require more time to generate, and errors
may accumulate during the process, as photons are stored for increasing durations.
Pant et al.[125] assume a realistic qubit noise model, in which errors accumulate over time, so
that larger trees, which take longer to build, suffer greater errors. At some scale, this becomes un-
correctable. This is the origin of their observation that the overhead costs of loss-tolerant distillation
protocols are ultimately exponential.
As discussed earlier, the tree network used to protect against loss can be through of as a concate-
nated Shor code constructed from a cluster code. The underlying code is thus zero rate, and requires
an increasing tree depth in order to suppress errors. Optimising over tree branching parameter~b and
purification resource state size m Pant finds a maximum transmission rate RLBm,~b = Dη
s = De−sαL,
where D and s depending on the construction parameters and s < 1. This beats the best direct trans-
mission rate Rdirect ≈ 1.44η = 1.44e−αL but a fixed rate transmission still requires an exponential
amount of resources as L increases.
Here I suggest that finite rate cluster codes, such as the Turbo codes discussed in chapter 3, could
instead be used as alternative resources for counterfactual error correction, for an arbitrary number of
qubits k (up to the limit of the pseudo-threshold – which is practically large).
For turbo codes as k increases so does the error correcting strength of the code, up to the pseudo-
threshold (see section 5.3.2). Further, the depth of the cluster network is constant, as distinct from
concatenated codes, so that it can be made in a constant number of steps, as discussed in section 5.4.2.
The number of qubits for which correction is needed increases with the number of purification re-
sources which are required per node, and this in turn increases with the total number of nodes (see
equation 7.1).
If memory errors can be made arbitrarily small using an error correcting protocol with a polyno-
mial overhead then it is possible to design repeaters with a polynomial overhead of resources for a
fixed transmission rate and increasing L. This follows from the principle that repeaters operate with a
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polynomial overehead for perfect memories.
7.4 Proposed Numerical Analysis
Here I outline a numerical analysis that would quantify the performance of alternative code choices.
Due to time constraints, this will be the subject of future research.
Adapting the analysis of Pant, we can express the transmission rate in terms of components. For
an N node system and purification resource cluster size m the probability of at least one successful
detection by node A (or B) is given by
Pend = 1− (1−η
1
2N C)m, (7.5)
where C is a rate parameter determined by local operations. This depends on the probability of gener-
ating the required resources and the rate in which operations can be performed. The next component
is the likelihood of a successful Bell measurement
Pb =
GF2
m
η
1
n , (7.6)
where G is a transmission loss rate and F is storage loss rate which depends on the local resource pro-
duction rate and the travel time between nodes. Finally we require components PX , PZ corresponding
to successful fault-tolerant X or Z operations, as protected by counterfactual error correction. Due
to the different construction of the scheme PX or PZ will have a different form than that presented in
Pant which are dependent on the branching parameter~b for tree based counterfactual correction. Due
to the more complex nature of finite rate codes, as compared to concatenated repetition codes, it is
likely that Monte Carlo simulations will be required to determine PX , PZ . Let PcN be the probability
of sucessful cluster resource generation on all N nodes. Then the QKD rate is given by
RmN(L) =
PcN
2m
P2endP
2(m−1)N
Z P
2N
X [1− (1−Pb)m]N−1 . (7.7)
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7.5 Summary
In this chapter I have reviewed the resource costs of state of the art measurement based repeater
schemes [125]. This protocol uses tree graphs for counterfactual error correction on purification
resources. This protocol produces a polynomial improvement in the achievable QKD rate over the
best possible direct transmission protocol. For a fixed rate transmission an exponential amount of
resources are required as the L increases, Rm,
~b
LB (η) = Dη
s,η = e−αL, where L is the distance between
furtherest nodes and α is a fibre loss coefficient (typically around 0.046km−1).
The authors of this protocol cite the need for an exponential suppression of errors in entanglement
resource states |GmC 〉 with increasing number of nodes N in order to achieve a polynomial resource
overhead. This is achieved in early schemes in which the sources of error are imperfect Bell pairs and
Bell measurement failures.
In the previous approach the |GmC 〉 resource clusters are protected by a cluster code formed by the
concatenation of repetition codes and characterised by a branching vector~b. Instead I propose using
different cluster codes for error correction instead, particularly the turbo codes, which have good
scaling properties as the codes length increases. Specifically the decoding time and generation time
remain fixed due to the ability to implement components in parallel(see section 5.4.2, 5.A) and the
error correction strength increases [39]. Since cluster codes can be formed using any CSS type code,
the hardware required to make them is the same as that in [125]. It is possible that a code with better
error correcting properties than those formed by branching cluster states. Of particular interest are
LDPC finite rate codes. These codes have a low overhead of physical qubits for every logical qubit.
I note at this point that numerical analysis is required to quantify how effective this approach will
be. However from the arguments presented above, turbo codes (and possibly other finite rate codes)
should allow for measurement based repeater schemes with polynomial cost scaling with L over some
domain. It is possible that the polynomial scaling regime may persist for L reaching continental and
intercontinental distances.
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FIGURE 7.9: 3 |G3C〉 resource states between two nodes of quantum repeater. Other qubits involved in the
repeater protocol, such as 2nd leaves, are not illustrated. Protection of the left hand qubits (shaded circles) is
provided by the C3 convolutional code (see section 5.1.1) with code qubits as unshaded circles. Ancilla qubits
for the code are shown as squares.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Developments
Here I review the work covered in this thesis as well as highlighting interesting paths for future
investigation. I introduced the concept of CSS codes created from cluster state resources, which is
presented in chapter 3. Cluster state codes can be implemented by control phase gates and single qubit
measurements. These codes are of practical interest since their construction and implementation only
require relatively modest resources.
I propose foliated codes as an extension to the scheme proposed by Raussendorf[36, 34, 105]
using the surface code. Measurement based computation is possible using surface code resources. In
the general construction alternating primal and dual sheets of cluster codes are foliated into a time-
like dimension. This allows for the possibility of measurement based computation using resources
whose parameters can be more finely selected. For example the rate, error correcting threshold and
decoding complexity can all be changed depending on the base CSS code.
Two different types of codes are investigated in the foliated setting. Chapter5 looks at the imple-
mentation of turbo codes and chapter6 looks at bicycle code constructions. Both of these codes are
LDPC codes which have a finite rate.
The foliated turbo decoder uses a novel decoding method introduced in chapter 4. This method
uses independent trellis decoding for each sheet in the foliated code and then compares certain
marginals with its neighbours in a similar manner to message passing algorithms. The decoding
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approach for bicycle codes uses a standard belief propagation implementation on the Tanner graph
representation. This belief propagation method extends naturally from a cluster code setting to a
foliated setting.
In chapter 7 I review work done in the field of quantum repeaters, specifically the resource re-
quirements of various schemes. Reports from recent work in the field[127, 125] indicate that for a
fixed rate transmission an exponential number of resources are required as the communication dis-
tance, L, is increased. Earlier work in this field indicated that communication would be possible with
a polynomial overhead, but these analyses did not incorporate memory errors. Through use of cluster
state code and counterfactual error correction I propose a scheme through which polynomial scaling
may be reclaimed. This involves replacing the concatenated repetition code-like error correction with
finite rate codes, specifically turbo codes because of their scaling properties. To validate this approach
analytic and numeric verification is required, but due to time constraints this is beyond the scope of
this chapter.
I will now review each of these topics in more detail in the folllowing sections.
8.1 Cluster State Codes
The success of quantum computation depends on the ability to reliably store and process quantum
states. The fidelity of these processes are limited by the physical constraints of the system and outside
noise sources. Performing long and complex calculations with high precision requires each interme-
diate process to have an extremely high precision (preparation, gates, measurements etc.). Quantum
error correction is therefore widely regarded as a necessary step for the implementation of large scale
quantum computing.
Various quantum error correcting codes are known to exist [42, 31, 50, 130] with various strengths
and weaknesses. Practical error correction requires that the physical construction of the coding system
can be achieved using resources which currently exist or are likely to be possible in the future. The
appeal of cluster state codes is that they are able to utilize operations which can be made with high
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fidelity in existing experimental settings [131, 15, 132, 133, 134]. To generate a cluster state code
ancilla qubits are initialised in the |+〉 state and controlled phase gates are implemented between
certain pairs of qubits. The final step is that X qubit measurements are made on the parity qubits (see
chapter 3).
A limitation to this implementation is seen when taking into account the measurement operations
on the cluster state itself. These operations are subject to error and will affect the syndrome produced
by Z stabilizers. In chapter 5.1.2 and 6.3 I produce numerical results of some instances of quantum
turbo and LDPC bicycle codes in the cluster code setting. The T9 turbo code does not produce
good decoding results in this regime, however the T25 code does perform well and exhibits (pseudo)
thresholding behavior. Similarly threshold behavior is seen in bicycle codes. In both these cases
cluster code implementation provides a good avenue for scalable finite rate error correction.
8.2 Foliated Cluster State Codes
Foliated cluster state codes are developed as a generalization to the foliated toric code introduced by
Raussendorf et al [36]. They consist of alternating layers of primal and dual cluster state codes whose
code qubits are connected transversally between layers. We show in chapter 3 that this process can be
applied generally to any Calderbank Shor Steane (CSS) quantum code. The creation of these codes is
motivated by the work done on one-way or measurement based quantum computing in which the toric
code is used as a platform for fault-tolerant computation [41, 34, 37, 108]. By expanding the range of
codes which can be used in measurement based computing we hope to produce schemes which may
be more suited to practical large scale implementation.
The topological codes which have been studied generally have excellent error correcting perfor-
mance. However there drawback is the amount of resources required to encoded logical bits. Typi-
cally topological codes such as the toric code or colour codes encode a number of logical qubits into a
surface or layer. As the size of the code is increased the distance increases but the number of encoded
qubits remains fixed. Turbo codes, bicycle codes and certain other low-density parity check (LDPC)
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codes are examples of finite rate codes. It may be possible to perform fault tolerant computation using
foliated versions of these codes, saving a large overhead of physical qubit resources.
In the case of turbo codes the performance of the code increases as more logical bits are encoded.
This continues up to a certain saturation point where increasing code size produces diminishing re-
turns [39, 43]. The rate of turbo codes is relatively flexible and depends on the rate of the constituent
convolutional codes. In chapter 5 we present the decoding performance of two foliated serial turbo
codes based on two different rate 13 CSS convolutional codes. The T9 convolutional code, which is
the simpler of the two, performs relatively poorly in a fault tolerant and foliated setting. The T25
code performs much more strongly and shows promising results in both the fault tolerant and foliated
settings.
Similarly LDPC codes can be constructed with various rates. The performance of such codes
depends greatly on which construction is used. For at least some bicycle constructions the failure rate
of a given logical qubit decreases as the code size increases [135]. In chapter 6 we present a rate 116
bicycle code construction. This is the same rate as the turbo codes analysed in the previous chapter.
By comparison to the turbo codes foliated bicycle codes perform very poorly, showing little benefit
from an increased code size. This may be due in part to the simplistic belief propagation decoding
implementation or the random selection used in the bicycle code construction process. It is likely that
improvements can be made for other LDPC implementations.
8.3 Foliated Decoding Algorithms
In order for an error correcting code to be useful an efficient decoding scheme must exist. Cluster
state codes operate in the cluster code setting where syndrome measurement may be imperfect. Foli-
ated cluster state codes can be described using prism stabilizers rather than the usual code stabilizer
description. It has been shown that topological codes such as the toric code and 3 colour code have
good decoders in the foliated setting [41, 37]. While we have shown that CSS codes can be gener-
alised as cluster state and foliated cluster state codes (see chapter 3) finding good decoders remains a
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challenge.
In the case of regular LDPC bicycle codes and turbo codes efficient decoders based on imple-
mentations of belief propagation (and other methods) do exist [111, 60, 86, 136, 40, 68, 66, 109].
Additionally some turbo codes [137] and LDPC codes [138] are known have good decoders in the
fault tolerant regime. This immediately opens up the way for cluster state codes which have poten-
tially faulty syndrome measurements.
For the foliated regime new decoders must be designed to take into account the structure of the
constituent CSS code as well as the layered architecture. In chapter 4 and 6 we present two different
cluster state code constructions.
I propose a novel decoding scheme for foliated turbo codes which uses modified logical Wolf
trellises (chapter 4. Turbo codes are generally decoded using trellises which compare the possible
transitions between memory states for a given syndrome. This process is computationally efficient
because only a small number of memory states need to be considered at a certain interval of the
decoding. However trellis decoding cannot be directly adapted to the foliated setting. Instead a
hybrid decoding scheme is used. In this process independent soft-input soft-output trellis decoding is
performed for the inner code of each layer of the foliated code. The marginals on ancilla qubits are
exchanged and the decoding process is iterated. After a number of trials marginals are passed through
the interleaver and used in SISO decoding of the outer code. A series of marginal exchanges and
decodings is performed again. Once this has been completed a final decoded output can be generated
or marginal values can be recycled for another round of inner SISO decoding - the turbo code feedback
process. While this method is likely to be suboptimal it still produces good results for some turbo
code constructions as seen in chapter 5.
In the next chapter I present foliated bicycle codes. Bicycle codes form a set of finite rate LDPC
codes. They are normally decoded using the belief propagation on their Tanner graph representati-
nos [117, 135]. Such Tanner graph structures can easily be extended to the foliated regime since they
rely on the description of the stabilizers. These stabilizers are represented in the foliated regime as
prisms. In the case of simple bicycle codes we see some good error correcting scaling properties,
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which diminish as the number of layers increase. While Tanner graph decoding can be applied to any
foliated code description there are some limitations in its effectiveness. Highly degenerate codes and
codes with short cycles in the graph representation lead to very poor results [139, 122, 119, 69]
8.4 Quantum Repeaters and Error Correction
In chapter 7 I present a review of developments in the field of quantum repeaters. The main challenge
faced with developing a scalable quantum repeater is the presence of memory errors. To create a
repeater with a fixed transmission rate an exponential increase in resources is required with an in-
creasing distance, L. I review the current state of the art measurement based scheme which uses tree
based counterfactual error correction to preserve memory qubits. I give a plausible arguement as to
why a modification to this scheme, utilising finite rate cluster codes, may allow for a polynomial
resource scaling.
8.5 Future Development and Prospects
The primary aim of this thesis has been to generalise the one way quantum computing in order to allow
for codes with different and maybe more well suited features to be implemented. I have shown that
any CSS code can be converted into a foliated code and have presented decoders for turbo codes and
bicycle codes. Of these the turbo decoding scheme shows the most promising results. Additionally
in chapter 7 I speculate on the ability for finite rate cluster codes to offer a route to scalable quantum
repeaters.
In the following sections I consider further developments centred around the idea of foliated codes
which may be explored in the future.
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8.5.1 Hyper Bicycle Codes
Hyper bicycle or finite-rate distance scaling codes are an attractive possibility for large scale quantum
systems [22, 138]. They combine the decoding strength and distance scaling capacity of topological
codes with the finite rate properties of certain LDPC codes, such as convolutional codes. The con-
struction takes graph products of the toric code with a finite rate code to generate the Tanner graph for
the hyper code. As the code size increases more logical qubits are able to be encoded and the distance
scales as n1/2 where n is the number of qubits in the code.
Creating efficient decoding schemes for these classes of codes and being able to adapt them to a
foliated setting is a necessary step in determining whether these codes are viable in a cluster state,
measurement based setting.
8.5.2 2D Convolutional Codes
One of the drawbacks of our foliated turbo code implementation is that an increasing number of fo-
liations do not necessarily lead to an increasing error correcting performance. The increase in the
number of layers allows for better determination of the parity qubit marginals, but may not actually
improve the decoding performance in the foliated dimension. Two dimensional convolutional codes
are convolutional codes in which a memory state is used to encode bits along two timelike dimen-
sions [140, 141]. Depending on construction these 2D codes can then be decoded using two trellises.
If we consider one of the dimensions as being the code or layer dimension then the other encoding
can act along the foliated dimension. The potential benefit of this approach is that there is a natural
decoding method in the foliated (2D) case which follows from the one dimensional case - trellis
decoding. This is similar to the case of topological codes whose decoding in the 3D regime is a direct
continuation of the 2D decoding process [41, 37].
Convolutional codes do not have increasing error correcting performance with code size. However
turbo codes, which use convolutional codes as constituents, do exhibit increasing performance with
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code size (up to some saturating limit) [39, 64, 65]. As such 2D convolutional codes may be an ap-
proach which allows for finite rate foliated codes with performance that increases with and additional
number of layers. Relatively little study has been done on generalised m-dimensional convolutional
codes compared with LDPC and turbo codes and this may be an interesting area of exploration.
8.5.3 Continuous Variable Cluster States
In the work presented throughout this thesis the focus has been applied to qubit systems. Such systems
are sufficient to provide universal quantum computation and simulation of arbitrary quantum systems
with the addition of a non Clifford measurement or operation [2, 41, 142]. Qubit systems are just a
subset of the available quantum resources. In some physical systems continuous variable states can
be more easily stored - in particular multi-particle systems [143, 144, 145].
Continuous variable cluster states operate analogously to qubit cluster states. The state of each in-
dividual node in the system is a Guassian state and measurements and operations which are Guassian
are analogous to Clifford operations. Similarly a non-Gaussian operation is required for universal
quantum computation [146]. Error correcting and erasure correcting codes have already been devel-
oped for continuous variable systems [147, 145]. It seems viable that continuous variable codes can
be adapted into the foliated code scheme.
8.5.4 Other LDPC Codes in the Foliated Setting
There is a great deal of interest regarding quantum LDPC codes [86, 123, 84, 22, 135, 40, 118]. In
part this is driven by the broadness of the general description itself, requiring only that the codes have
low weight stabilizers. This allows for a great variety of coding approaches and designs. While it
does not appear that unmodified random construction of bicycle codes are promising candidates for
the foliated scheme (see chapter 6) it may be possible to design the LDPC codes to exploit the foliated
or time-like dimension.
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8.6 Summary
In this thesis I have introduces the construction of CSS cluster codes and foliated codes. Foliated
surface codes have already been studied as a candidate for fault-tolerant measurement based quantum
computing [36, 34]. The generalisation of all CSS codes to foliated codes mean that measurement
based computing schemes using codes with different properties to surface codes are possible. To
this end I have studied the implementation of turbo codes and bicycle codes and provided numerical
results of their decoding properties in chapters 5 and 6. In chapter 7 I make the observation that cluster
codes may be able to improve the performance of quantum repeater schemes and provide a plausible
justification for why one may expect this to be the case. Future development in cluster and foliated
codes is likely to produce new and interesting results for measurement driven quantum computational
processes.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 T9 pseudo inverse
The inverse syndrome former for the distance 3 convolutional code used in the d9 turbo code can be
found by calculating the pseudo inverse of the matrix formed by the generators and stabilizers.
A =
D D 1 1 0 0
1+D+D2 1+D2 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 (A.1)
c1→ c1+ c2
0 D 1 1 0 0
D 1+D2 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

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c2→ c2+ c1×D
0 D 1 1 D˜ 0
D 1 1 1 1+ D˜ 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

c2→ c2+ c3× (1+D)
0 1 1 1 D˜ 0
D D 1 1 1+ D˜ 0
0 0 0 0 1+ D˜ 1

c2→ c2+ c1
c2→ c3+ c1+ c2
0 1 0 1 1+ D˜ 1+ D˜
D 0 1 1 D˜ D˜
0 0 0 0 1+ D˜ D˜

c1→ c2
c2→ c3
c3→ c1+ c3×D
1 0 0 1+ D˜ 1+ D˜ 1+ D˜+ D˜2
0 1 0 D˜ D˜ 1+ D˜2
0 0 0 1+ D˜ D˜ D˜2
 (A.2)
This gives us
H(D˜) =
[
1+ D˜+ D˜2 1+ D˜2 D˜2
]
H(D) =
[
1+D+D2 1+D2 1
]
×D−2 (A.3)
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which is equivalent one of the seed generators shifted two places. The code is then self-dual. In the
case where we treat the self-dual components as stabilizers in a quantum code this produces an ISF
(under proper time-reversal) of
ISF(D˜) =
[
1+ D˜ D˜ D˜
]
ISF(D) =
[
1+D 1 1
]
×D−1. (A.4)
A.2 T25 pseudo inverse
The inverse syndrome former for the distance 5 convolutional code used in the d25 turbo code can be
found by calculating the pseudo inverse of the matrix formed by the generators and stabilizers. Here
we detail the process of forming a pseudo inverse using column reduction.
A =
D2 1+D2+D3 1+D+D3 1 0 0
1+D+
D2+D3+
D4
1+D+
D3+D5
1+D2+
D3+D4+
D5
0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

(A.5)
c2→ c1+ c2+ c3
D2 D 1+D+D3 1 1 0
1+D+
D2+D3+
D4
1+D+
D2+D3
1+D2+
D3+D4+
D5
0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1

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c1→ c1+ c2×D
0 D 1+D+D3 1+ D˜ 1 0
1
1+D+
D2+D3
1+D2+
D3+D4+
D5
D˜ 1 0
0 0 0 D˜ 1 1

c2→ c2+ c1× (1+D+D2+D3)
c3→ c3+ c1× (1+D2+D3+D4+D5)
0 D 1+D+D3 1+ D˜ D˜4
1+ D˜+
D˜2+ D˜6
1 0 0 D˜
1+ D˜+
D˜2+ D˜3+
D˜4
D˜+ D˜3+
D˜4+ D˜5+
D˜6
0 0 0 D˜
1+ D˜+
D˜2+ D˜3+
D˜4
1+ D˜+
D˜3+ D˜4+
D˜5+ D˜6

c3→ c3+ c2× (1+D2)
0 D 1 1+ D˜ D˜4
1+ D˜+
D˜2+ D˜4
1 0 0 D˜
1+ D˜+
D˜2+ D˜3+
D˜4
1+D˜3+D˜4
0 0 0 D˜
1+ D˜+
D˜2+ D˜3+
D˜4
D˜3+ D˜4

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c1→ c3
c2→ c1
c3→ c2+ c3×D
1 0 0
1+ D˜+
D˜2+ D˜4
1+ D˜
D˜+ D˜2+
D˜3+ D˜4+
D˜5
0 1 0 1+D˜3+D˜4 D˜
1+ D˜2+
D˜3+ D˜5
0 0 0 D˜3+ D˜4 D˜
1+ D˜+
D˜2+ D˜3+
D˜5

(A.6)
This gives us
H(D˜) =
 D˜+ D˜2+
D˜3+ D˜4+ D˜5
1+ D˜2+ D˜3+
D˜5
1+ D˜+ D˜2+
D˜3+ D˜5

H(D) =
 1+D+D2+
D3+D4
1+D2+D3+
D5
1+D2+D3+
D4+D5
×D−5 (A.7)
which is equivalent one of the seed generators shifted five places. The code is then self-dual. In the
case where we treat the self-dual components as stabilizers in a quantum code this produces an ISF
(under proper time-reversal) of
ISF(D˜) =
[
1+ D˜ D˜ D˜
]
ISF(D) =
[
1+D 1 1
]
×D−1. (A.8)
A.3 Foliated Turbo Decoding Scheme: MATLAB Code
This algorithm is used to generate the results in chapter 5. This code runs a single decoding instance
for a set of input parameters. In generating the actual data for chapter 5 this code was placed inside
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several loops which iterated over different parameters and stored the results.
  1  function FullDecoderTest
  2 
  3  
  4  %%This is the highest level function which calls the entire foliated
  5  %%decoding routine. It takes as inputs the variables below. Note that this
  6  %%function only performs one decoding trial with a number of errors fixed
  7  %%by epsilon. If it is desired to run instead with a number of errors
  8  %%determined by an error rate set fixed_rate to 1 and p_e will be the
  9  %%error rate. A randomised interleaver is used. The code example presented
 10  %%here is the C5 code, and can be changed in 'Code Parameters'.
 11  
 12  
 13  
 14  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 15 %% Define initial variables %%
 16       %number of foliations (1;    3,5,7 etc.)
 17       f             = 3;
 18       %number of logical bits
 19       L             = 10;
 20       %number of physical errors
 21       epsilon       = 27; %25 
 22       %number of feedback loops
 23       omega         = 2;
 24       %number of prior passes per level of decoding
 25       num_passes = 2;
 26       %background error rate estimate
 27       p_e           = 0.02;
 28 
 29       %sets whether to run at a fixed error rate or vary number of errors and sample
 30       fixed_rate = 0;
 31 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 32  
 33 
 34 '-------------'
 35 
 36 tolerance = 10^-30; %Minimum values assigned to qubit/logical qubit error
 37                     %state priors. Stops divide by zero errors.
 38 % tolerance = 0;
 39 
 40 WET = 0; %set initial number of word errors to 0
 41 QET = 0; %set initial number of encoded qubit errors to zero
 42 
 43 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 44 %% Define the code parameters     %%
 45 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 46 
 47 
 48       n             = 5; % number of bits per frame
 49       k             = 4; %1 logical generator, 1 stabilizer, 2 parity stabilizers
 50                          %per frame
 51                    
 52   
 53       %code stabilizer. First 3 bits are code qubits, followed by the
 54       %corresponding parity qubits of the two adjacent layers. 
 55   h                   = [1,1,1,0,0,   1,0,0,1,1,  1,1,1,0,0,  1,1,1,0,0,  1,0,1,0,0,  0,1,1,0,0];
 56 
 57   
 58       %constraint lengths for g,h,p1,p2
 59       m1            = 3;
 60       m2            = 5;
 61       m3            = 3;
 62       m4            = 0; 
 63       m             = 5; %largest value of the cosntraint lengths
 64       %stabilizer generators.
 65 g                     = [0,1,1,0,0,   0,0,1,0,0,  1,1,0,0,0,  0,1,1,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0; 
 66                          1,1,1,1,1,   1,0,0,0,0,  1,1,1,0,0,  1,1,1,0,0,  1,0,1,0,0,  0,1,1,0,0;
 67                          1,1,1,1,0,   1,1,1,0,0,  1,0,1,0,0,  0,1,1,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0;  
 68                          0,0,0,1,1,   0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0];                     
 69  %ISF terms. Used to generate E^0, which is called T_stream in this code                    
 70       T               = [0,0,0,0,0,   0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,1,0,0,   1,1,0,0,0,  0,1,1,0,0];
 71       T_pad           = [0,0,0,0,0,   0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0,  0,1,1,0,0,  0,0,0,0,0];                      
 72                      
 73                                               
 74 %% sets whether a fixed error rate or number of errors is used
 75 
 76  if fixed_rate == 1
 77        epsilon    = sum(floor(rand(1,n*n*L)+p_e)); 
 78        %randomly calculates the number 
 79        % of errors injected at a for a given error rate.
 80  else
 81      %do nothing
 82  end
 83 
 84 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%            
 85 %% Inner Code Setup %%
 86 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 87      
 88      [S,U,E,G] = Code_Setup(g,h,n,k,m1,m2,m3,m4,m,f,epsilon,L,[]);
 89 
 90 
 91 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 92 %% Interleaver Setup %%
 93 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 94 
 95 r         = rand(1,L*(n-1));
 96 %      save Err E r U E G S
 97 %      load Err %loads previous NaN result
 98 [~,pi]    = sort(r);
 99 [~,pi_i]  = sort(pi);    
100  
101 
102 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
103 %% Outer Error Setup %%
104 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
105 
106 %using the errors on physical bits determines the logical errors (physical
107 %errors on outer code) and the syndrome state
108 
109 E2          = zeros(f,L*n);
110 E2_t        = zeros(f,L*(n-1));
111 for u = 1:f  %f*2?
112     for v = 1:L*(n-1)
113 %             L*(n-1) - v
114 %         (v-1)*n+1:(v-1)*n+length(g)
115         E2_t(u,v) = mod(E(u,(v-1)*n+1:(v-1)*n+length(g))*g(1,:)',2);
116     end
117     E2_t(u,:) = E2_t(u,pi);
118 end  
119     %Prior Passing
120     p_up   = n-1:n:L*(n-0);
121     p_down = n:n:L*(n-0);
122     
123     q_phys = setxor([p_up,p_down],1:L*n);
124         
125 for j = 1:f
126     
127  up   = mod(j-2,f)+1;
128  down = mod(j,f)+1;
129     
130 E2(j,p_up)     = E2_t(up,n-1:n-1:end);
131 E2(j,p_down)   = E2_t(down,n-1:n-1:end);
132 E2(j,q_phys)   = E2_t(j,setxor(n-1:n-1:L*(n-1),1:L*(n-1)));
133   
134 end   
135 
136 E2        = [E2,zeros(f,length(g))]; %f*2
137 
138 %% Logical Error Setup %%
139 
140 E3          = zeros(f,L);
141 
142 for u = 1:f
143     for v = 1:L
144         E3(u,v) = mod(E2(u,(v-1)*n+1:(v-1)*n+length(g))*g(1,:)',2);
145     end
146 end  
147 
148 E3 = mod(sum(E3,1),2); %outputs which qubits suffer a logical error
149 
150 
151 
152 [S2,U2,~,G2] = Code_Setup_outer(g,h,n,k,m1,m2,m3,m4,m,f,epsilon,L,E2);
153 
154 %alocate size for priors / marginals
155 ProbPi = zeros(2,L*n*(n-1),f);
156 PriorPi= zeros(2,L*n*(n-1),f);
157 ProbLi = zeros(2,L*(n-1),f);
158 ProbPo = zeros(2,L*(n-0),f);
159 PriorPo= zeros(2,L*(n-1),f);
160 ProbLo = zeros(2,L,f);
161 
162     
163 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
164 %%%         DECODING             %%%
165 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
166     
167 
168 %Turbo feedback step
169     for alpha = 1:omega
170     
171 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
172 %% Decoding Inner %%
173 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
174 
175  '-- inner WE/QE --'  
176  
177 %number of prior exchanges   
178 for pass = 1:num_passes  
179     
180     PriorPi(PriorPi > 1-tolerance) = 1-tolerance;
181     PriorPi(PriorPi < tolerance)   = tolerance;
182     WE_i = zeros(f,1);
183     QE_i = zeros(f,1);
184     
185     for u = 1:f       %decoding of each layer
186     
187      if pass == 1  % if first pass no marginals are taken from outer decoder
188     [ProbPi(:,:,u),ProbLi(:,:,u),WE_i(u),QE_i(u)] = Turbo_Decoder(S(u,:),T,T_pad,U,E(u,:),L*(n-1),g,h,n,k,m1,m2,m3,m4,m,p_e,G,[],ProbLi(:,:,u),0);
189      else
190     [ProbPi(:,:,u),ProbLi(:,:,u),WE_i(u),QE_i(u)] = Turbo_Decoder(S(u,:),T,T_pad,U,E(u,:),L*(n-1),g,h,n,k,m1,m2,m3,m4,m,p_e,G,PriorPi(:,:,u),ProbLi(:,:,u),0);     
191      end    
192     end    
193     
194     [WE_i,QE_i] %show word error/encoded qubit error after inner decoder
195 
196 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%    
197 %% Prior Passing %%
198 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
199 
200     %Exchange parity qubit marginals
201     a = circshift(ProbPi(:,n-1:n:end,:),[0,0,-2]); %move first prior bits up
202     b = circshift(ProbPi(:,n:n:end,:),[0,0,2]); %move second prior bits down
203     PriorPi(:,n-1:n:end,:)= b;
204     PriorPi(:,n:n:end,:)= a;
205 
206     %reset code qubit priors
207     PriorPi(1,:,:)             = 1-p_e;
208     PriorPi(2,:,:)             = p_e;
209     
210 end      
211 
212 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
213 %% Interleaver %%
214 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
215     ProbLi = ProbLi(:,pi,:);
216 
217     
218 %% Set outer qubit priors from inner logical marginals    
219     
220     PriorPo = zeros(2,L*n,f);
221     p_up   = n-1:n:L*(n-0);
222     p_down = n:n:L*(n-0);  
223     q_phys = setxor([p_up,p_down],1:L*n);
224 
225 for j = 1:f
226     
227  up   = mod(j-2,f)+1;
228  down = mod(j,f)+1;
229 
230 PriorPo(:,p_up,j)     = ProbLi(:,n-1:n-1:end,up);
231 PriorPo(:,p_down,j)   = ProbLi(:,n-1:n-1:end,down);
232 PriorPo(:,q_phys,j)   = ProbLi(:,setxor(n-1:n-1:L*(n-1),1:L*(n-1)),j);
233   
234 end   
235 
236 
237 
238 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
239 %% Decoding Outer %%
240 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
241 
242     '-- outer WE/QE --'    
243 WE_i = zeros(f,1);
244 QE_i = zeros(f,1);
245 for pass = 1:num_passes
246 PriorPo(PriorPo > 1-tolerance) = 1-tolerance;  
247 PriorPo(PriorPo < tolerance)   = tolerance;
248     
249 for u = 1:f    
250     
251 [ProbPo(:,:,u),ProbLo(:,:,u),WE_i(u),QE_i(u)] = Turbo_Decoder(S2(u,:),T,T_pad,U2,E2(u,:),L,g,h,n,k,m1,m2,m3,m4,m,p_e,G2,PriorPo(:,:,u),[],0);
252   
253 end
254 
255 [WE_i,QE_i]
256 
257 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
258 %% Prior Passing %%
259 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
260 
261     %exchanging parity qubit marginals between layers
262     a = circshift(ProbPo(:,n-1:n:end,:),[0,0,-2]); %move first prior bits up
263     b = circshift(ProbPo(:,n:n:end,:),[0,0,2]); %move second prior bits down
264 
265     ProbPo(:,n-1:n:end,:) = b;
266     ProbPo(:,n:n:end,:)   = a;
267     PriorPo             = ProbPo;
268 
269 
270 end
271 
272 
273 ProbLL = zeros(L,f);
274 ProbLL(:,:) = mod(sum(round(ProbLo(2,:,:)),1),2);
275 ProbLL = sum(ProbLL');
276 
277 %% Calculate final errors 
278 %% Here E3 are the errors which have occured on logical qubits
279 %% At the outer decoder level and ProbLL is the recovery process.
280 %% Taking a sum means that an even number of errors on a corresponding
281 %% logical qubit essentially cancel.
282 QE = sum(mod(ProbLL+E3,2));
283 WE = 0;
284 if QE ~= 0
285     WE = 1;
286 end
287     
288 [WE,QE]
289 
290 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
291 %% Prior passing %%
292 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
293 
294 
295 % determines marginals to be sent to inner decoder
296 ProbLi = ProbPo;
297 ProbLi(:,n-1:n:end,:) = []; 
298 
299 mm = zeros(1,(n-1)*L);
300 mm(1,n-1:n-1:L*(n-1)) = 1;
301 mm = (1:length(mm)).*mm;
302 mm((mm(1,:) == 0)) = [];
303 
304 ProbLi(:,mm,:) = circshift(ProbLi(:,mm,:),[0,0,1]);
305 ProbLi       = ProbLi(:,pi_i,:);
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
311 %If final step output final Word error, qubit error calculation
312 if alpha == omega 
313     WET = WET+WE; 
314     QET = QET+QE;
315 end
316 
317  
318     end
319 
320 
321 
322 'final error state'
323 [WET,QET]
324 
325        
326       
327       
328       
 
  1 function [S,U,E,G] = Code_Setup(g,h,n,k,m1,m2,m3,m4,m,f,epsilon,L,error_pat)
  2 
  3 %Function calculates the syndrome S, transformation matrix U, error pattern
  4 %E and a full block representation for the generator matrix given the seed
  5 %generator matrix g.
  6 
  7 %number of physical bits
  8 p           = L*n^2;
  9 %number of padding bits
 10 pad         = n*(1+m);
 11 % pad         = 5;
 12 %total number of qubits
 13 p_tot       = p+pad;
 14 
 15 
 16 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% UNFOLIATED CASE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 17 
 18 if f == 1
 19    
 20     E = zeros(1,L*n*n);
 21     
 22 %     placer = ceil(L*n*n*rand(1,epsilon));
 23     placer = [zeros(1,L*n*n-epsilon),ones(1,epsilon)];
 24     r      = rand(1,L*n*n);
 25     [~,s]  = sort(r);
 26     placer = placer(s); 
 27     E      = placer;
 28     E = [E,zeros(1,length(g))];   
 29     %% Calculate the syndrome
 30 S           = zeros(1,L*n+1+m);
 31 
 32 e_temp      = [zeros(1,length(h)-n),E(1,:),zeros(1,length(h))];
 33 
 34 
 35 for j = 1:L*(n)+m+1
 36 
 37    S(1,j)     = mod(e_temp((j-1)*n+1:(j-1)*n+length(h))*h',2);    
 38 end
 39 
 40 %Calculate a full generator matrix 
 41 G = zeros(L,(L+m1)*n);
 42 small_g = g(1,1:(m1+1)*n);
 43 
 44 if f == 1
 45    for j = 1:L*n
 46       G(j,(j-1)*n+1:(j+m1)*n) = small_g; 
 47    end
 48 end
 49 
 50 
 51 g1      = reshape(g(1,1:n*m1+n),n,[])';
 52 g2      = reshape(g(2,1:n*m2+n),n,[])';
 53 g3      = reshape(g(3,1:n*m3+n),n,[])';
 54 
 55 
 56 UP      = [g1(1,:);g2(1,:);g3(1,:);g1(2:end,:);g2(2:end,:);g3(2:end,:)];
 57 UML     = [1,zeros(1,m1+m2+m3-1);zeros(1,m1),1,zeros(1,m2+m3-1);zeros(1,m1+m2),1,zeros(1,m3-1)];    
 58 
 59 UMM     = zeros(m1+m2+m3);
 60 UMM(1:m1-1,2:m1) = eye(m1-1);
 61 UMM(m1+1:m1+m2-1,m1+2:m1+m2) = eye(m2-1);
 62 UMM(m1+m2+1:m1+m2+m3-1,m1+m2+2:m1+m2+m3) = eye(m3-1);
 63 
 64 U = [UP,[UML;UMM]];
 65 
 66 GL = mod(G*E(1:length(G))',2)';
 67 
 68 
 69 
 70 end
 71 
 72 
 73 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% FOLIATED CASE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 74 
 75 if f > 1
 76    
 77     E  = zeros(2*f,L*n*(n-1));
 78     EE = zeros(2*f,L*(n-1)^2);
 79 %     placer = ceil(L*(n-1)^2*2*f*rand(1,epsilon)); 
 80 %     EE(placer) = 1; %inserts epsilon errors into E
 81 
 82     
 83     placer     = [ones(1,epsilon),zeros(1,L*(n-1)^2-epsilon);zeros(2*f-1,L*(n-1)^2)];
 84     r          = rand(1,2*f*L*(n-1)^2);
 85     [~,s]      = sort(r);
 86     s          = reshape(s,2*f,[]);
 87     
 88     placer     = placer(s);
 89     EE         = placer;
 90     
 91     
 92     
 93 %     p_up   = n-1:n:L*n*(n-1);
 94     p_down = n:n:L*n*(n-1);
 95     
 96 %     q_phys = setxor([p_up,p_down],1:L*n*(n-1));
 97     q_phys = setxor(p_down,1:L*n*(n-1));
 98     
 99   
100 for j = 1:2*f
101     
102 % %  up   = mod(j-2,2*f)+1;
103  down = mod(j+1,2*f)+1;
104     
105 
106 % E(j,p_up)     = EE(up,n-1:n-1:end);
107 E(j,p_down)   = EE(down,n-1:n-1:end);
108 
109 E(j,q_phys)   = EE(j,:);
110 
111         
112 
113 end
114 
115 
116 E = [E,zeros(2*f,length(g))];
117 if ~isempty(error_pat)
118    E = error_pat; 
119 end
120 
121 %% Calculate the syndrome
122 S           = zeros(2*f,L*(n-1)+1+m);
123 
124 for u = 1:2*f
125 
126 e_temp      = [zeros(1,length(h)-n),E(u,:),zeros(1,length(h))];
127 
128 
129 for j = 1:L*(n-1)+m+1
130 
131    S(u,j)     = mod(e_temp((j-1)*n+1:(j-1)*n+length(h))*h',2);    
132 end
133 end
134 
135 
136 %Calculate a full generator matrix
137 G = zeros(L,(L+m1)*n);
138 small_g = g(1,1:(m1+1)*n);
139 
140 for j = 1:L*(n-1)
141     G(j,(j-1)*n+1:(j+m1)*n) = small_g;
142 end
143 
144 g1      = reshape(g(1,1:n*m1+n),n,[])';
145 g2      = reshape(g(2,1:n*m2+n),n,[])';
146 g3      = reshape(g(3,1:n*m3+n),n,[])';
147 g4      = reshape(g(4,1:n*m4+n),n,[])';
148 
149 UP      = [g1(1,:);g2(1,:);g3(1,:);g4(1,:);g1(2:end,:);g2(2:end,:);g3(2:end,:);g4(2:end,:)];
150 
151 if m4 >0
152 UML     = [1,zeros(1,m1+m2+m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1),1,zeros(1,m2+m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1+m2),1,zeros(1,m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1+m2+m3),1,zeros(1,m4-1)];
153 else
154 UML     = [1,zeros(1,m1+m2+m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1),1,zeros(1,m2+m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1+m2),1,zeros(1,m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1+m2+m3+m4)];    
155 end
156 
157 UMM     = zeros(m1+m2+m3+m4);
158 UMM(1:m1-1,2:m1) = eye(m1-1);
159 UMM(m1+1:m1+m2-1,m1+2:m1+m2) = eye(m2-1);
160 UMM(m1+m2+1:m1+m2+m3-1,m1+m2+2:m1+m2+m3) = eye(m3-1);
161 UMM(m1+m2+m3+1:m1+m2+m3+m4-1,m1+m2+m3+2:m1+m2+m3+m4) = eye(m4-1);
162 
163 U = [UP,[UML;UMM]];
164 
165 
166 end
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
 
  1 function [S,U,E,G] = Code_Setup(g,h,n,k,m1,m2,m3,m4,m,f,epsilon,L,error_pat)
  2 
  3 %Function calculates the syndrome S, transformation matrix U, error pattern
  4 %E and a full block representation for the generator matrix given the seed
  5 %generator matrix g.
  6  
  7 %number of physical bits
  8 p           = L*n;
  9 %number of padding bits
 10 pad         = n*(1+m);
 11 % pad         = 5;
 12 %total number of qubits
 13 p_tot       = p+pad;
 14 
 15 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% UNFOLIATED CASE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 16 
 17 if f == 1
 18     
 19      E = [error_pat,zeros(1,length(g))]; 
 20 
 21 %% Calculate the syndrome
 22 
 23 e_temp      = [zeros(1,length(h)-n),E,zeros(1,length(h))];
 24 S           = zeros(1,L+1+m);
 25 
 26 
 27     for j = 1:L+m+1%+1
 28         S(1,j)     = mod(e_temp(1,(j-1)*n+1:(j-1)*n+length(h))*h',2);    
 29     end
 30 
 31 %Calculate a full generator matrix
 32 G = zeros(L,(L+m1)*n);
 33 small_g = g(1,1:(m1+1)*n);
 34 
 35 for j = 1:L
 36     G(j,(j-1)*n+1:(j+m1)*n) = small_g;
 37 end
 38 
 39 
 40 g1      = reshape(g(1,1:n*m1+n),n,[])';
 41 g2      = reshape(g(2,1:n*m2+n),n,[])';
 42 g3      = reshape(g(3,1:n*m3+n),n,[])';
 43 
 44 M1      = [eye(m1);zeros(1,m1)];
 45 M2      = [eye(m2);zeros(1,m2)];
 46 M3      = [eye(m3);zeros(1,m3)];
 47 
 48 UP      = [g1(1,:);g2(1,:);g3(1,:);g1(2:end,:);g2(2:end,:);g3(2:end,:)];
 49 UML     = [1,zeros(1,m1+m2+m3-1);zeros(1,m1),1,zeros(1,m2+m3-1);zeros(1,m1+m2),1,zeros(1,m3-1)];    
 50 
 51 UMM     = zeros(m1+m2+m3);
 52 UMM(1:m1-1,2:m1) = eye(m1-1);
 53 UMM(m1+1:m1+m2-1,m1+2:m1+m2) = eye(m2-1);
 54 UMM(m1+m2+1:m1+m2+m3-1,m1+m2+2:m1+m2+m3) = eye(m3-1);
 55 
 56 
 57 U = [UP,[UML;UMM]];
 58 
 59 end
 60 
 61 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% FOLIATED CASE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 62 if f > 1
 63 
 64 %%Recover errors from inner decoder
 65 
 66    E = [error_pat,zeros(f,length(g))]; 
 67 
 68 %% Calculate the syndrome
 69 
 70 e_temp      = [zeros(f,length(h)-n),E,zeros(f,length(h))];
 71 S           = zeros(f,L+1+m);
 72 
 73 for u = 1:f
 74     for j = 1:L+m+1%+1
 75         S(u,j)     = mod(e_temp(u,(j-1)*n+1:(j-1)*n+length(h))*h',2);    
 76     end
 77 end
 78 
 79 %Calculate a full generator matrix
 80 G = zeros(L,(L+m1)*n);
 81 small_g = g(1,1:(m1+1)*n);
 82 
 83 for j = 1:L
 84     G(j,(j-1)*n+1:(j+m1)*n) = small_g;
 85 end
 86 
 87 g1      = reshape(g(1,1:n*m1+n),n,[])';
 88 g2      = reshape(g(2,1:n*m2+n),n,[])';
 89 g3      = reshape(g(3,1:n*m3+n),n,[])';
 90 g4      = reshape(g(4,1:n*m4+n),n,[])';
 91 
 92 
 93 M1      = [eye(m1);zeros(1,m1)];
 94 M2      = [eye(m2);zeros(1,m2)];
 95 M3      = [eye(m3);zeros(1,m3)];
 96 M4      = [eye(m4);zeros(1,m4)];
 97 
 98 
 99 UP      = [g1(1,:);g2(1,:);g3(1,:);g4(1,:);g1(2:end,:);g2(2:end,:);g3(2:end,:);g4(2:end,:)];
100 
101 if m4 > 0
102 UML     = [1,zeros(1,m1+m2+m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1),1,zeros(1,m2+m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1+m2),1,zeros(1,m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1+m2+m3),1,zeros(1,m4-1)];
103 else
104 UML     = [1,zeros(1,m1+m2+m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1),1,zeros(1,m2+m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1+m2),1,zeros(1,m3+m4-1);zeros(1,m1+m2+m3+m4)];    
105 end
106 UMM     = zeros(m1+m2+m3+m4);
107 UMM(1:m1-1,2:m1) = eye(m1-1);
108 UMM(m1+1:m1+m2-1,m1+2:m1+m2) = eye(m2-1);
109 UMM(m1+m2+1:m1+m2+m3-1,m1+m2+2:m1+m2+m3) = eye(m3-1);
110 UMM(m1+m2+m3+1:m1+m2+m3+m4-1,m1+m2+m3+2:m1+m2+m3+m4) = eye(m4-1);
111 
112 U = [UP,[UML;UMM]];
113 
114 end
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
 
 1 function [ProbP,ProbL,word_error,qubit_error] = Turbo_Decoder(S,T,T_pad,U,E,L,g,h,n,k,m1,m2,m3,m4,m,p_e,G,PP,PL,max_sum)
 2 
 3    T_stream = zeros(1,L*n+(m+1)*n+length(h)-n);
 4 
 5 for j = 1:L
 6    T_stream((j-1)*n+1:(j-1)*n+length(T)) = T_stream((j-1)*n+1:(j-1)*n+length(T))+T*S(j);
 7 end
 8 for j = L+1:L+m
 9    T_stream((j-1)*n+1:(j-1)*n+length(T_pad)) = T_stream((j-1)*n+1:(j-1)*n+length(T_pad))+T_pad*S(j); 
10 end
11 T_stream = mod(T_stream(1,length(h)-n+1:end),2);
12 Gflips  = mod(G*T_stream(1:length(G))',2)';
13 %here T_steam is E^0 in the thesis and Gflips is the logical E^0 equivalent
14 % \varepsilon^0
15 
16 
17 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
18 %% Begin decoding preparation %%
19 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
20 [dimP,~] = size(PP);
21 
22 if isempty(PP) %if no physical priors set to homogenous error rate
23   PPji        = [(1-p_e)*ones(1,L*n+(m+1)*n);p_e*ones(1,L*n+(m+1)*n)];
24 else
25     if dimP == 2
26     PPji        = [PP(1,:),(1-p_e)*ones(1,(m+1)*n);PP(2,:),p_e*ones(1,(m+1)*n)];
27     else
28     PPji        = [(1-PP),(1-p_e)*ones(1,(m+1)*n);PP,p_e*ones(1,(m+1)*n)];
29     end
30 end
31 
32 [dimL,~] = size(PL);
33 
34 if isempty(PL) || sum(sum(PL)) == 0
35 PLji        = zeros(2*k,L+1+m);
36 PLji(:,1:L)      = 0.50;         %50:50 without other update
37 PLji(:,L+1:end)  = 0.50;        %set to a very low rate (order p_e^(weight))
38 
39 else
40    if dimL == 2
41  Gflip_temp = [Gflips,zeros(1,length(PL)-length(Gflips))];   
42  PL(:,Gflip_temp  == 1) = circshift(PL(:,Gflip_temp == 1),[1,0]);
43 PL_h        = 0.5*ones(2,length(PL));
44 PL_t        = 0.5*ones(2*(k-2),length(PL)); 
45 PLji        = [[PL;PL_h;PL_t],0.5*ones(2*k,m+1)];
46    else
47  Gflip_temp = [Gflips,zeros(1,length(PL)-length(Gflips))];
48 PL          = abs(PL - Gflip_temp);
49 PL_h        = 0.5*ones(2,length(PL));
50 PL_t        = 0.5*ones(2*(k-2),length(PL));
51 PLji        = [[1-PL;PL;PL_h;PL_t],0.5*ones(2*k,m+1)];
52 
53    end
54 
55 end
56 
57 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
58 %% Call SISO Decoder %%
59 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
60 
61 %Decoder follows the pseudo code in chapter 5
62 [ProbP,ProbL,word_error,qubit_error]      = SISO(S,T,U,PPji,PLji,n,k,E,L,T_stream,G,max_sum);
63 ProbP = ProbP(:,1:L*n);
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 function [ProbP,ProbL,word_error,qubit_error] = SISO(S,T,U,PPji,PLji,n,k,E,L,T_stream,G,max_sum) %runs a standard SISO algorithm
69 
70 %pre-processed common elements
71 alpha           = de2bi(0:2^k-1)';
72         [~,b]           = size(U);
73         num_states      = 2^(b-n);
74 Q               = zeros(num_states,length(U(1:k,:)),2^k);
75 
76 
77 %% FORWARD PASS %%
78 PMif            =   Forward_Pass(PPji,PLji,S,T,U,n,k,L,T_stream,alpha,Q);
79 %% BACKWARD PASS %%
80 PMib            =   Backward_Pass(PPji,PLji,S,T,U,n,k,L,T_stream,alpha,Q);
81 %% LOCAL UPDATE %%
82 [ProbP,ProbL,word_error,qubit_error]   =   Local_Update(PPji,PLji,S,T,U,n,k,PMif,PMib,E,L,T_stream,G,max_sum,alpha,Q);
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 %% Now we must add a section where we add T and the infered errors E' to
88 %% the logical bits that are recovered 
89 
 
 1 function PMif = Forward_Pass(PPji,PLji,~,~,U,n,k,~,T_stream,alpha,Q)
 2 
 3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 4 %% Initialization %%
 5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 6 
 7 [~,b]           = size(U);
 8 
 9 num_states      = 2^(b-n); %number of states = 2^(m1+m2+m3...)
10 N               = length(PLji);
11 PMif            = zeros(num_states,N+1); %always one more state than logical bits
12 PMif(1,1)       = 1; %initially in the (0,0,0,0,0) state
13 
14 M_q             = de2bi(0:num_states-1);
15 new_Q           = 2.^(0:b-n-1)';
16 
17 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
18 %% Pre-processing steps %%
19 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
20 % Determine next states and error patterns to be called in matrix form in
21 % the loop on line 55
22  q = 1:num_states; 
23  M = M_q(q,:);
24 
25 Q2 = M*U(n:end,:);
26 
27 states_ones          = ones(num_states,1);
28 Q_dec                = zeros(num_states,2^k);
29 
30 for beta = 1:2^k
31    L                 = alpha(:,beta);
32    Q(:,:,beta)       = mod(states_ones*L'*U(1:k,:)+Q2,2);
33    
34    %save each possible output for Q as a decimal number between 0 and 2^b-1
35    Q_dec(:,beta) = bi2de(Q(:,1:n,beta));
36 end
37 
38 new_state         = zeros([num_states,1,2^k]);
39 TT                = cell(1,2^k);
40 for ll = 1:2^k
41 new_state(:,:,ll) = Q(:,n+1:end,ll)*new_Q+1;
42 TT{1,ll}          = sparse(new_state(:,:,ll)',1:num_states,states_ones,num_states,num_states,num_states);
43 end
44 
45 PPji(:,T_stream == 1) = circshift(PPji(:,T_stream == 1),[1,0]);
46 de                = de2bi(0:2^n-1);
47 % Q_stream_de       = ones(2^n,1)*PPji_T;
48 Q_stream_de        = de+(ones(2^n,1)*(1:2:2*n));
49 alpha_de           = alpha'+ones(2^k,1)*(1:2:2*k);
50 
51 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
52 %% FORWARD PASS MARGINAL CALCULATION %%
53 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
54 
55 for j = 1:N %N is the number of logical inputs (inc. padding)
56 
57             PP_sec    = PPji(:,(j-1)*n+1:j*n);
58             PP_de     = prod(PP_sec(Q_stream_de),2);
59           %from here we need to call PP = PP_de(Q_de) or similar
60           %assigning a pre-calculated value for every element in Q_de
61             
62           PP_holder = PP_de(Q_dec+1);
63           
64           PL_holder = PLji(:,j);
65           PL_holder = prod(PL_holder(alpha_de),2);
66           
67   
68 for ll = 1:2^k %loop over all logical inputs
69  
70 PMif(:,j+1) = TT{1,ll}*(PL_holder(ll)*PP_holder(:,ll).*PMif(:,j))+PMif(:,j+1);
71 
72 end
73 %normalize here
74 
75 PMif(:,j+1) = PMif(:,j+1)/sum(PMif(:,j+1));
76 
77 
78 end
79 
 
 1 function PMib = Backward_Pass(PPji,PLji,~,~,U,n,k,~,T_stream,alpha,Q)
 2 
 3 %% Initialization %%
 4 
 5 [~,b]           = size(U);
 6 num_states      = 2^(b-n); %number of states = 2^(m1+m2+m3...)
 7 N               = length(PLji); %includes m_p
 8 
 9 PMib            = zeros(num_states,N+1); %always one more state than logical bits
10 % PMib(1,end)     = 1; %initially in the (0,0,0,0,0) state
11 
12 PMib(1,end) = 1;
13 
14 %% state is initialized in any state which can satisfy the final T_stream value
15 
16 M_q             = de2bi(0:num_states-1);
17 new_Q           = 2.^(0:b-n-1)';
18 
19 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
20 %% Pre processing %%
21 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
22 
23     q = 1:num_states;
24     M = M_q(q,:);
25    Q2 = M*U(n:end,:);
26 
27 states_ones          = ones(num_states,1);
28 Q_dec                = zeros(num_states,2^k);
29 
30 
31 for beta = 1:2^k
32    L                 = alpha(:,beta);
33    Q(:,:,beta)       = mod(states_ones*L'*U(1:k,:)+Q2,2);
34    
35    %save each possible output for Q as a decimal number between 0 and 2^b-1
36    Q_dec(:,beta) = bi2de(Q(:,1:n,beta));
37 end
38    
39 new_state         = zeros([num_states,1,2^k]);
40 for ll = 1:2^k
41 new_state(:,:,ll) = Q(:,n+1:end,ll)*new_Q+1;
42 end  
43    
44 PPji(:,T_stream == 1) = circshift(PPji(:,T_stream == 1),[1,0]); % mod
45 
46 de                = de2bi(0:2^n-1);
47 Q_stream_de        = de+(ones(2^n,1)*(1:2:2*n)); %mod
48 alpha_de           = alpha'+ones(2^k,1)*(1:2:2*k);
49 
50 
51 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
52 %% BACKWARD PASS MARGINAL CALCULATION %%
53 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
54 
55 for j = fliplr(1:N) %N is the number of logical inputs (inc. padding)
56 
57                PP_sec    = PPji(:,(j-1)*n+1:j*n); %mod
58                PP_de     = prod(PP_sec(Q_stream_de),2); %mod
59                
60                PP_holder = PP_de(Q_dec+1);
61 
62                PL_holder = PLji(:,j);
63                PL_holder = prod(PL_holder(alpha_de),2);
64 
65 % for L = alpha %loop over all logical inputs
66 % for q = 1:num_states 
67 for ll = 1:2^k %loop over all logical inputs
68     L = alpha(:,ll);  
69     
70         PMib(:,j) = PL_holder(ll)*PP_holder(:,ll).*PMib(new_state(:,:,ll),j+1)+PMib(:,j);
71 
72 % end
73 end
74 %normalize here
75 PMib(:,j) = PMib(:,j)/sum(PMib(:,j));%PMib(:,j);
76 
77 end
 
  1 function [ProbP,ProbL,word_error,qubit_error] = Local_Update(PPji,PLji,~,~,U,n,k,PMif,PMib,E,L,T_stream,G,max_sum,a_L,Q)
  2 
  3 %Here we use the forward pass priors and the backward pass priors to
  4 %determine the state of the physical qubits and the state of the locical
  5 %qubits in the system
  6 
  7 %% Initialization %%
  8 
  9 [~,b]           = size(U);
 10 num_states      = 2^(b-n); %number of states = 2^(m1+m2+m3...)
 11 N               = length(PLji); %includes padding
 12 ProbP           = zeros(2,N*n); %always one more state than logical bits
 13 ProbL           = zeros(2^k,N);
 14 M_q             = de2bi(0:num_states-1);
 15 new_Q           = 2.^(0:b-n-1)';
 16 A               = 0:2^k-1;
 17 
 18 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 19 %% Pre-processing %%
 20 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 21 
 22     q  = 1:num_states;
 23     M  = M_q(q,:);
 24     Q2 = M*U(n:end,:);
 25 
 26 states_ones          = ones(num_states,1);    
 27 %     Q       = zeros(num_states,length(U(1:k,:)),2^k);
 28 
 29 Q_dec                = zeros(num_states,2^k);
 30 for beta = 1:2^k
 31    gamma             = a_L(:,beta);
 32    Q(:,:,beta)       = mod(ones(num_states,1)*gamma'*U(1:k,:)+Q2,2);
 33    Q_dec(:,beta) = bi2de(Q(:,1:n,beta));
 34 end
 35     
 36 
 37 next_state         = zeros([num_states,1,2^k]);
 38 for ll = 1:2^k
 39 next_state(:,:,ll) = Q(:,n+1:end,ll)*new_Q+1;
 40 end 
 41  
 42 de                = de2bi(0:2^n-1);
 43 Q_stream_de       = de+(ones(2^n,1)*(1:2:2*n));
 44 Q_stream_de_whole = ones(2^n,1)*T_stream;
 45 Qphys_holder      = zeros(num_states,n,2^k);
 46 
 47 
 48 PPji(:,T_stream == 1)              = circshift(PPji(:,T_stream == 1),[1,0]);
 49 
 50 alpha_de           = a_L'+ones(2^k,1)*(1:2:2*k);
 51 
 52 
 53 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   
 54 %% Physical and logical qubit marginal calculation %%
 55 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 56 
 57 
 58 %%%%% Sum-prod component %%%%%
 59 %Used when calculating marginals to send to other decoding processes,
 60 % final decoding uses max-prod
 61 
 62 if max_sum ~= 1
 63 for j = 1:N %N is the number of logical inputs (inc. padding)
 64     
 65     PP_sec      = PPji(:,(j-1)*n+1:j*n);
 66     PP_de       = PP_sec(Q_stream_de);
 67     PP_de       = abs(prod(PP_de,2)); 
 68     Qphys_de = abs(de - Q_stream_de_whole(:,(j-1)*n+1:j*n));
 69     PP_holder              = PP_de(Q_dec+1);
 70  
 71 for LL = A
 72     Qphys_holder(:,:,LL+1) = Qphys_de(Q_dec(:,LL+1)+1,:);  
 73 end
 74      PL_holder = PLji(:,j);
 75      PL_holder = prod(PL_holder(alpha_de),2);   
 76 for LL = A %loop over all logical inputs
 77 
 78     PP              = PP_holder(:,LL+1);
 79     PL              = PL_holder(ll);
 80     PM1             = PMif(:,j);
 81     PM2             = PMib(next_state(:,:,LL+1),j+1); %next state that is transitioned to given L and M.
 82     PP_update        = (PL*PP.*PM1.*PM2)+10^-100;
 83     PL_update        = sum(PP_update); %avoids hard zeros when all paths -> 0
 84 
 85        %% Update logical probability
 86    ProbL(LL+1,j)     = ProbL(LL+1,j)+PL_update;
 87 
 88       %% Update physical probability
 89 
 90          value                    = PP_update'*Qphys_holder(:,:,LL+1);
 91          ProbP(1+1,(j-1)*n+1:j*n) = ProbP(1+1,(j-1)*n+1:j*n) + value;  
 92          ProbP(0+1,(j-1)*n+1:j*n) = ProbP(0+1,(j-1)*n+1:j*n) + sum(PP_update) - value;
 93                                            % ^ Total minus the component
 94                                            % from ProbP(1+1,....)                  
 95   
 96 % end
 97 end
 98      
 99 ProbL(:,j) = ProbL(:,j)/sum(ProbL(:,j));
100 
101 % sum(ProbL(:,j))% Nan in the sum of ProbL
102  for u = 1:n
103     ProbP(:,(j-1)*n+u) = ProbP(:,(j-1)*n+u)/sum(ProbP(:,(j-1)*n+u));
104  end
105 end
106 end
107 
108 
109 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
110 %%%%% Max-sum component %%%%%
111 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
112 %Used in final decoding output
113 
114 
115 if max_sum == 1
116     Q_stream_whole    = states_ones*T_stream;
117     'tick'
118 for j = 1:N %N is the number of logical inputs (inc. padding)
119 
120    Q_stream  = Q_stream_whole(:,(j-1)*n+1:j*n);
121     Pj       = states_ones*PPji(:,(j-1)*n+1:j*n);
122     
123 for LL = A %loop over all logical inputs
124     alpha           = a_L(:,LL+1);
125     PL              = abs(prod(PLji(:,j)+alpha-1));
126 
127     Qphys           = Q(:,1:n,LL+1)+Q_stream;
128     Qphys           = mod(Qphys,2);
129     Pphys           = abs(prod(Pj+Qphys-1,2));%+10^-40;
130     PM1             = PMif(:,j);
131     PM2             = PMib(next_state(:,:,LL+1),j+1); %next state that is transitioned to given L and M.
132     
133     PL_update        = PL*Pphys.*PM1.*PM2;
134     [PL_update,loc]  = max(PL_update); %just take the maximum
135     PM1              = PM1(loc,:);
136     PM2              = PM2(loc,:);
137     Qphys            = Qphys(loc,:);
138     
139    if max(ProbL(:,j)) < PL_update
140 
141        %% Update logical probability
142    ProbL(:,j)             = 0; %reset
143    ProbP(:,(j-1)*n+1:j*n) = 0;
144    ProbL(LL+1,j)           = ProbL(LL+1,j)+PL_update;
145  
146       %% Update physical probability
147        PP           = abs(prod(PPji(1,(j-1)*n+1:j*n)+Qphys-1));%+10^-40;
148        PP_update    = PM1*PM2*PL*PP;                 
149    for u = 1:n
150        qs           = Qphys(u);
151        ProbP(qs+1,(j-1)*n+u)  = ProbP(qs+1,(j-1)*n+u)  + PP_update;
152    end
153    end
154 end % end over summing inputs
155 
156 %normalize here
157 % current_state
158 
159 ProbL(:,j) = ProbL(:,j)/sum(ProbL(:,j));
160 
161 
162  for u = 1:n
163     ProbP(:,(j-1)*n+u) = ProbP(:,(j-1)*n+u)/sum(ProbP(:,(j-1)*n+u));
164  end
165 end
166 end
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 %% Calculate logical errors 
172 %G component
173 % PL      = ProbL(2,:)+ProbL(4,:)+ProbL(6,:)+ProbL(8,:); %for k = 3
174 
175 PL1 = sum(ProbL(2:2:end,:)); %for k = a general amount
176 PL0 = sum(ProbL(1:2:end,:));
177 PL  = [PL0(:,1:L);PL1(:,1:L)];
178 
179 Gflips  = mod(G*T_stream(1:length(G))',2)';
180 G_err   = mod(G*E(1:length(G))',2)';
181 PL(:,Gflips == 1) = circshift(PL(:,Gflips == 1),[1,0]);
182 
183 qubit_error = sum(mod(round(PL(2,:)+G_err),2));
184 ProbL       = PL;
185 word_error  = (qubit_error > 0);
186 
 
